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Hersenen zijn als pudding, die tussen je oren rijpt. Zeester
met koffie, tot je dat begrijpt.

Bart Peeters, in zijn liedje ”Zeester met koffie”

Samenvatting

Transcraniële magnetische stimulatie, afgekort TMS, is een niet-invasieve
techniek die de activiteit van een specifiek deel van de hersenen kan ver-
sterken of onderdrukken. Een spoel van koperdraad wordt boven het hoofd
gehouden en genereert een tijdsvariërend magnetisch veld. Dit veld wekt
elektrische stromen en een elektrisch veld op in het brein. Dit geı̈nduceerde
elektrisch veld interageert met de neurale systemen en kan bepaalde hersen-
gebieden tijdelijk prikkelen of remmen door een verandering van membraan-
potentialen teweeg te brengen in de neuronen.
De laatste jaren heeft deze veilige stimulatietechniek zichzelf opgewerkt als
een veelbelovende manier voor de diagnose en alternatieve behandeling van
verscheidene neurologische en psychiatrische stoornissen zoals oorsuizingen,
epilepsie en depressie. Aangezien TMS in staat is om de hersenactiviteit te
beı̈nvloeden, is het bovendien een krachtige tool om de specifieke hersenfunc-
ties te bestuderen. Het kan de normale werking van een bepaald gebied in de
cortex tijdelijk verstoren, ook wel een virtueel hersenletsel genoemd. Dit laat
toe om bijvoorbeeld de kritische motorische en zintuiglijke gebieden van de
cortex te mappen ter voorbereiding van een hersenoperatie.
Hoewel tijdens het laatste decennium TMS op grote schaal gebruikt wordt
en zijn werkzaamheid al is gebleken, blijven de onderliggende mechanis-
men slecht begrepen en is zijn werking moeilijk te voorspellen. Bovendien
melden klinische en psychologische studies die TMS gebruiken een hoge vari-
abiliteit van zijn effect op de hersenfunctie. Een beperkte verandering van
de parameters in de TMS procedure leidt tot drastische veranderingen in de
klinische of psychologische uitkomst. Deze onzekerheid beperkt de grote ver-
scheidenheid aan mogelijke toepassingen en weerhoudt de neurowetenschap-
pers ervan om TMS als routine behandelingsmethode te beschouwen. Om
meer inzicht te krijgen, is onderzoek nodig met betrekking tot computationele
methoden, waaronder bio-elektromagnetische modellering die nauwkeurig
en zowel kwalitatief als kwantitatief de impact van de geı̈nduceerde velden
op het menselijk brein kan bepalen. Deze simulaties zijn cruciaal omdat in
vivo metingen meestal duur zijn. Bovendien zijn grote homogene patiënten-
groepen moeilijk te verzamelen en beperkt als gevolg van ethische kwesties.
Tenslotte hebben experimentele studies voordeel bij modellering door hun
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voorspelling, betere planning en controle en dus vermindering van het aantal
experimenten.
Tijdens dit doctoraat werd een computationeel model voor TMS ontwik-
keld. Aangezien TMS niet steeds hetzelfde effect teweegbrengt, maar varieert
tussen de proefpersonen, zijn we overtuigd van het belang om persoons-
specifieke informatie te implementeren. Zeker omdat de 21e eeuw ons toe-
gang geeft tot individuele MRI, zoals de T1-gewogen anatomische hersen-
scans en diffusie-gewogen beelden, beter bekend als diffusietensor beelden
of DTI. Deze data geeft ons de mogelijkheid om om te gaan met de grote
variabiliteit tussen de hersenen en hun anatomische structuren. Bovendien
stellen neuronavigatiesystemen ons in staat om het stimulatiedoelgebied in
kaart te brengen op de MRI van het hoofd van de proefpersoon en de TMS
spoel te positioneren en oriënteren met grotere nauwkeurigheid en repro-
duceerbaarheid. Hoewel dit een belangrijke verbetering is vergeleken met
de handmatige spoelplaatsing, wordt de schatting van het stimulatiedoelge-
bied nog steeds berekend op bolvormige hoofdmodellen. In tegenstelling tot
deze werkwijze, richten wij ons op het invoeren van zowel patiënt- als case-
specifieke karakteristieken in ons model.
De onafhankelijke impedantiemethode is ontwikkeld om de elektromagne-
tische verschijnselen te modelleren. Het is gebaseerd op de conventionele
impedantiemethode, maar elimineert op basis van grafentheorie de afhanke-
lijke lussen en bijgevolg de overbodige vergelijkingen in het lineair stelsel. Dit
resulteert in een betere conditionering en een versnelling van de numerieke
convergentie. Een 3D netwerk van impedanties wordt opgesteld en opgelost
om de wervelstromen die TMS induceert in de hersenen te bepalen. De bijho-
rende geı̈nduceerde elektrische veldverdeling kan dan worden berekend.
De elektrische geleidbaarheidswaarden van de verschillende hersenweef-
sels dienen ingevoerd te worden in de elektromagnetische berekeningen.
Deze waarden kunnen worden beschreven door het frequentieafhankelijke
parametrische 4-Cole-Cole-model. Dit model biedt echter een optimale schat-
ting op basis van een bestaand materiaaldatabank, maar heeft een grote
onzekerheid bij lage frequenties. Bovendien hebben de diëlektrische weefsel-
eigenschappen een grote variabiliteit tussen individuen. Daarom stellen we
een techniek voor die op een niet-invasieve manier de geleidbaarheidswaar-
den schat door geavanceerde MRI-sequenties toe te passen. Twee fasebeelden
worden opgemeten: een keer met een gradiënt geschakeld die wervelstromen
induceert en een keer zonder. Het verschil tussen beide fasebeelden bevat de
nodige informatie om de geleidbaarheidsdistributie te reconstrueren. We zijn
erin geslaagd om de geleidbaarheidsprofielen van de weefsels huid, bot, grijze
en witte stof numeriek te reconstrueren. Dit bevestigt het potentieel en de
haalbaarheid van de techniek. Verder onderzoek met echte klinische metin-
gen is echter een nodige voorwaarde om de robuustheid te beoordelen en de
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techniek klinisch toepasbaar te maken.
Doorheen het doctoraat wordt naar klinisch relevante simulaties toegewerkt.
Aanvankelijk zijn eenvoudige bolvormige hoofdmodellen beschouwd, maar
naarmate we evolueren, worden meer geavanceerde gepersonaliseerde hoofd-
modellen gebouwd. Een realistische geometrie en de frequentie-afhankelijke
anisotrope weefseleigenschappen worden opgenomen op basis van T1- en
diffusie-gewogen MRI. Onze ontwikkelde solver gebruikt eerst cirkelvormige
spoelen, maar wordt dan uitgebreid voor elk spoelontwerp, met inbegrip van
de meestal toegepaste en commercieel beschikbare cijfer-acht spoelen. Het kan
de positie en oriëntatie van de spoel uit het neuronavigatiesysteem direct in
het model invoeren.
De vorm van de spoel is belangrijk aangezien het de geı̈nduceerde veldver-
deling beı̈nvloedt en daarmee de plaats van stimulatie. Desalniettemin blijkt
uit onze simulaties dat deze verdeling ook sterk afhankelijk is van de locatie
en oriëntatie van de spoel met betrekking tot het hoofd van de proefpersoon
en van de inhomogene en anisotrope geleidbaarheidsstructuur van het hoofd.
De geı̈nduceerde elektrische velden interageren met het zenuwstelsel - meer
bepaald met de spanningsafhankelijke ionenkanalen in het plasmamembraan
van neuronen - en kunnen bepaalde hersengebieden prikkelen of remmen
door de membraanpotentialen te wijzigen. Om het precieze mechanisme
van stimulatie te bestuderen, breiden we onze elektromagnetische solver uit
naar de neurofysiologie om de spatio-temporele verdeling van membraan-
potentialen langs de neuronen in de hersenen te berekenen. Aanvankelijk
gaan we uit van rechte en radiaal-gerichte neuronenbundels, daarna worden
realistische 3D reconstructies gegenereerd met behulp van DTI-gebaseerde
tractografie. Dicht bij het hersengebied waarop de TMS spoel gericht is, wor-
den bundels van gegroepeerde witte stof geselecteerd, tractussen genaamd.
Het geı̈nduceerde elektrische veld wordt uitgezet langsheen de banen van
deze tractussen en dient als de basis voor de beschouwde stimulatiemecha-
nismen. We beschrijven de reactie van deze mechanismen op de membraan-
potentiaal aan de hand van een kabelvergelijking bestaande uit verschillende
componenten. Alle tractussen worden verondersteld gemyeliniseerde neuro-
nen te zijn, met secties die dendrieten, soma, axon hillock, eerste segment,
knopen van Ranvier en gemyeliniseerde internoden voorstellen, en worden
gemodelleerd met passieve en actieve membraaneigenschappen.
Ondanks het feit dat de elektrische velden maximaal zijn in het corticale op-
pervlak dichtbij de spoel en slechts beperkt doordringen in de subcorticale
structuren, tonen experimenten aan dat standaard TMS spoelen ook effect
kunnen hebben op de diepere hersengebieden. Wij geloven dat dit veroor-
zaakt wordt door de neurale verbindingen tussen corticale en subcorticale
structuren. TMS kan de membraanpotentialen depolariseren en actiepoten-
tialen initiëren in het neuraal weefsel onder de spoel, die zich op hun beurt
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kunnen voortzetten langs de tractussen naar diepere regionen.
De elektromagnetische modellering is gevalideerd door vergelijking met
analytische en standaard eindige-elementenmethoden. De neurofysiologische
berekeningen, namelijk de spatio-temporele variaties van de membraanpo-
tentialen, zijn moeilijker te valideren, omdat het onmogelijk is om de mem-
braanpotentialen direct in de hersenen te meten. Als alternatief verklaren we
numeriek de waargenomen variabiliteit van TMS bij taalmapping tijdens een
benoemtaak.
De ontwikkelde flexibele en gepersonaliseerde toolbox modelleert TMS van
de macroscopische velden in de hersenen tot de potentialen op microscopisch
neuronaal niveau. Voor zover wij weten is deze manier van simuleren nieuw
en een belangrijke stap naar volledig geval- en persoonsspecifieke resultaten.
De simulaties bevestigen dat een nauwkeurige bepaling van het stimulatie-
doel in combinatie met een neuronavigatiesysteem noodzakelijk is om be-
trouwbare TMS studies te verrichten.
Deze toolbox biedt vele mogelijkheden. Zo kan het de gevoeligheid van
de spoelpositionering onderzoeken, net zoals de variabiliteit van de TMS
effecten bij verschillende proefpersonen. Het kan het mechanisme en de lo-
catie van stimulatie voorspellen en inschatten welke tractussen effectief bij-
dragen. Bovendien is het geschikt om te combineren met TMS experimenten
en hun elektrofysiologische respons opgenomen met EEG en/of EMG.
”Hersenen zijn als pudding, die tussen je oren rijpt. Zeester met koffie, tot je
dat begrijpt.” Wat Bart Peeters er precies mee bedoelt, begrijp ik nog steeds
niet helemaal. Maar ik ben overtuigd dat hersenonderzoek iets is wat lang
moet rijpen. Verder onderzoek moet het aantal veronderstellingen vermin-
deren en vooral synapsen bevatten voor verdere communicatie met andere
neuronen in het hersennetwerk, zodat we een breder beeld van de neurale
respons op TMS verkrijgen. Een mogelijke validatie is volgens ons haalbaar
door de spatio-temporele variatie van de membraanpotentialen te vergelij-
ken met de verspreiding van hersenactiviteit via het meten van door TMS
opgeroepen EEG reacties. Wij benadrukken hier het belang van doordachte,
goed voorbereide en nauwkeurig uitgevoerde experimenten.
Uiteindelijk streven we naar computerondersteunde TMS, waarbij persoons-
specifieke informatie optimaal geı̈ntegreerd wordt, zoals structurele MRI,
DTI, evenals de gepersonaliseerde geleidbaarheidswaarden van de biologi-
sche weefsels. Wanneer een verstoord hersennetwerk van de patiënt wordt
geı̈dentificeerd, zouden dergelijke slimme TMS apparaten de beste plaats voor
stimulatie vinden door het detecteren van de bereikbare corticale structuren
van dit netwerk. Vervolgens zouden ze de spoelspecificaties optimaliseren,
zoals de vorm, positie, oriëntatie en excitatie golfvorm. Hoewel we beseffen
dat er nog een lange weg te gaan is, zijn we ervan overtuigd een stap in de
goede richting te hebben gezet met dit onderzoek.



”Begin at the beginning,” the King said, gravely, ”and go on
till you come to an end; then stop.”

Lewis Carroll, in his book ”Alice in Wonderland”

Summary

Transcranial magnetic stimulation, or abbreviated TMS, is a non-invasive tech-
nique that has the ability to enhance or suppress brain activity. It induces elec-
tric currents and an electric field in the brain via a time-varying magnetic field,
generated by a coil positioned above the scalp surface. This induced electric
field interacts with the neural system and may excite or inhibit certain brain
regions by altering the membrane potentials of neurons.
In recent years, this safe and well tolerated brain stimulation technique has
established itself as a promising diagnostic tool and alternative treatment for
a broad range of neurological and psychiatric disorders including tinnitus,
epilepsy and depression. Since TMS has the ability to modify the brain state,
it is a powerful tool to explore specific brain functions. It can temporarily dis-
rupt the normal behaviour of a given cortical area, thus creating a ’virtual
brain lesion’. This enables, for example, the mapping of critical motor and
sensory areas of the cortex prior to neurosurgery.
Although during the last decade TMS has been frequently and widely used
and its efficacy has already been demonstrated, the underlying mechanisms
remain poorly understood and its working is hard to predict. Moreover, many
clinical and psychological studies that employ TMS reported a high variabil-
ity of its effect on brain functioning. Limited parameter changes in the TMS
procedure lead to drastic changes in the clinical or psychological outcome.
This uncertainty restricts the wide variety of potential applications and keeps
neuroscientists from embracing TMS as a routine treatment method. To gain
more insight, research is needed with respect to computational methods for
TMS including bio-electromagnetic modelling that can accurately determine
the impact of the induced fields on the human brain both qualitatively and
quantitatively. These simulations are crucial because in vivo measurements
are typically expensive and large homogeneous patient groups are difficult
to gather and restricted due to ethical issues. Moreover, experimental studies
benefit from modelling through prediction, better planning and control and
consequently reduction of experiments.
During this PhD, a computational model for TMS was developed. Since the
effects of TMS are not fixed, but vary among subjects, we believe that im-
plementing patient-specific information is of great importance. Especially be-
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cause the 21st century gives us access to individual MRI, such as T1-weighted
anatomical brain scans and diffusion-weighted images, better known as dif-
fusion tensor images or DTI. This data gives us the opportunity to deal with
the variability between brains and their anatomical structures. Moreover, neu-
ronavigation systems allow us to map the stimulation target on the MRI of the
subject’s head, and to position and orientate the TMS coil with increased accu-
racy and reproducibility. Although it is a major improvement on manual coil
positioning, the applied calculations for estimating the stimulated cortical site
are still performed on spherical head models. In contrast, we aim at imple-
menting both patient- and case-specific features in our model.
The independent impedance method is developed for modelling the electro-
magnetic phenomena. It is based on the conventional impedance method, but
eliminates the dependent loops and consequently the redundant equations in
the linear system using graph theory. This results in improved conditionality
and speed-up of numerical convergence. A 3D network of impedances is gen-
erated and solved to determine the induced eddy currents. The electric field
distribution induced in the brain by TMS can then be calculated.
As input, these electromagnetic calculations require the electric conductivity
values of the different brain tissues. These values can be described by the
frequency-dependent parametric 4-Cole-Cole model for the Hz-GHz range.
However, this model provides a best estimate based on an existing material
database, but has large uncertainties at low frequency. Moreover, the dielectric
tissue properties have a large inter-subject variability. Therefore, we propose a
technique, called the induced current MR phase imaging electrical impedance
tomography, to non-invasively estimate the conductivity values by apply-
ing advanced MRI sequences. Two phase images are obtained, once with an
eddy-current induction gradient switched and once without. The difference
between both phase images contains the information necessary to reconstruct
the internal conductivity distribution. We succeed in numerically reconstruct-
ing the conductivity profiles of the tissues skin, bone, grey and white matter,
confirming the potential and feasibility of the technique. Further research with
real clinical measurements is a prerequisite for assessing its robustness and
making it clinically applicable.
Throughout the PhD, we worked towards clinical relevant simulations. Ini-
tially, simple spherical head models are considered, but as we progress more
sophisticated personalised head models are constructed. Realistic geometry
and frequency-dependent anisotropic tissue properties are included based on
T1- and diffusion-weighted MRI. Our developed solver initially uses circular
coils, but is extended to allow for any coil design, including the usually ap-
plied and commercially available figure-of-eight coils. It can directly retrieve
the position and orientation of the coil from the neuronavigation system.
The coil’s shape is important, since it influences the induced field distribution
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and consequently the site of stimulation. Nevertheless, our simulations reveal
that this distribution also depends on the location and orientation of the coil
with respect to the subject’s head and on the inhomogeneous and anisotropic
conductivity structure of the head.
The induced electric fields interact with the neural system - more specifically,
with the voltage-gated ion channels at the plasma membrane of neurons -
and may excite or inhibit certain brain regions by altering the membrane po-
tentials. To study the precise mechanism of stimulation, we extend our elec-
tromagnetic solver towards the neurophysiology so to compute the spatio-
temporal distribution of membrane potentials along the neural fibre bundles
in the brain. After assuming straight and radially-oriented bundles, realistic
3D fibre reconstructions were generated using DTI-based tractography. Close
to the brain region of interest that is targeted with the TMS coil, bundles of
grouped neural fibres, called tracts, are selected. The induced electric field is
mapped along the trajectories of these tracts and serves as the input for the
considered stimulation mechanisms. We describe the response of these mech-
anisms on the membrane potential by a compartmental cable equation. All
tracts are assumed to be myelinated neurons, containing sections representing
dendrites, soma, axon hillock, initial segment, Ranvier nodes and myelinated
internodes, and are modelled with passive and active membrane properties.
Despite the fact that the electric fields are maximal in the cortical surface close
to the coil and penetrate into subcortical structures up to a limited depth, ex-
periments reveal that standard TMS coils can also have effect on deeper brain
regions. We believe that this is possible due to the connection via the neural
fibre bundles between cortical and subcortical structures. TMS can depolarise
the membrane potentials and initiate action potentials in the superficial neural
tissue underneath the coil, which in turn can propagate along nerve bundles
towards deeper regions.
The electromagnetic modelling has been validated by comparison with an-
alytical and standard finite element methods. The neurophysiologic compu-
tations, namely the spatio-temporal variations of the membrane potentials,
are more difficult to validate since it is not evident to measure the membrane
potential variation directly in the brain. As an alternative, we numerically ex-
plain the variability of TMS during a speech mapping experiment.
The developed flexible and personalised toolbox models TMS from the macro-
scopic fields in the brain to the potentials on microscopic neuronal level. It is,
to our knowledge, novel for the simulation of the TMS response and a valu-
able step towards fully case- and patient-specific results. Our simulations con-
firm that an accurate determination of the stimulation target in combination
with a neuronavigation system is mandatory to perform reliable TMS studies.
This toolbox offers many opportunities. It can, for example, investigate the
sensitivity of coil positioning and the variability of the TMS effects among
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the subjects. It can predict the mechanism and initial location of excitation
and estimate which neural pathways contribute effectively to the stimulation.
Moreover, it is suitable to be combined with TMS experiments and their elec-
trophysiological responses recorded with EEG and/or EMG.
Unlike the King in ”Alice in Wonderland” is saying, research is a never end-
ing story. Further research should decrease the number of assumptions and
especially include synapses for further communication to other neurons in the
connected brain network, so to obtain a bigger picture of the neural response
to TMS. We suggest validation is feasible by comparing the obtained spatio-
temporal variation of the membrane potentials and the spreading of neuronal
activity by measuring TMS-evoked EEG responses. We emphasise here the
importance of well prepared and precisely executed experiments.
In the end we aim at computer-assisted TMS, in which patient-specific in-
formation is optimally integrated such as structural MRI, DTI, as well as the
personalised conductivity estimation of biological tissues. When the patient’s
dysfunctioning brain network is identified, such smart TMS devices would
find the best site for stimulation by detecting the reachable cortical structures
of this network, and would accordingly optimise the coil specifications, such
as shape, position, orientation and excitation waveform. Although we realise
that there is still a long road ahead, we are confident to have taken a step in
the right direction with this research.
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A DIFFUSION TENSOR-BASED COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

FOR TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION:
FROM MACROSCOPIC FIELDS TO NEURONAL MEMBRANE

POTENTIALS





Introduction to TMS





Basically, they hook up a machine to your head and blast you
with low-level electromagnetic pulses in order to alter neural
activity.

a woman who was treated with TMS for depression,
sharing her experience

1
Introduction to transcranial magnetic

stimulation

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive technique that has
the ability to enhance or suppress brain activity. With minimal discomfort, it
induces electric currents and an electric field in the brain via a rapidly chang-
ing magnetic field, generated by a coil positioned above the scalp surface. This
induced electric field interacts with the neural system and may excite or in-
hibit certain brain regions by altering the membrane potentials of neurons.

1.1. Historical background

The field of electrophysiology was born in the late eighteenth century with the
discovery of bioelectricity by the Italian physician Luigi Galvani. While dis-
secting dead frogs, he observed that the muscles of their legs twitched when
struck by an electrical spark. Galvani’s work was continued by his nephew,
Giovanni Aldini. He believed that bioelectricity could reanimate dead tissue.
To prove this, Aldini travelled extensively throughout Europe with his exper-
iments, inducing muscular contractions in dead animals through the applica-
tion of direct electric current. However, he did not stop with frogs and dogs,
but continued with humans. His most famous public demonstration was per-
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of milestones in electrical and magnetic stimulation leading to the
development of TMS.

formed on an executed criminal in London in 1803. With this incident, sev-
eral important ethical questions began to emerge, first, only in the high lev-
els of education and research, later on also in the non-scientific community
through the novel ”Frankenstein”. Inspired by Galavani’s bioelectricity, En-
glish writer Mary Shelley wrote this novel in 1818 about the eccentric scientist
Victor Frankenstein, who created a monster in an unorthodox experiment. It
forever shaped the popular image of the mad scientist.
In 1831, the English physicist Michael Faraday discovered electromagnetic in-
duction, the physical principle of electromagnetic stimulation. He observed
the production of an electromotive force across a conductor when it is exposed
to a varying magnetic field. Thus, when electric current passes through a TMS
coil, it generates a magnetic field and the rate of change of this field determines
the induction of a secondary current in a nearby conductor. Faraday’s law was
generalised in 1861 by the Scottish physicist and mathematician James Clerk
Maxwell. He provided the mathematical unifying proof for the reciprocal rela-
tion between electricity and magnetism. Nowadays, the four Maxwell’s equa-
tions underlie many modern technologies.
The German physiologist Emil du Bois-Reymond was the first to prove the
electrical nature of nerve signals. He discovered that muscular contraction is
accompanied by chemical changes in the muscle, and, in 1843-1848, he demon-
strated that ions are formed within a nerve or muscle cell, leading to a negative
change in potential from the resting state, when it is stimulated by an electric
current.
The first scientific attempts to use magnetic energy to alter brain activity were
conducted by Arsenne d’Arsonval in 1896 and Silvanus Thompson in 1910.
While human subjects had placed their heads inside a large conduction coil,
they stimulated the retina and evoked perception of light flashes, so-called
phosphenes, equal to the spots and colours you see when you rub your eyes.
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Many years later, this technique would be refined as TMS.
The initial clinical trial of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), formerly known as
electroshock therapy, was performed in 1938 by the Italian neuropsychiatrists
Ugo Cerletti and Lucio Bini. ECT uses an electrical current passing through
the brain to create a therapeutic seizure, which causes a dramatic reset of the
brain. The therapy was intended to treat the manic symptoms of schizophrenic
patients. ECT gained widespread popularity among psychiatrists as a form
of treatment in the 1940s and 1950s. However, this overuse revealed serious
side effects, such as skin burn, prolonged seizures, full-scale convulsion, car-
diovascular and pulmonary complications and amnesia, thereby creating a
strong negative public attitude towards the therapy. This adverse perception
was enhanced by the 1962 novel ”One flew over the cuckoo’s nest” of Ken
Kesey, adapted for a film in 1975, in which ECT was considered as a psychi-
atric painful tool of punishment. Meanwhile, in 1972, another incident raised
ethical concerns. Researchers of the Tulane University attempted to ’cure’ a
patient of his homosexuality by combining behaviour modification via deep-
brain electrical stimulation of the septal area with forced heterosexual inter-
actions provided by a female prostitute. Merton and Morton showed in 1980
that it was possible to stimulate the motor area of the cortex through the intact
scalp, via a short high-voltage electric shock (Merton and Morton, 1980). High
voltages are needed to overcome the poor conducting properties of scalp and
skull, but they cause considerable discomfort and pain, due to the stimulation
of nerve endings in the skin and superficial muscles. In current practice, ECT
is administered under general anaesthesia with muscle relaxants, overcoming
most side effects, and it follows ethical guidelines leading to responsible and
transparent practices. Although ECT has shown to be an effective treatment
for severe depression and schizophrenia, its use remains impacted by its un-
favourable public opinion.
Transcranial magnetic brain stimulation provided a solution. Unlike ECT,
TMS does not require anaesthesia and does not produce a seizure, it is much
safer and far less painful. Moreover, TMS can be targeted to a specific site in
the brain in comparison to the more generalised electrical stimulation. The
first reliable TMS stimulator was developed in Sheffield, England, in 1985 by
Anthony Barker and colleagues (Barker et al., 1985). They performed TMS
over the primary motor cortex, causing muscle contractions in the hand, simi-
lar as Merton and Morton did, but with minimal discomfort. Since then, TMS
has gone through several major stages of development, always well consid-
ered and with great caution, as compared with ECT. Moreover, the application
of TMS in research and clinical settings follows safety and ethical guidelines,
which are regularly reviewed and updated (Horvath et al., 2011; Rossi et al.,
2009; Wassermann, 1998). In 1988 David Cohen and Shoogo Ueno (Ueno et al.,
1988) came with the idea and realisation of the figure-of-eight coil, to generate
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a more focused electric field in the brain than with the original circular coil.
That same year, Cadwell Laboratories Inc. introduced repetitive TMS (rTMS)
with water-cooled coils, to deliver trains of stimuli. Newer developments in-
clude the addition of stereotactic navigation to existing TMS technology and
the integration with other imaging techniques, such as positron emission to-
mography (PET), electromyography (EMG), electroencephalography (EEG)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The neuronavigation sys-
tem allows users to map the stimulation target on an anatomy magnetic res-
onance (MR) image of the patient’s or subject’s head, and to position the coil
with high accuracy and reproducibility. Risto Ilmoniemi was the first to report
the mapping and spreading of neuronal TMS activity based on TMS-evoked
EEG responses, revealing cortical reactivity and connectivity (Ilmoniemi et al.,
1999, 1997). TMS stimulators, whether or not combined with neuronavigation
or other imaging techniques, are now commercialised worldwide by compa-
nies such as Nexstim Ltd. (Helsinki, Finland), Magstim Inc. (Whitland, United
Kingdom) and MagVenture Inc. r (Atlanta, Georgia USA).
Fig. 1.1 outlines the historical background of TMS with the different mile-
stones. Some of these moments are captured on photo and shown in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: From left to right. D’Arsonval demonstrating that the current induced in his
arms by a high-frequency solenoid coil will light a lamp, 1893. Thompson showing his
primitive magnetic stimulator for phosphene experiments, 1910. Barker demonstrating his
TMS device over the primary motor cortex, 1991. Ueno and myself presenting our work at
the IEEE International Magnetics Conference, INTERMAG, 2011.

1.2. Basic characteristics

Fig. 1.3 illustrates the basic phenomena that occur in TMS. A magnetic stimu-
lator stores electrical current, and then discharges it in one or more brief pulses
through the TMS coil. With the stimulators used nowadays, this excitation
current can reach values of more than 5 kA. Such a pulse lasts less than 1 ms
and can be repeated up to 50 times per second. According to Biot-Savart’s law,
each current pulse gives rise to a strong, but also very brief and rapidly chang-
ing magnetic field, with a strength directly under the coil up to 4 T, which is
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approximately 60 000 times the intensity of the earth’s magnetic field. This re-
sultant time-varying magnetic field induces an electric field in the underlying
tissue, through Faraday’s law of induction. The maximum electric fields and
corresponding eddy currents induced in the brain are typically around 100
V/m and 100 A/m2, respectively.

TMS coil with 
excitation current

Head model

Magnetic field

Induced eddy currents
and electric field

Figure 1.3: Basic principles of TMS. Electrical currents and electric field are induced in the
brain through magnetic pulses applied by means of the current-carrying coil positioned
above the head.

Transcranial literally means through the skull. Indeed, magnetic fields tra-
verse the scalp and skull without impedance, i.e. the magnetic material prop-
erties of biological tissues are the same as those in air. This represents a major
advantage over the direct application of electricity due to enhanced comfort of
the subject and improved control of localisation and dosage. Even though this
magnetic field gave its name to TMS, it is the induced electric field that leads
to neuronal stimulation (Roth and Basser, 1990). It may cause depolarisation
of the neurons’ membrane from its resting potential -84 mV. When enough po-
larisation accumulates to reach a certain threshold, an action potential (a typ-
ical course with a peak of more than 40 mV) can be triggered and propagate
along the neuron and to other adjacent neurons, resulting in communication
of information.
According to Biot-Savart’s law, the magnetic field strength decreases quadrat-
ically with distance. As a result, the direct local effects of TMS are confined to
the areas that face the skull. However, the brain consists of highly functionally
interconnected structures, leading to indirect distant effects of TMS.
The magnetic stimulator consists mainly out of two components: a charge-
discharge system and a current carrying excitation coil.
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1.2.1 Stimulator circuit

A typical, but simplified biphasic stimulator circuit (Davey and Epstein, 2000)
is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.4. Low-voltage alternating current (AC) is
transformed into high-voltage direct current (DC), which charges the capac-
itor C. A trigger-controlled switch, usually a thyristor, which is capable of
switching a high current in a short period of time, enables this capacitor to
discharge through the TMS coil. A diode is connected in parallel with this
thyristor in order to allow current flow in the opposite direction and thus ca-
pacitor recharging. A monophasic circuit is similar to the biphasic one, except
that the diode of the switch is absent, so that the current through the TMS coil
remains positive or zero. For the biphasic and monophasic TMS waveforms,
see later Fig. 1.8. Without the switching circuitry and control electronics, the
discharge circuit is basically a parallel RLC circuit, characterised by the total
resistance R, inductance L and capacitance C. Typical ranges of these param-
eters are listed in Table 1.1 (Marcolin and Padberg, 2007). Both R and L are
mainly determined by the TMS coil windings and are set to the lowest prac-
tical values to minimise heating while generating the desired current wave-
form.

Transformer

R

C

Switch

L

VAC VDC

Diode bridge IGBT

Figure 1.4: Simplified charge-discharge circuit for biphasic TMS pulse generation. The
switch consists out of a diode and a thyristor. Figure adapted from (Davey and Epstein,
2000).

Table 1.1: Typical parameter values of the stimulator circuit (Marcolin and Padberg, 2007).

Parameter Typical range

Resistance R 20-80 mΩ
Inductance L 10-30 µH

Capacitance C 10-250 µF
Peak voltage 0.5-3 kV
Peak current 2-10 kA
Pulse width 60-1000 µs
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In the discharging RLC circuit, the following applies:

L
∂2 I
∂t2 + R

∂I
∂t

+
I
C

= 0. (1.1)

At time t zero, the current I is zero and all the energy W is stored in the capac-
itor, with VDC the initial voltage across this capacitor.

W =
CV2

DC
2

(1.2)

This initial condition results in a damped sinusoidal current:

I(t) = Ac e−αctsin(ωct), (1.3)

with

Ac =
VDC

ωcL
, αc =

R
2L

, ωc =

√
1

LC
− α2

c . (1.4)

The duration of one pulse cycle is approximately 2π
√

LC, since R is much
smaller than

√
4L/C (Peterchev et al., 2008), see Table 1.1.

1.2.2 Coil configuration

Although many researchers have explored unique coil designs for increased
focality, efficacy and penetration depth (Crowther et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2013;
Roth et al., 2002; Zangen et al., 2005), the most common shapes currently used
are the single circular and figure-of-eight coils, both depicted in Fig. 1.5. The
latter consists out of two circular coils, located side-by-side, and is in literature
also called a double or butterfly coil. TMS coils are usually tightly wound
concentric turns of rectangular copper wire, which are adequately insulated
and housed in plastic covers.

Coating

Handle

Wire

Air

Figure 1.5: (Left) The circular and (right) figure-of-eight coil are the two most common coil
configurations. The winding profiles are drawn based on X-ray pictures (Salinas et al., 2007;
Thielscher and Kammer, 2004).
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Figure 1.6: Circular and figure-of-eight coils have different induced electric field distribu-
tions. The modelled circular coil has a radius of 5 cm and 9 turns and the figure-of-8 coil
consists of two such circular coils. A biphasic pulse of 640 A per loop is applied, resulting
in 5.76 kA, with a pulse length of 230 µs, and thus a peak excitation current time derivative
of approximately 100 A/µs. The strength of the electric field E induced in air in a plane 1
cm below the coils is plotted (in V/m).
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Figure 1.7: The induced electric field decays with increased distance below the coil. The
maximum strengths of the electric field E induced in air by the circular and figure-of-eight
coils of Fig. 1.6 are plotted.

In Fig. 1.6 the distributions of the electric field induced in air in a plane 1 cm
below the coils are compared. Fig. 1.7 shows the decay of both fields with
increased distance below the coils. These results were obtained with the in
this PhD presented modelling method and are equal to those in literature (Il-
moniemi et al., 1999). The field is strong under the coil windings and drops
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to zero in the centre of the winding, and thus in the middle of a circular coil,
and for regions far away from the coil. In contrast to that, a figure-of-eight coil
induces a maximum electrical field in the middle, under the intersection of its
two windings, with a magnitude that amounts almost double the field’s maxi-
mum under the circular coil. As shown by Heller and van Hulsteyn (1992), the
stimulation intensity is always maximum at the cortical surface, for any con-
figuration or superposition of TMS coils. However, it is possible to develop a
coil design where the rate of decay from the surface is attenuated compared
to Fig. 1.7, such that the percentage of electric field intensity is increased in
deeper brain regions, relative to the maximal field at the cortex (Zangen et al.,
2005). Researchers have also been investigating the use of conductive shields,
placed between the TMS coil and the subject’s head (Kim et al., 2006). These
shields can inhibit or divert the generated magnetic field, leading to more fo-
cussed stimulation. The coil’s shape is important, since it directly influences
the induced electric field distribution and, thus, the site of stimulation. Nev-
ertheless, this distribution also depends on the location and orientation of the
coil with respect to the subject’s head and on this head itself, such as the elec-
tric conductivity structure. We will emphasise more on these issues in Section
7.2.

1Hz rTMS

Monophasic pulse Biphasic pulse

TBS

Single pulse TMS

250μs250μs

1s 1s 1s

200ms 200ms 200ms

4pulses@100Hz

>1s

Figure 1.8: Typical monophasic and biphasic TMS waveforms. TMS is commonly applied
in single pulses or repetitively (rTMS). Theta burst stimulation (TBS) is a relative new spe-
cific type of rTMS at higher frequencies.

The most widely used excitation pulse shapes in TMS are monophasic and
biphasic pulses, see Fig. 1.8. For biphasic pulses, a considerable part of the
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energy returns to the capacitor at the end of the discharge cycle, thus short-
ening the time for recharging and saving energy. For example, suppose that
at the end of the biphasic pulse VDC remains 60% of its initial value, than
the energy needed for recharging is significantly reduced, namely to 64%, see
equation (1.2). This makes biphasic current pulses more suitable for repetitive
TMS (rTMS), where multiple stimulation pulses are delivered in succession,
typically at frequencies in the range [1-100] Hz. Moreover, it was found that
the threshold for neuronal activation is generally lower for biphasic compared
to monophasic pulses. We will focus on biphasic pulses in this PhD. Initially,
we will model this stimulation pulse as a simple sinusoidal current, but in Sec-
tion 5.2.3 we will investigate the influence of this simplification by comparing
it with the damped sinusoidal current wave of equation (1.3).

Parameters having 
the same waveform

  I [~kA]coil 

  B [~T]

  V [~kV]coil 

  dI /dt [~A/µs]coil

  J [~A/m²]
  E [~V/m]

0 100 200
−1

−0.6

−0.2

0.2

0.6

1

 

 

Time [ s]µ

Figure 1.9: Typical waveforms during a biphasic TMS pulse of the excitation current Icoil,
the magnetic flux density B, the excitation current’s time derivative dIcoil/dt, the voltage
across the stimulation coil Vcoil, the induced current density J and the induced electric field
E and their corresponding order of magnitudes.

Fig. 1.9 illustrates the typical biphasic waveforms. Suppose that we apply a
damped sinusoidal excitation current with parameter values VDC = 1.4 kV,
R = 50 mΩ, C = 100 µF and L = 10 µH, as in (Wassermann et al., 2008), re-
sulting in an amplitude Ac of 4.441 kA and a working frequency fc = 5.017
kHz, see equations (1.3-1.4). This current’s time derivative is triphasic, with
a maximum of 140 A/µs = VDC/L). Remark that the curves in Fig. 1.9 are
normalised. The magnetic flux density produced by the coil will exhibit the
same waveform as the excitation current, whereas the voltage across the stim-
ulation coil, the induced current density and the induced electric field will
exhibit the same waveform as the excitation current’s time derivative. Also
the induced voltage in the brain follows a similar triphasic curve. When its
amplitude is high enough, neural membranes are most likely to depolarise or
hyperpolarise, when the voltage is positive or negative, respectively. For the
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biphasic TMS pulse of Fig. 1.9, depolarisation will occur first (± 0-50 µs), fol-
lowed by a larger hyperpolarisation (± 50-150 µs). Since activation may only
occur when the membrane is sufficiently depolarised, the threshold for neu-
ronal activation would thus be lower when the current’s polarity would be
reversed.
A broad variety of pulse sequences are used in practice, such as single pulse
TMS and repetitive TMS (rTMS). One can differentiate between conventional
rTMS, when single pulses are repeated at a fixed frequency, and patterned
rTMS, when short rTMS trains at a high frequency are interleaved by periods
of no stimulation, such as theta burst stimulation (TBS). All of these proto-
cols are illustrated in Fig. 1.8. In contrast to single pulse, rTMS can produce
frequency-dependent effects on the neural activity that last much longer than
the period of stimulation. A typical 1Hz rTMS session lasts 30 minutes. Gen-
erally, low-frequency rTMS (≤1 Hz) will reduce the cortical brain excitability,
whereas high-frequency rTMS (>5 Hz) will enhance it. Design developments
have made it possible to apply multiple stimuli at higher frequencies, such as
in theta burst stimulation by which 3 to 5 pulses at more than 50 Hz are re-
peated every 200 ms (Huang et al., 2005). This frequency of 5 Hz falls within
the theta band of the EEG, explaining the name.

1.2.3 Neuronavigation

The TMS coil can be positioned manually above the head, based on external
landmarks or a visible response, such as thumb twitches and the correspond-
ing measurable motor-evoked potentials (MEPs). The variability between op-
erators handling the coil and the accuracy with which they control it, but also
the variability between brains and the anatomical structures (Bartley et al.,
1997; Sporns et al., 2005) cause this way of working to be unspecific and poorly
reproducible. Nowadays, many hospital and research centres possess neuron-
avigated TMS devices, as represented in Fig. 1.10, by which the coil is posi-
tioned based on individual MRI. First, the subject’s MRI data is loaded into
the computer. Subsequently this data is co-registered to the real head by spec-
ifying landmarks, typically the nose and ears, using a digitising pen, a track
device that the subject is wearing and a stereotactic camera. Similar trackers
are attached to the TMS coil, such that the coil position and orientation relative
to the subject’s head can continuously be monitored. Spherical head model
solutions are used to approximate current and electric field distributions in-
duced in the head. This simple but fast modelling method enables the operator
to see in real-time a prediction of the stimulated location and thus to position
the coil more specifically. Moreover, it makes TMS studies more reliable and
reproducible.
Combining TMS with stereotactic navigation is much like a car driver using a
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GPS navigation system. Although it is a major improvement on manual coil
positioning, the applied electromagnetic calculations are performed on spher-
ical head models, which lead to inaccurate results by ignoring the true inter-
action between TMS and the actual tissues and their geometry.

Figure 1.10: Nexstim is one of the leaders in neuronavigated TMS with their Navigated
Brain Stimulation. Figure from the Nexstim Ltd. (Helsinki, Finland) website.

1.3. Brain structure and function

We first explain some conventions in Fig. 1.11, in order to visualise and clearly
refer to the different planes and directions in the remaining part of the PhD.
In this Section, we start from the nervous system and discuss the different
structures towards the cerebral cortex (Brodal, 2004). More details on the neu-
rophysiology at the level of the neurons can be found in Chapter 6.

1.3.1 Nervous System

The central nervous system (CNS) consists of the brain and the spinal cord
and is connected to the rest of the body through the peripheral nervous sys-
tem (PNS), see Fig. 1.12 (Kandel et al., 2000). Together they control our daily
life. The PNS includes the nerves, which can be divided in two types. The sen-
sory or afferent nerves conduct impulses from the receptors toward the CNS,
whereas the motor or efferent nerves carry impulses from the CNS to our or-
gans, glands and muscles. Besides these two somatic components providing
voluntary control, the PNS has also an autonomic part which functions below
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Figure 1.11: Anatomical directional terms and planes or sections of the human head. The
sagittal plane is a vertical plane that divides the head into right and left regions. The coronal
plane is a vertical plane that divides the head into front (anterior) and back (posterior)
regions. The axial plane is a horizontal plane that divides the head into upper (superior)
and lower (inferior) regions.

the level of consciousness. All these PNS nerves connect the various structures
of the body with the brain, or directly , but mainly via the spinal cord, which is
the highway for communication between the brain and the nerves throughout
the body. Since the time-varying magnetic pulses of TMS are delivered to the
brain, we will emphasise on this complex structure that serves as the centre of
the nervous system.

Brain

Spinal cord

Nerves

Central 
nervous system

Peripheral 
nervous system

Cerebrum

Corpus callosum

Thalamus

Cerebellum

Pons

Midbrain

Medulla

Hypothalamus

Brain stem

Basal ganglia

Figure 1.12: (Left) Construction of the nervous system. (Right) Medial view of sagittal brain
section with the major structures.
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1.3.2 Brain

At birth, the human brain weights on average 400 g. While the number of
brain cells remains nearly constant, these cells become larger and they develop
more interconnections during the first 6 years. At that age, the brain reaches its
full size and weights almost 1.5 kg. There are about 86 billion neurons in the
brain, but unlike most other cells, these basic units of the CNS cannot regrow
after damage.
The brain consists of several major structures, illustrated in Fig. 1.12. The most
rostral part of the brain is called the forebrain, which can be divided in the
diencephalon and telencephalon. The first contains structures such as the tha-
lamus and hypothalamus which are responsible for motor control, relaying
sensory information and controlling autonomic functions. The telencephalon
contains the cerebrum, the largest part of the brain (about two-thirds). It is
divided into the right and the left hemisphere, both controlling the opposite
(contralateral) side of the body. The outer portion of the cerebrum is a layer
of grey matter, called the cerebral cortex, while the bulk of the deep parts is
white matter. Grey matter contains dendrites and neural cell bodies, called
soma, whereas white matter is composed of bundles of axons, which connect
the various grey matter areas to each other. We will emphasise more on the
neural structure in Section 6.1. The limbic system lies just beneath the cerebral
cortex, on both sides of the thalamus. It is involved in many of our emotions
and motivations. It is a complex set of structures such as the hippocampus
and amygdala, both part of the cerebrum, and the hypothalamus, see Fig.
1.13. The basal ganglia, including the striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen)
and substantia nigra, are intimately connected with the limbic system and
the cortex. They are responsible for control of voluntary motor movements,
cognition, emotion, routine behaviours and reward experiences. Tourette syn-
drome, obsessive-compulsive disorder, dystonia, Parkinson’s and Hunting-
ton’s diseases are all related to damage of the basal ganglia.
The brain stem is the posterior part of the brain, connecting it with the spinal
cord, and includes the midbrain, pons and medulla. It manages our breath-
ing, heart rate, temperature, sleep, attention and digestion. The brain stem
maintains these essential functions autonomically. The cerebellum is a struc-
ture located in the back of the brain and is well known for its involvement in
balance and coordination. While voluntary motion is managed in the motor
cortex, the cerebellum takes over many learned skills, like bicycling or driving
a car, and fine muscle control.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is a fluid, produced from arterial blood, that acts
as a cushion to protect the brain from shocks and plays an important role in
the autoregulation and metabolism of the CNS. With a total volume of about
200 ml it circulates along the spinal cord, the four interconnected brain cavities
called ventricles, and the subarachnoid space between the brain and skull. The
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Figure 1.13: (Left) Structures in the limbic system, which controls many essential human
behaviours. (Right) Lateral surface of the brain, with the cerebral cortex divided in four
lobes by some major sulci.

lateral ventricles are the largest and located in both hemispheres. The third
ventricle is in the diencephalon between the right and left thalamus and the
fourth runs between the pons, medulla and cerebellum.
Since the electric fields evoked by TMS affect directly the cerebral cortex, we
will zoom in on this structure and its different areas and corresponding func-
tions.

1.3.3 Cerebral cortex

The cerebral cortex is an on average 2 to 4 mm thick, large surface of neural
tissue that covers the brain. To fit within the constrains of the skull, it is ex-
tensively folded, resulting in cortical ridges, separated by grooves, called gyri
and sulci respectively.
The cerebral cortex is conventionally divided in four lobes, as depicted in Fig.
1.13. The frontal lobe is located at the front of the brain and controls our mem-
ory, thinking, reasoning, movement and language production. This lobe is re-
sponsible for our personality and emotional traits, since it is well connected
with the limbic system, where emotion is housed. The temporal lobe performs
learning, hearing and speech perception. In about 90% and 70% of right- and
left-handed individuals, respectively, the centres for language recognition and
comprehension lie in the left temporal lobe. The parietal lobe monitors touch
and sensation and body orientation. The occipital lobe controls our sight re-
ception and interpretation, and is therefore often called the visual cortex.
The deep groove that separates the parietal and frontal lobes is the central
sulcus. The lateral sulcus separates the parietal and temporal lobes. The cin-
gulate gyrus lies just above the corpus callosum, close to the limbic system,
and provides a pathway from the thalamus to the hippocampus.
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Figure 1.14: Lateral (left) and medial (right) surfaces of Brodmann’s classification of the
different areas of the cerebral cortex. Original figures from (Fuster, 2008).

The cerebral cortical cytoarchitecture was described by Brodmann (1909). He
divided the cortex in 52 different Brodmann areas (BA), as shown on Fig. 1.14.
BA 1, 2 and 3 form the postcentral gyrus, also known as primary somatosen-
sory cortex (S1). BA 4 is the precentral gyrus, or primary motor cortex (M1).
Along both sides of the central sulcus, one can represent the anatomical di-
vision, see Fig. 1.15. Larger areas for S1 or M1 are devoted to body regions
characterised by great sensitivity and fine, complex movement, respectively.
Besides M1, the motor cortex consists of the premotor cortex (PMC) and the
supplementary motor area (SMA), together located in BA 6. BA 9 and 46 cover
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Other important areas are Wer-
nicke, part of BA 22, where language is understood, and Broca, BA 44 and 45,
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Figure 1.15: Organisation of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) (left) and primary mo-
tor cortex (M1) (right). The hand and lip muscles are particularly well represented. Original
figure from (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950).

located at the junction of the temporal, parietal and occipital lobes, which is
responsible for speech production. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is the
frontal part of the cingulate gyrus and consists of BA 24, 25, 32 and 33.
The cerebral cortex has six layers, from the most superficial layer I to the deep
layer VI, and contains between 10 and 14 billion neurons of several types. The
pyramidal neurons have a triangular-shaped soma, multiple dendrites and a
single axon, for more details, see Fig. 6.1 of Section 6.1. They can be extremely
large and both dendrites and axons branch extensively. Their axons extend
through the white matter and project out of the brain region in which their
soma or dendrites lie. Pyramidal neurons from layers II and III project to dif-
ferent cortical areas and from layers V and VI to subcortical areas. When the
axons of these neurons form part of the pyramidal tracts leading to the spinal
cord or brain stem, they are so-called pyramidal tract neurons (PTN), whereas
neurons with their axons primarily sent to other cortical areas are pyramidal
association fibres. Association fibre bundles may be short, connecting adjacent
gyri, and are often referred to as U-fibres, or they may connect one lobe to an-
other. For example, the arcuate fasciculus connects Broca’s and Wernicke’s ar-
eas and is an important neural tract for language function (Geschwind, 1970).
Commissural fibres connect one hemisphere with the other. The largest com-
missural connection is the corpus callosum, which consists of about 300 000
fibres. In contrast to the pyramidal neurons, interneurons have short axons
that do not leave the cortex and are limited to a single brain area. They are
found in layer I, II, III and IV.
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Neurotransmitters are chemicals released by neurons to send signals to other
neurons, influencing them in either an inhibitory or excitatory way. Some neu-
rons are coated, protected and insulated by a fatty material, called myelin, en-
abling them to quickly conduct these signals. The most common neurotrans-
mitter in the brain (over 90% of the synapses) is the excitatory glutamate. The
most important inhibitory neurotransmitter is γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA).
Pyramidal neurons receive synaptic inputs from tens of thousands of exci-
tatory neurotransmitters and several thousand inhibitory neurotransmitters.
Therefore, they are mostly excitatory, whereas interneurons most often inhibit
their targets.
The term ”neuronal plasticity” refers to change or adaptation of neuronal
function and structure dependent on activity (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009).
For example, when some neurons are lost due to a stroke, reactivation of the
function that was originally performed by the lost neurons is possible by plas-
ticity of another group of neurons. Moreover, neuronal plasticity is the basis of
learning. Every time a person learns something new, whether it is conscious
or unconscious, that experience alters the structure of the brain. Thus, neu-
rotransmission in itself not only contains current information but can also al-
ter subsequent neurotransmission. Experiences that are noticeable enough to
cause memory create new synaptic connections, strengthens or weakens ex-
isting ones, or even destroys old ones.

1.4. Head model

In this work, simple spherical head models are applied for the primary sim-
ulations, as illustration of the concepts of the presented method. The first
model contains the layers scalp, skull and brain, with radii 9.2 cm, 8.6 cm and
8.0 cm respectively (Brody et al., 1973; Homma et al., 1995). Later on, when
anisotropic material properties are included, this model is extended to five
shells. The brain is then divided in grey matter, white matter and a central
thalamus, with radii 8.0 cm, 7.0 cm and 2.0 cm respectively. In the white mat-
ter shell, fibre bundles are assumed to start from the thalamus and go in the
radial direction to the grey matter shell.
For the more sophisticated simulations, accurate personalised head models
are created from structural and diffusion-weighted MRI. They include realis-
tic geometry, tissue anisotropy and traced neural fibre bundles connected with
the targeted region. T1-weighted images were acquired from healthy volun-
teers on a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva MR scanner. They demonstrate differences
in the T1 relaxation times of tissues (Bernstein et al., 2004; Haacke et al., 1999).
Tissues that slowly realign their longitudinal magnetisation, have low signal
and appear dark. Therefore, water-rich matter, such as cerebrospinal fluid, as
well as dense bone and air appear dark, whereas fat, such as the lipids in the
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Figure 1.16: T1-weighted MRI is used to obtain the geometry and segmentation of the head
model, and thus to assign to each voxel a certain label. DTI, on the other hand, is used for
tissue anisotropy and to reconstruct the significant neural fibre bundles, in red, crossing
a predefined region of interest, marked with a white frame. The DTI colours indicate the
dominant direction of the diffusion tensor: red (right to left), green (posterior to anterior)
and blue (inferior to superior). This way of working ensures a head model that is patient-
specific.

myelinated white matter, appear bright. Statistical parametric mapping (SPM8
or SPM12) (Friston et al., 2007) is used to segment these T1 images into tissue
probability maps. Based on these maps, the head models are constructed, sur-
rounded with air and segmented into scalp, skull, CSF, grey and white matter,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.16. White matter is known to be anisotropic due to the
electrically insulating myelin sheaths. Since the transport of ions in conduc-
tivity and water molecules in diffusion are mainly constrained by the same
extracellular space, a strong linear relationship between the eigenvalues of
the conductivity and the self-diffusion tensors exists (Tuch et al., 2001). There-
fore, in addition to the T1-weighted images, data sets of diffusion-weighted
MRI, or better known as diffusion tensor images (DTI) (Basser et al., 1994b),
of the same subjects were acquired. Anisotropic conductivity and permittiv-
ity tensors can then be computed from the diffusion tensors. This is discussed
in more detail in Section 5.1.1. Based on the same DTI data sets, we generate
anatomically plausible and reproducible reconstructions of fibre bundles in
the brain, as depicted in Fig. 1.16. This relative new method is called tractog-
raphy (Basser et al., 2000), and in this work, the graphical toolbox ExploreDTI
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(Leemans et al., 2009) is used. For further information on tractography, we
refer to Section 6.3.

1.5. Applications

1.5.1 Neurological and psychiatric disorders

In recent years, TMS has established itself as a promising diagnostic tool and
alternative treatment for a broad range of neurological and psychiatric disor-
ders (Ilmoniemi et al., 1999) including strokes (Di Pino et al., 2014; Wagner
et al., 2006), Parkinson’s disease (Fregni et al., 2005), tinnitus (Smith et al.,
2007), epilepsy (Kimiskidis, 2010), phantom pain and depression (Padberg
and George, 2009). After searching the scientific literature, Fox et al. (2014)
identified 14 neurological and psychiatric diseases where improvement had
been seen with TMS. They are listed in Table 1.2 with their corresponding
most effective target brain region(s). Fox et al. found that these different stim-
ulation target sites are often nodes along the same network. By using a data
base of fMRI they looked for correlations in spontaneous brain activity, and
consequently brain networks of functional connectivity. When one area is ac-
tive and the activity in another area is also changed, this means they are func-
tionally connected. They investigated the brain network spreading out from
the sites stimulated by deep brain stimulation (DBS) for a certain disorder,
and showed all of the connections reaching up to the surface of the brain are
matching the corresponding TMS targets. So when treating diseases in the fu-
ture, doctors may find the best site by first identifying the brain network (Fox
et al., 2014) or the lesion (Di Pino et al., 2014).

1.5.2 Virtual brain lesion

Another useful property of either single pulse TMS and rTMS is their ability
to temporarily disrupt the normal behaviour of a given cortical area, thus cre-
ating a ’virtual brain lesion’ (Pascual-Leone et al., 2000). This effect of TMS
can be thought of as inducing noise into neural processes. This enables in-
vestigators to establish the causal role and the timing of the contribution of
a given cortical area to the behaviour or response under investigation. Since
TMS has the ability to modify the brain state, it is a powerful tool to explore
specific brain functions. Several research groups are applying TMS in their
study of perception, attention, learning, plasticity, language and awareness.
Unlike other techniques such as fMRI and EEG, TMS can assess whether a
given brain area is necessary for a given function rather than it simply corre-
lates with it.
It has been demonstrated that low-frequency (1 Hz) stimulation of the primary
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Table 1.2: TMS as therapy for several neurological and psychiatric disorders with the cor-
responding target brain region(s). Italics indicate targets of inhibitory rather than excitatory
stimulation. Table adapted from (Fox et al., 2014).

Therapy Target brain region

Addiction DLPFC (laterality unclear)
Alzheimer’s disease bilateral DLPFC

Anorexia left DLPFC
Depression left DLPFC, right DLPFC
Dystonia SMA/ACC, PMC
Epilepsy active EEG focus, cerebellum

Essential tremor cerebellum, M1
Gait dysfunction M1 (leg area)

Huntington’s disease SMA
Minimally consciousness right DLPFC, M1

Obsessive compulsive disorder left orbitofrontal cortex, pre-SMA
Pain M1

Parkinson’s disease M1, SMA
Tourette syndrome SMA

motor cortex (M1) produces inhibition of motor-evoked potentials (Chen et al.,
1997), with reduced MEP amplitudes and longer cortical silent periods, while
high-frequency M1 stimulation (above 5 Hz) produces significant changes in
the opposite direction (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994). As explained by Kimiskidis
(2010), the mechanisms of these persistent effects are similar to long-term de-
pression (LTD) and long-term potentiation (LTP), two forms of synaptic plas-
ticity elicited in neural structures by low- and high-frequency electrical stimu-
lation, respectively. However, attempts to induce LTD and LTP with different
frequencies of rTMS have mixed success, since the effects are weak and highly
variable from one individual to another and across brain areas. Huang et al.
(2005) were the first to show that TBS, illustrated in Fig. 1.8, produces long-
lasting, consistent, sustained and controllable changes in cortical activity, pro-
viding a possible index for the underlying LTD and LTP processes.
When delivered over a specific cortical site, TMS can temporarily disrupt the
ongoing process in that area. This allows for mapping motor and speech-
related cortical areas (Krieg et al., 2014; Picht et al., 2013). Nowadays, the ac-
curate mapping of critical regions of the cortex prior to neurosurgery, helps
neurosurgeons to save these key areas. In 55% of the case studies with tu-
mours in or near the motor cortex, this TMS mapping changed the surgical
planning (Picht et al., 2012). Other applications in functional brain imaging
are e.g. evaluating brain damage following stroke, and testing spinal cord in-
tegrity.
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1.5.3 Safety

TMS is regarded as a safe brain stimulation technique, well tolerated and as-
sociated with very limited side effects. The most common side effect is mild
headaches. Discomfort can occur due to the stimulation of muscles and nerves
close to the coil, such as facial twitching. Since the coil produces an intense,
but very brief clicking sound with each pulse, subjects normally wear earplugs
during stimulation to prevent damage. The induction of epileptic seizures
during rTMS studies is possible and counts as the most reported, though still
rare, serious side effect. To prevent these undesirable effects, safety guidelines
(Rossi et al., 2009; Wassermann, 1998) for the correct use of the technique were
drawn, based on clinical experience and modelling. Single pulse TMS is con-
sidered as completely safe and for rTMS maximum stimuli intensity for vari-
ous frequencies are prescribed, see Table 1.3. By this, also the coil temperature
is limited, avoiding heating of the brain. Finally, the intense time-varying mag-
netic field generated by TMS can disrupt electrical devices such as pacemak-
ers and is not compatible with metal objects implanted in or near the subject’s
head. In 2008, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the first
rTMS device for patients with major depression who do not respond to an-
tidepressant medication. One year later, FDA clearance of navigated TMS was
obtained for the assessment of the primary motor cortex for pre-procedural
planning and in 2011 for neurosurgical planning. In 2013, the FDA allowed
marketing of TMS devices to relieve pain caused by migraine headaches.

Table 1.3: Maximum safe duration (in s) of conventional rTMS trains and of individual
trains within patterned rTMS, at different stimulus intensities. Numbers preceded by >
denote the longest durations tested. A consensus has been reached for this table (Rossi
et al., 2009).

Frequency (Hz) Intensity (% of motor threshold)
90% 100% 110% 120% 130%

conventional rTMS
1 >1800 >1800 >1800 >360 >50
5 >10 >10 >10 >10 >10

10 >5 >5 >5 4.2 2.9
20 2.05 2.05 1.6 1.0 0.55
25 1.28 1.28 0.84 0.4 0.24

patterned rTMS
1 >270 >270 >180 50
5 10 10 10 10

10 5 5 3.2 2.2
20 1.5 1.2 0.8 0.4
25 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.2
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1.5.4 Alternative stimulation techniques

Besides the non-invasive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) discussed
in this work, there are other techniques that activate the brain with electricity
or implants to treat disorders.
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is the most researched stimulation therapy
and has the longest history of use (Abrams, 1992), as already described above
in Section 1.1. When the patient is under general anaesthesia and has given a
muscle relaxant, electrodes are carefully placed on the head. An electric cur-
rent passes through the brain, causing a seizure. ECT is nowadays mainly
used for medication-resistant major depression and schizophrenia. Despite its
clinical efficacy, considerable side effects remain.
Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) delivers a weak electrical current, usu-
ally in the order of several mA, via small electrodes placed on the scalp above
the brain region of interest. The most common form of tES is transcranial di-
rect current stimulation (tDCS) which uses a constant, low current (Nitsche
and Paulus, 2000). Since tES only causes increased spontaneous cell firing, it
has a smaller effect than TMS. It is not strong enough to generate action poten-
tials, but causes more subtle changes by modifying the transmembrane resting
potential. When tES is used according to the guidelines, it should not lead to
any adverse side effects.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a neurosurgical treatment in which a micro-
electrode is permanently implanted deep inside a patient’s brain with a bat-
tery device implanted in the chest (Benabid et al., 2009). This invasive therapy
stimulates the brain directly, much more focally and with a higher pulse fre-
quency rate (up to more than 100 Hz) compared to TMS. DBS is mostly applied
therapeutically for chronic movement disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease,
dystonia and tremor.
Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) works through a device implanted under the
skin in the chest that sends electrical pulses through the left vagus nerve, that
runs from the medulla of the brain stem through the neck and down to the
chest and abdomen (Groves and Brown, 2005). VNS is an indirect electrical
stimulation of the brain and is an effective treatment for medication-resistant
major depression and refractory epilepsy. Due to the invasiveness of DBS and
VNS, there is the risk of bleeding and infection, unlike TMS. DBS and VNS,
on the other hand, have the ability of sending continuously (24 hours a day, 7
days a week) stimulation pulses.

1.6. Aims of this PhD

Although during the last decade TMS has been frequently and widely used
and its efficacy has already been shown, the underlying mechanisms remain
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poorly understood (Hoogendam et al., 2010; Sack and Linden, 2003) and its
working is hard to predict. Moreover, the treatment works well for some pa-
tients, for others only temporary, and for others not at all (Loo and Mitchell,
2005; Maeda et al., 2000). This variability restricts the many other poten-
tial applications and keeps neuroscientists from embracing TMS as a routine
treatment method. To gain more insight, research is needed including bio-
electromagnetic modelling that can accurately determine the impact of elec-
tromagnetic fields on the human brain both qualitatively and quantitatively.
These simulations are crucial because in vivo measurements are typically ex-
pensive and large homogeneous patient groups are difficult to gather and re-
stricted due to ethical issues (Rossi et al., 2009). Animal studies can provide
a solution, but they benefit as well from modelling through prediction, better
planning and control and consequently reduction of experiments.

This PhD has the aim to accurately capture the effects of TMS in the brain so
to provide a numerical explanation for the widely observed variability of the
working of TMS in clinical practice and psychological tests. This is achieved
by detailed modelling of the macroscopic electric fields using realistic person-
alised head models, the relation of these fields to the stimulation mechanisms
on the targeted fibre tracts and subsequently the membrane potentials on the
neuronal level. We will investigate the observed variability of TMS (Casarotto
et al., 2010; Lioumis et al., 2009) by comparing the influence of different TMS
parameter changes, such as the coil position and orientation and the stimula-
tion intensity. Moreover, we will elaborate on the effect of various geometrical
and material properties in the head model, such as tissue anisotropy, the not
well-known conductivity values and tract orientation. The validity of the de-
veloped numerical tools needs to be extensively tested with respect to accu-
racy, numerical convergence, etc.

In Part I we will emphasise on the electromagnetic phenomena caused by TMS
and how the induced currents and electric field can be modelled. Since elec-
tromagnetism is inevitably coupled with Maxwell’s equations, this will be dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 2 together with the dielectric properties. With this
knowledge, we will explain in Chapter 3 in more detail the working of TMS
and how it can be modelled with the impedance method. Since the conven-
tional method is suboptimal and ill conditioned due to the presence of depen-
dent equations, we introduce the developed independent impedance method
and its extension to anisotropic tissues. The impedance includes brain tissue
properties, such as conductivity. Because these values are not well known,
we will present in Chapter 4 the induced current MR phase imaging electri-
cal impedance tomography, a possible technique to estimate these values as
a function of frequency, using the independent impedance method. With the
independent impedance method, the induced currents and electric field can
be computed for TMS, as shown in Chapter 5.
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Since the effects of TMS are not limited to these electromagnetic macroscopic
fields in the brain, but interact with the neural system and may excite or in-
hibit certain neural pathways by altering their membrane potentials, we will
emphasise on the neurophysiologic phenomena and thus the modelling of
the membrane potentials on microscopic neuronal level in Part II. First we in-
troduce the biophysics in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 builds a bridge between the
two phenomena by explaining how the induced effective electric field leads
to stimulation mechanisms along neural fibre bundles that can possibly result
in stimulation. In Chapter 8 we discuss the resulting spatio-temporal varia-
tion of the membrane potentials along these fibre bundles. In Appendix B the
results of a TMS experiment are studied in order to numerically explain the
observed variability of the responses.
Last, but not least, we summarise the methodology and findings of this PhD
and give some general conclusions. Since research never runs to its end, we
finalise by discussing the perspectives.
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PART I

Modelling the TMS physics





If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well
enough.

Albert Einstein

2
Electromagnetic theory of TMS

The electromagnetic theory of TMS begins with Maxwell’s equations. The ex-
citation current flowing through the TMS coil causes a time-varying magnetic
field, described by Biot-Savart’s law. The effect of this generated magnetic field
on the brain depends on the dielectric properties of the head materials.
In this chapter, Maxwell’s equations are first explained in a general way, next
to the dielectric properties of biological tissues. The application on TMS is fi-
nally elaborated.

2.1. Maxwell’s equations

Electromagnetic phenomena are modelled by the electric and magnetic fields
E and H, and by the electric and magnetic flux densities D and B. Their rela-
tionship is expressed by Maxwell’s equations and constitutive laws (Maxwell,
1865).
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The Maxwell’s equations can be expressed in the following differential form:

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(2.1)

∇×H = Jf +
∂D
∂t

(2.2)

∇ ·D = ρf (2.3)

∇ · B = 0 (2.4)

The first equation is derived from Faraday’s law and denotes that the time
variation of a magnetic flux density induces an electric field. The second equa-
tion is the completion of Ampère’s law, by adding the displacement current
density ∂D/∂t to the free current density Jf as a source inducing a magnetic
field. The third and fourth equations are derived from Gauss’ law for an elec-
tric and magnetic field, respectively, with ρf the free charge density.

The boundary conditions for the electromagnetic fields and inductions across
material boundaries are:

n× (E1 − E2) = 0 (2.5)

n× (H1 −H2) = Jfs (2.6)

n · (D1 −D2) = ρfs (2.7)

n · (B1 − B2) = 0 (2.8)

n is the unit vector normal to the boundary pointing from material 2 into mate-
rial 1 and subscript fs refers to surface density of free sources along the bound-
ary. The tangential components of the electric field are continuous across the
boundary. The difference of the tangential components of the magnetic field
are equal to the surface current density. The difference of the normal com-
ponents of the electric flux density are equal to the free charge surface density
and the normal components of the magnetic flux density are continuous across
the boundary between the two materials.

There are two fundamental constitutive relationships that describe the be-
haviour of the material:

D = εE (2.9)

B = µH (2.10)

with ε the electric permittivity and µ the magnetic permeability. They are re-
lated to the electric and magnetic susceptibilities, χe and χm, of the material.

ε = ε0εr = ε0 (1 + χe) (2.11)

µ = µ0µr = µ0 (1 + χm) (2.12)
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Subscript 0 refers to the properties in vacuum, ε0 = (1/36π)10−9 F/m and µ0
= 4π10−7 H/m, whereas subscript r refers to the dimensionless relative values
of the material. Equations (2.9) and (2.10) can now be written as follow:

D = ε0 (1 + χe)E = ε0E + P (2.13)

B = µ0 (1 + χm)H = µ0 (H + M) (2.14)

with P the dielectric polarisation and M the magnetisation of the material. In
this work, only non-magnetic materials are considered, for which µ equals µ0
or χm = 0. The relationship between magnetic field and magnetic induction is
therefore linear with the factor µ0.
Besides the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability, there is a third
constitutive parameter: the electric conductivity σ. Ohm’s law describes how
an electric field generates a conduction current density Jc:

Jc = σE (2.15)

The free current consists of a source current Js, which is usually a known ex-
ternally applied source, and a conduction current density, which is generated
by the electric field itself. In both free electric charge movement is involved.

Jf = Js + Jc (2.16)

More generally, these three material parameters can be inhomogeneous,
anisotropic, nonlinear, time-invariant, frequency-dependent, or all of the
above. In inhomogeneous materials, they depend on the location r within the
material. In anisotropic materials, they depend on the x-, y- and z-direction of
E or H propagation and become tensors instead of scalars. In nonlinear mate-
rials, the material parameters depend on the magnitude of the applied field.
Materials with a frequency-dependent material parameter are referred to as
dispersive. The frequency dependence of the dielectric properties comes into
play when a time-varying electric field is applied.

2.2. Dielectric properties of biological tissues

The electric and magnetic fields and sources are position r and time t depen-
dent. When the sources vary sinusoidally in time, their harmonic time depen-
dence gives rise to sinusoidal fields. At least they do in linear material and
when the fields have reached their steady state. Moreover, Maxwell’s equa-
tions simplify considerably in the case of harmonic time dependence. Through
the inverse Fourier transform, general solutions can be built as linear combi-
nations of single-frequency solutions. When assuming that the fields have a
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time dependence ejωt, we have:

E(r, t) = Ê(r)ejωt (2.17)

H(r, t) = Ĥ(r)ejωt (2.18)

with j =
√
−1 the imaginary number, ω = 2π f the angular frequency, and

Ê(r) and Ĥ(r) complex numbers. The accent circonflexeˆrefers to the fact that
the fields are phasors in the frequency domain. Throughout this work, we
will not explicitly indicate the arguments of the magnitudes in order to make
the notation more concise, unless to emphasise the dependence on any of the
variables.

The time-harmonic version of Maxwell’s equations (2.1-2.4) becomes:

∇× Ê = −jωB̂ (2.19)

∇× Ĥ = Ĵf + jωD̂ (2.20)

∇ · D̂ = ρ̂f (2.21)

∇ · B̂ = 0 (2.22)

Based on the constitutive relations (2.9) and equation (2.16), equation (2.20)
can be rewritten as:

∇× Ĥ = Ĵs + σÊ + jωεÊ (2.23)

The sum of the last two terms, the conduction and displacement current, is
called the total induced current Ĵtot. This total induced electric current is also
referred to as the term eddy current.

Ĵtot = σÊ + jωεÊ (2.24)

Biological material has both dielectric and conductive properties and is there-
fore a lossy material. As mentioned before, it is non-magnetic. In the response
of biological material to an electromagnetic field, there appear damping forces
that give rise to a delay between the polarisation vector P̂ and the electric field
Ê, and consequently a phase shift between Ê and D̂, and to an electromagnetic
energy loss as heat in overcoming these damping forces. At the macroscopic
level this effect is expressed by means of a complex permittivity ε. By conven-
tion and as a result of the energy balance, the imaginary part is defined with
a negative sign.

ε = ε′ − jε′′ (2.25)

where ε′ is the real permittivity of the material, a measure of the charge dis-
placement and consequent energy stored in the material, and ε′′ the out-of-
phase loss factor, a measure of the energy dissipated. The total induced current
intensity of equation (2.24) can then be rewritten as the sum of a real part in
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phase with the electric field, the so-called dissipative (lossy) component, and
an imaginary part in phase quadrature with the electric field, the so-called
reactive (lossless) component, illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

Ĵtot = σÊ + jω
(
ε′ − jε′′

)
Ê =

(
σ + ωε′′

)
Ê + jωε′Ê (2.26)

E

Jtot

σ Ee

jωε’E

δd

Figure 2.1: Total induced current density in the complex plane.

The dissipative current accounts for the conducting losses due to σ, i.e. the
conduction current, and the damping losses due to ωε′′, i.e. the displacement
(polarisation) current. This way, we obtain the total effective conductivity σe
of the material, which is a real number:

σe = σ + ωε′′. (2.27)

In addition, the total effective permittivity εe can be defined,

εe = ε′ − j
σe

ω
(2.28)

such that
σe = −ωIm(εe) (2.29)

and the total induced current equals jωεeÊ. The dissipation of electromagnetic
energy can be parametrised in terms of a loss angle δd between the induced
and reactive current, as indicated on Fig. 2.1, or the corresponding loss tan-
gent.

tan(δd) =
σe

ωε′
(2.30)

2.2.1 4-Cole-Cole model

The dielectric properties have been experimentally characterised in the fre-
quency range 10 Hz to 20 GHz for different biological tissues (Gabriel et al.,
1996a,b) and a parametric model was developed to describe their variation as
a function of frequency (Gabriel et al., 1996c). The 4-Cole-Cole model (Cole
and Cole, 1941), expresses the frequency-dependent complex total effective
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permittivity

εe(ω) = ε∞ +
4

∑
n=1

4εn

1 + (jωτn)1−αn
+

σi

jω
(2.31)

of which the real part is the permittivity ε′ and the imaginary part can be used
to compute the conductivity σe, according to equation (2.29). The dielectric
spectrum of biological tissue is characterised by three main relaxation regions
α, β and γ at low (n = 4), medium (n = 3) and high (n=2) frequencies respec-
tively, and another minor δ dispersion (n=1) (Gabriel et al., 1996a). The low-
frequency α dispersion, in the Hz to kHz range, is associated with ionic dif-
fusion processes at the site of the cellular membrane. The β dispersion, in the
100 kHz region, is due to the polarisation of cellular membranes, protein and
other organic macromolecules. The γ dispersion, in the GHz region, is due to
the polarisation of water molecules. At last, the tissue also includes a contri-
bution from a frequency-independent ionic conductivity σi. This static ionic
conductivity, the permittivity in the high-frequency limit ε∞ and the param-
eter 4εn, relaxation time τn and distribution parameter αn, with n = 1,2,3,4
corresponding to the different main relaxation regions, were obtained by fit-
ting experimental measurements to equation (2.31) for each tissue (Gabriel
et al., 1996c).

Table 2.1: 4-Cole-Cole model parameters of equation (2.31) for the considered tissues. Table
adapted from (Gabriel et al., 1996c).

Tissue Skin Bone CSF GM WM

ε∞ [F/m] 4.0ε0 2.5ε0 4.0ε0 4.0ε0 4.0ε0
σi [S/m] 0.0004 0.02 2.0 0.02 0.02

4ε1 [F/m] 39.0ε0 10.0ε0 65.0ε0 45.0ε0 32.0ε0
τ1 [ps] 7.96 13.26 7.96 7.96 7.96
α1 [-] 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10

4ε2 [F/m] 280ε0 180ε0 40ε0 400ε0 100ε0
τ2 [ns] 79.58 79.58 1.59 15.92 7.96
α2 [-] 0.00 0.20 0.0 0.15 0.10

4ε3 [F/m] 3.0·104 ε0 5.0·103 ε0 0.0 2.0·105 ε0 4.0·104 ε0
τ3 [µs] 1.59 159.15 - 106.10 53.05
α3 [-] 0.16 0.20 - 0.22 0.30

4ε4 [F/m] 3.0·104 ε0 1.0·105 ε0 0.0 4.5·107 ε0 3.5·107 ε0
τ4 [ms] 1.59 15.92 - 5.30 7.96
α4 [-] 0.20 0.00 - 0.00 0.02
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Figure 2.2: The dissipative conductivity σe and reactive permittivity ε′ values according to
the 4-Cole-Cole model for the relevant tissues of this work.
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Figure 2.3: The ratio between the dissipative and reactive components of equation (2.26).
The yellow line defines the one-to-one matching, illustrating that the dissipation of electro-
magnetic energy and corresponding loss tangent (2.30) cannot be neglected in this work.
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The dielectric property values for the head tissues (wet) skin, (cortical) bone,
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM), thus ob-
tained and used in this work in the frequency range from 10 to 106 Hz are
plotted in Fig. 2.2 and their parameters are listed in Table 2.1. Electrical prop-
erties of biological tissues are often approximated by a constant frequency-
independent value, whereas, in reality, they vary naturally with frequency.
The conductivity of grey matter, for example, changes from 0.02 S/m (order
of Hz) to 0.10 S/m (kHz) and 0.16 S/m (MHz). In our opinion, this change can-
not be neglected. Therefore, we will calculate for every simulation the dielec-
tric property values of the head model tissues using this frequency-dependent
4-Cole-Cole model, corresponding with the applied stimulation frequency.
We stated before that biological tissues are lossy materials. Indeed, when plot-
ting both the dissipative σe and reactive ωε′ components in Fig. 2.3, it is clear
that the considered tissues have both dielectric and conductivity properties,
neither of which can be neglected in the relevant frequency range.

2.3. Biot-Savart’s law

An electric current source generates a magnetic flux density, as described by
Biot-Savart’s law.

B̂(r) =
µ0

4π

∫∫∫
volume

Ĵcoil(r’)× (r− r’)
‖r− r’‖3 dv’ (2.32)

where dv’ is the differential element of volume and Ĵcoil is the current density
vector in that volume. In the case of TMS, the integral is over the entire volume
of the coil, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4, with r’ being one point of this coil volume.
We will now explain in detail how to calculate the magnetic flux density vector
B̂, i.e. [B̂x, B̂y, B̂z], in an arbitrary point r = [x,y,z], due to the current flow
density Ĵcoil = [ Ĵx, Ĵy, Ĵz] in all points r’ = [x′,y′,z′] of a circular coil with radius
R, that is positioned in the xy-plane, centred around the z-axis. The winding of
the coil has a cross-sectional area A. Fig. 2.5 clarifies this considered situation.

B̂x(r)
B̂y(r)
B̂z(r)

 =
µ0

4π
A
∫ 2π

0

 Ĵy(r’)(z− z′)− Ĵz(r’)(y− y′)
Ĵz(r’)(x− x′)− Ĵx(r’)(z− z′)
Ĵx(r’)(y− y′)− Ĵy(r’)(x− x′)


((x− x′)2 + (y− y′)2 + (z− z′)2)

3
2

dψ (2.33)

with  Ĵx(r’)
Ĵy(r’)
Ĵz(r’)

 =

− Ĵcoilsin(ψ)
Ĵcoilcos(ψ)

0

 (2.34)
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Figure 2.4: In every point r, one can calculate the magnetic field generated by the excitation
current Ĵcoil flowing through each point r’ of the coil.
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Figure 2.5: For this simple case, in which the coil is positioned in the xy-plane and centred
around the z-axis, Biot-Savart’s law is explained in detail.

and x′

y′

z′

 =

Rcos(ψ)
Rsin(ψ)

0

 . (2.35)

2.3.1 General coil positioning

However, one should be able to position the TMS coil arbitrarily in space.
Therefore, we extend the above equations to a general coil location and ori-
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entation. As illustrated in Figs. 2.4 and 2.6, the coordinates of the centre of
the coil O are (Ox,Oy,Oz), the unit vector normal to the plane of the coil and
directed away from the subject’s head is n = [nx,ny,nz] and the unit vector
in the direction of maximal induced currents (in homogeneous material) is
m = [mx,my,mz]. The latter vector becomes important in the implementation
of figure-of-eight coils.

x1

y1

z1

O

m=y2

x ’1

y ’1

z ’1

φ

θ

nx

ny

nz

y ’’1

n=z ’’’=z21

αx2

Figure 2.6: With one translation to the centre of the coil and three rotations over the angles
φ, θ and α we can transform the previous simple case of a centralised coil to a general coil
location and orientation.

First, we apply a translation of the origin to point (Ox,Oy,Oz).x1
y1
z1

 =

Ox
Oy
Oz

+

x′1
y′1
z′1

 (2.36)

Then, we rotate around the z′1-axis over the angle φ, in the interval [0,2π]
radians:

tan(φ) =
ny

nx
(2.37)

x′1
y′1
z′1

 =

cos(φ) −sin(φ) 0
sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1

x′′1
y′′1
z′′1

 (2.38)

Subsequently, we rotate around the y′′1 -axis over the angle θ, in the interval
[0,π] radians:

tan(θ) =

√
n2

x + n2
y

nz
(2.39)
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x′′1
y′′1
z′′1

 =

 cos(θ) 0 sin(θ)
0 1 0

−sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)

x′′′1
y′′′1
z′′′1

 (2.40)

Finally, we rotate around the z′′′1 -axis over the angle α, in the interval [0,2π]
radians:

cos(α) = −mxsin(φ) + mycos(φ) (2.41)

sin(α) =
mz

sin(θ)
(2.42)

Since θ variates between 0 and π radians, sin(θ) will always be positive, and
therefore sin(α) will have the same sign as mz.x′′′1

y′′′1
z′′′1

 =

cos(α) −sin(α) 0
sin(α) cos(α) 0

0 0 1

x2
y2
z2

 (2.43)

The complete transformation is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and can be calculated as
follows, with the sine and cosine of a certain angle α abbreviated by sα and cα,
respectively, in order to simplify notation:x1

y1
z1

 =

Ox
Oy
Oz

+

cφcθcα − sφsα −cφcθsα − sφcα cφsθ

sφcθcα + cφsα −sφcθsα + cφcα sφsθ

−sθcα sθsα cθ

x2
y2
z2

 (2.44)

.
Notice that equations (2.41) and (2.42) are derived by e.g. submitting the
points (x1,y1,z1) = (mx,my,mz) and (x2,y2,z2) = (0,1,0) in equation (2.44).

mx = −cos(φ)cos(θ)sin(α)− sin(φ)cos(α) (2.45)

my = −sin(φ)cos(θ)sin(α) + cos(φ)cos(α) (2.46)

mz = sin(θ)sin(α) (2.47)

After multiplying the first equation by −sin(φ) and the second by cos(φ) and
adding both, equation (2.41) is derived.

2.4. Conclusion

Through the law of Biot-Savart (2.32) the generated magnetic flux density
can be calculated for every possible TMS stimulation case, i.e. for every coil
shape, position and orientation and every excitation current waveform. The
time variation of this magnetic field induces an electric field, according to
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Faraday’s law (2.19). Since the material below the coil, i.e. biological tissue,
is not only dielectric but also conductive, additional conduction currents
are induced (2.15). The total induced current (2.26) is thus the sum of the
displacement currents and these conduction currents, in which the dielectric
properties are obtained by the 4-Cole-Cole model (2.31). In the following
chapter, we will explain how we implement this theory practically in the
developed independent impedance method.

In the remaining part of this PhD, the dielectric properties are considered to
be σe and ε′ values as a function of frequency, or tensors in case of anisotropy.
They represent the dissipative and reactive term in equation (2.26) and will be
further referred to as conductivity and permittivity, with the basic symbols σ

and ε, respectively, for simplicity of notation.



You only have a problem, when you are doing nothing to
solve it.

my dad, Geert De Geeter

3
Independent Impedance Method

When simulations need to be carried out in a complex geometry, such as a re-
alistic head model, Maxwell’s equations cannot be analytically solved and nu-
merical techniques become unavoidable. In the literature, a variety of methods
are used to model the eddy-current distribution in biological tissues, e.g. the
finite-difference method (FDM) (Liu et al., 2003), the finite element method
(FEM) (Sekino and Ueno, 2004; Wagner et al., 2004), the boundary element
method (BEM) (Salinas et al., 2009) and the impedance method (IM) (Han
et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2008; Nadeem et al., 2003). All have their advantages and
disadvantages. We chose to employ IM, introduced by Gandhi et al. (1984)
and Orcutt and Gandhi (1988), for the application of TMS for the following
reasons. BEM is significantly less efficient for millimetre-resolution models
because it gives rise to fully populated matrices. FDM and FEM have the dis-
advantage that the whole volume, including the coil configuration, needs to be
discretised, leading to a large number of unknowns. IM, on the other hand, has
an easy implementation and tackles the above-mentioned problems. It utilises
a regular three-dimensional (3D) grid of cubic elements, so-called voxels, for
the head model, directly extractable from the segmented MR images, which
eliminates the gridding and meshing problems that are often associated with
FEM and BEM.
The 3D impedance method discretises the geometry into voxels and assigns
material properties, represented as impedances, to each voxel. This leads to a
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3D network of impedances with the time-varying magnetic induction in each
voxel as source model. This linear system of equations can be solved by state-
of-the-art solvers. However, it can be significantly ill-conditioned, leading to a
long convergence time, or in some situations to no solution at all (Wang et al.,
2008). This ill-conditionality is the result of the available redundant equations
in IM. Therefore, we introduce and apply in this chapter the independent
impedance method (IIM) that identifies a set of independent equations by
defining independent loops in the 3D circuit. It solves the computations with
improvement of conditionality and speed-up of numerical convergence.
The independent impedance method enables accurate electromagnetic simu-
lations of TMS in the brain. Isotropic and anisotropic volume conduction head
models are considered, wherein eddy-current distributions are calculated. The
validity of the developed numerical techniques are tested on simple spherical
head models with respect to accuracy, numerical convergence, etc. In the later
chapters, application is performed on patient-specific realistic head models.
Results from this chapter have been published in (De Geeter et al., 2011a,b)
and presented at the International Magnetics Conference (INTERMAG) in
2011 in Taiwan.

3.1. Traditional Impedance Method

As mentioned before, the human head model is tessellated into a uniform 3D
Cartesian grid with small cubic voxels. Each voxel is labelled with its node
in the lower left hand rear corner. We assign to the cell edges, starting from
this node, three branch currents and impedances and to the adjacent cell faces
three loop voltages. This guarantees that each quantity is taken into account
only once during discretisation. The sign of branch currents is positive in the
direction of the corresponding axes and the sign of loop voltages is chosen us-
ing the right hand rule, with the defined (x,y,z)-axes as reference; examining
the loop from the positive direction of the loop axes, the voltage is positive if it
travels anticlockwise. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the branch currents Îx, Îy, Îz, the volt-
ages V̂x, V̂y, V̂z and impedances Zx, Zy, Zz corresponding with voxel (i, j,k).
The impedance method is derived from the integral form of Faraday’s law
(2.19) for the relation between a time-varying magnetic flux density B and
the induced electric field E. In order to avoid time-stepping, the method is
described in the frequency domain.∮

loop
Ê(r) · dl = −jω

∫∫
surface

B̂(r) · ds. (3.1)

Both variables are position r dependent. We have explained in detail in Section
2.2 how the total induced current density, also called eddy current, depends
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Figure 3.1: Voxel (i, j,k) with its corresponding branch currents Îx, Îy, Îz, voltages V̂x, V̂y,
V̂z and impedances Zx, Zy, Zz. Notice that this voxel is labelled with (i, j,k), referring to the
coordinates of its lower left hand rear corner and not to those of its centre. The cell edges
and faces that are not appointed belong to neighbouring voxels.

on the electric field via the constitutive relationships, see equation (2.26):

Ĵtot = (σ + jωε)Ê. (3.2)

Moreover, both conductivity and permittivity depend on the applied fre-
quency through the used 4-Cole-Cole model (Cole and Cole, 1941; Gabriel
et al., 1996c), see equation (2.31) and Fig. 2.2. We would like to repeat that σ

and ε in fact refer to σe and ε′, as pointed out in detail in Section 2.2. Conse-
quently, we can write:

∮
loop

Ĵtot(r,ω)

σ(ω) + jωε(ω)
· dl = −jω

∫∫
surface

B̂(r) · ds (3.3)

in which the right-hand-side is the electromotive force V̂TMS, the voltage in a
closed loop due to a time-varying magnetic field. Equivalently, it is the volt-
age that would be measured by cutting the wire to create an open circuit and
attaching a voltmeter to the leads. The latter equation (3.3) can also be seen as
the Kirchhoff’s voltage equation around each loop in the system, stating that
the sum of all the voltages around the loop is equal to zero:

∑
loop

Z(ω) · Îtot(r,ω)− V̂TMS(r,ω) = 0. (3.4)

In case of isotropic materials, the lumped impedance Z is a scalar since both
the conductivity and permittivity are scalars. To determine its value, we first
rewrite equation (3.2) in x-, y- and z-components: Ĵtot,x

Ĵtot,y
Ĵtot,z

 =

(σ + jωε)Êx
(σ + jωε)Êy
(σ + jωε)Êz

 . (3.5)
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Define ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z as the x-, y-, and z-discretisation of the voxels. The total
eddy current of the x-directed branch becomes Îtot,x = Ĵtot,x · (∆y∆z) and the
voltage drop across the branch impedance for this current becomes V̂branch,x =
Êx ·∆x. With similar relations for these quantities in the y- and z-direction, we
can obtain: V̂branch,x

V̂branch,y
V̂branch,z

 =

Zx Îtot,x
Zy Îtot,y
Zz Îtot,z

 (3.6)

in which Zx located on the x-oriented branch can directly be calculated:

Zx(ω) =
∆x

(σ(ω) + jωε(ω))∆y∆z
(3.7)

Similar equations can be derived for the impedances Zy and Zz.

Kirchhoff’s voltage law is in the traditional IM considered on each cell face
of the voxels by which the loop passes through the four impedances of the
four edges. Because of that, each branch current can be written as a sum of
the four loop currents surrounding each edge. For instance, the equation for
the x-directed loop in the voxel (i, j,k) becomes, according to Fig. 3.2, with
0≤ i < Nx, 0≤ j < Ny and 0≤ k < Nz :

V̂x(i, j,k) = Zy(i, j,k) · Îy(i, j,k)

+ Zz(i, j + 1,k) · Îz(i, j + 1,k)

− Zy(i, j,k + 1) · Îy(i, j,k + 1)

− Zz(i, j,k) · Îz(i, j,k) (3.8)

V̂x(i, j,k) = Zy(i, j,k) · [L̂x(i, j,k)− L̂x(i, j,k− 1)

+L̂z(i− 1, j,k)− L̂z(i, j,k)]

+ Zz(i, j + 1,k) · [L̂x(i, j,k)− L̂x(i, j + 1,k)

+L̂y(i, j + 1,k)− L̂y(i− 1, j + 1,k)]

− Zy(i, j,k + 1) · [−L̂x(i, j,k) + L̂x(i, j,k + 1)

−L̂z(i, j,k + 1) + L̂z(i− 1, j,k + 1)]

− Zz(i, j,k) · [−L̂x(i, j,k) + L̂x(i, j− 1,k)

−L̂y(i− 1, j,k) + L̂y(i, j,k)] (3.9)

where instead of branch currents, loop currents L̂x, L̂y and L̂z are introduced.
V̂ is the electromotive force or voltage in the closed loop of the cell face that is
caused by the stimulation, i.e. V̂TMS or the right-hand-side of equation (3.3).
For simplicity of notation, the frequency dependence as well as the indices
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Figure 3.2: The x-directed loop in voxel (i, j,k) and corresponding (above) voltage V̂x,
branch currents Î, impedances Z and (below) loop currents L̂.
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TMS and tot are omitted in the further descriptions. Similar sets of equations
can be derived for y- and z-directed loops.

3.1.1 Practical implementation of IM

Assuming a Nx × Ny × Nz discretised head model, the impedance method
generates 3NxNyNz equations, because of the x-, y- and z-component in (3.4).
In matrix notation this becomes:

Z · I = V (3.10)

with I the unknown 3NxNyNz × 1 vector of branch currents and V the
3NxNyNz × 1 vector of voltages. Each branch current can be written as a sum
of loop currents L surrounding the corresponding edge. This relation can be
expressed by the transformation matrix T .

I = T · L (3.11)

By defining Z̃ as the 3NxNyNz× 3NxNyNz coefficient matrix of the impedance
network, the aforementioned equations lead to:

Z̃ = Z · T (3.12)

Z̃ · L = V (3.13)

Z and T are both determined by the choice of the loops. Here, each voxel with
coordinates (i, j,k) is indexed as i · NyNz + j · Nz + k, hence the x-, y- and z-
components of a value belonging to voxel (i, j,k) are at row 3(iNyNz + jNz +
k) + c with c = 1,2,3 respectively. For example, similar as in equation (3.8), the
elements in matrix Z̃ on row rx = 3(iNyNz + jNz + k) + 1 for the x-directed
loop in the voxel (i, j,k) become:

Z̃(rx,3((i− 1)Ny Nz + jNz + k) + 2) = Zz(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3((i− 1)Ny Nz + jNz + k) + 3) = Zy(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3((i− 1)Ny Nz + jNz + (k + 1)) + 3) = −Zy(i, j,k + 1)

Z̃(rx,3((i− 1)Ny Nz + (j + 1)Nz + k) + 2) = −Zz(i, j + 1,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + (j− 1)Nz + k) + 1) = −Zz(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + (k− 1)) + 1) = −Zy(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + k) + 1) = Zy(i, j,k) + Zz(i, j + 1,k)

+Zy(i, j,k + 1) + Zz(i, j,k)
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Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + k) + 2) = −Zz(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + k) + 3) = −Zy(i, j,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + (k + 1)) + 1) = −Zy(i, j,k + 1)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + jNz + (k + 1)) + 3) = Zy(i, j,k + 1)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + (j + 1)Nz + k) + 1) = −Zz(i, j + 1,k)

Z̃(rx,3(iNy Nz + (j + 1)Nz + k) + 2) = Zz(i, j + 1,k). (3.14)

One can conclude that every row of the coefficient matrix Z̃ contains at most
13 non-zero elements, namely 13 complex impedances or sum of impedances.
It is wasteful to reserve storage for zero elements. This is the reason why
we practically use a compressed column storage mode, sometimes called the
Harwell-Boeing format (Press et al., 2007), for the sparse matrix Z̃ while
saving computation time and memory space. To store one complex num-
ber there are 16 bytes needed. Therefore, Z̃ has a storage area smaller than
13 · (3NxNyNz) · 16 bytes.
This system of equations is solved numerically using a standard iterative
method. Once we have obtained the loop currents L, we can calculate the
branch currents I along the edges of each cell by adding the values of their
neighbouring four loop currents as in equation (3.11).
The system of equations seems to be however ill-conditioned. The iterative
method has difficulties solving it and results in poor convergence, i.e. an in-
creased number of iterations is required and a limited accuracy to which a
solution can be obtained, and therefore a long computing time or possibly no
solution. See also the results reported in (Wang et al., 2008). This is the rea-
son why we introduced the independent impedance method, elaborated in
the next Section.

3.2. Independent Impedance Method

The conventional IM is suboptimal and the main reason for the ill-
conditionality is the presence of dependent equations. Appendix A verifies
the existence of dependent loops in a simple 2× 2× 2 circuit using IM. For a
general case with problem scale Nx × Ny × Nz we introduce graph theory to
demonstrate these statements.
One voxel is represented by one node and the equations in (3.13) belonging
to the voxel are constructed, considering three branches and three faces, as
one can see in Fig. 3.1. There are N = NxNyNz nodes, B = 3NxNyNz branches
and F = 3NxNyNz faces considered for the equations in total. In the tradi-
tional IM, Kirchhoff’s voltage law is considered on the three cell faces of each
voxel, resulting in 3NxNyNz loops and therefore 3NxNyNz equations. How-
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ever, by considering the voxel network as a connected graph with N nodes
and B branches, a spanning tree can be defined, i.e. a connected subset of the
graph that contains all nodes, but not any loop. There exist more than one
spanning tree for the given graph, but they all contain the same number of
edges, namely N − 1 edges. The graph theory now states that the number of
independent loops is equal to B− (N − 1). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. For
our problem, this means 3NxNyNz− (NxNyNz− 1) independent loops, which
is approximately a factor 1/3 less than the considered total loops in the tradi-
tional method. This explains the ill-conditionality of IM, namely the existence
of dependent loops and consequently dependent equations.

Figure 3.3: Possible spanning trees of the graph with N=16 nodes and B=24 branches.
Many other trees are possible. This simple 2D example can easily be extended to 3D.

Based on graph theory we introduce the independent impedance method by
determining a spanning tree and consequently obtaining a new set of inde-
pendent equations. The chosen spanning tree meets some pre-defined crite-
ria. The obtained loops have to contain as few branches as possible so as to
reduce the memory storage, while the constructed tree has to preserve some
regularity so that an easy implementation remains possible. Fig. 3.4 illustrates
the choice of the tree, used in this PhD. It consists of all x-directed edges, for
x = u all y-directed edges and for x = u and y = v all z-directed edges. u and
v are chosen as centralised as possible, to limit the dimension of the loops. We
remark that alternative graph-trees are possible.
For adding every edge, which is not in the tree, we obtain a loop. We name
the loop after the replenished branch and take its sign positive in the direction
of that branch, see Fig. 3.4. All these loops form a maximal set of independent
loops, for which we have to express Kirchhoff’s voltage law. The number of
equations in IIM that have to be solved is significantly reduced in comparison
with IM, to the benefit of the computation time. IIM has the additional advan-
tage that the coefficient matrix Z̃ becomes now well-conditioned. Appendix
A illustrates the independence of IIM by a simple example.
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Figure 3.4: The chosen spanning tree for a 2 × 2 × 2 cube, containing all edges in the
x-direction, for x = u all edges in the y-direction and for x = u and y = v all edges in the z-
direction. The loop L̂y(u− 1,v,w) is obtained by adding the y-directed branch (u− 1,v,w)

and the loop L̂z(u + 1,v + 1,w− 1) is obtained by adding the z-directed branch (u + 1,v +
1,w− 1).

3.2.1 Practical implementation of IIM

We solve the linear system (3.13), Z̃ · L= V , for the loop currents L, using the
iterative preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilised method (PBiCGSTAB)
(Freund et al., 1992; Van der Vorst, 1992). Other iterative solvers such as multi-
grid are possible. Unlike the conjugate gradient method, the biconjugate gra-
dient algorithm (BiCG) does not require a self-adjoint coefficient matrix, i.e. a
square matrix that is equal to its own Hermitian transpose. Instead, they refer-
ence the matrix Z̃ only through its multiplication by a vector v or the multipli-
cation of its Hermitian transpose and a vector v (Press et al., 2007; Shewchuk,
1994). This way the method is very attractive for solving large sparse sys-
tems of equations. For coefficient matrices that are close to the identity matrix,
the ordinary BiCG converges in a fast way. This suggests a technique called
preconditioning (PBiCG), in which equation (3.13) can be solved indirectly
through the use of the preconditioned form of it:

(Z̃−1
p · Z̃) · L = Z̃−1

p · V (3.15)
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The preconditioner matrix Z̃p is a matrix that approximates Z̃ , but is eas-
ier to invert. Here, we choose Z̃p equal to the diagonal part of Z̃ . Because

Z̃−1
p · Z̃ ≈ 1, the preconditioner allows the algorithm to converge in fewer

steps. The stabilised PBiCGSTAB is a faster and more stable method than its
ancestor PBiCG. From L, the induced branch currents I can be calculated us-
ing equation (3.11).

As mentioned before in equation (3.12), matrix Z̃ is the multiplication of the
impedance matrix Z and the transformation matrix T . Z and T are con-
structed similarly, because they are both determined by the choice of the loops
(a simple example is illustrated in Appendix A). The smallest loop consists of
only four edges, the biggest one of Nx + Ny + 2 edges. Every time a loop,
indexed as m, passes through a c-directed edge (i, j,k), with c = 1,2,3, it corre-
sponds with a non-zero value on row m and column 3(iNyNz + jNz + k) + c
in matrix Z and a non-zero value on row 3(iNyNz + jNz + k) + c and column
m in matrix T . We will use this property in combination with PBiCGSTAB as
the advantage that Z̃ does not have to be stored in the memory explicitly. The
p-th diagonal element of the preconditioner matrix becomes:

Z̃p(p, p) = diag(Z · T )(p, p)

= ∑
q
(Z(p,q) · T(q, p)) (3.16)

Also for the used multiplications with vector v in PBiCGSTAB it suffices to
store the sparse matrices Z and T :

Z̃ · v = Z · (T · v) (3.17)

Z̃H · v = T H · (ZH · v) (3.18)

The boundary conditions are that the human head model is situated in air.
The branch currents corresponding to border voxels, i.e. the branch currents
at the upper, right and front side of the domain, can be assumed zero due to
the zero conductivity of air. Kirchhoff’s current law states that at any node in
an electrical network, the sum of currents flowing into that node is equal to
the sum of currents flowing out of the node. Considering this, the boundary
conditions are:

Îx(Nx, j,k) = 0 (3.19)

Îy(i, Ny,k) = 0 (3.20)

Îz(i, j, Nz) = 0 (3.21)

for every value of i, j and k. The number of branch currents RB that need
to be found decreases consequently to 3NxNyNz − NxNy − NxNz − NyNz.
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Analogously, the number of loop currents RL that is necessary to solve equa-
tion (3.11) reduces with NxNy + NxNz + NyNz. As verified before, there
are 3NxNyNz − (NxNyNz − 1) independent loops, leading to a RL × 1 =(
2NxNyNz − NxNy − NxNz − NyNz + 1

)
× 1 vector L. Z becomes the RL ×

RB impedance matrix and T the RB× RL transformation matrix.
A flowchart of the 3D eddy-current solver IIM for the specific problem of TMS
is shown in Fig. 3.5. Starting from the geometry and the material properties
of the human head and the TMS coil configuration, the impedance, transfor-
mation and voltage matrices Z , T and V respectively, can be obtained. The
unknown eddy currents I can be calculated by solving equations (3.11) and
(3.13).

loop currents l

branch currents I

x

z
y

GEOMETRY

uniform 3D cartesian grid
small cubic voxels
a well-chosen tree

HEAD MODEL

segmentation
permittivity & conductivity
of the different tissues

COIL CONFIGURATION

coil shape
coil position & orientation
stimulation current waveform

impedance matrix Z

voltage matrix V

transformation matrix T

Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the 3D eddy-current solver using IIM

3.2.2 Simulations on a spherical head model

For the first electromagnetic calculations of TMS, a simple concentric three-
layered spherical head model is considered. It contains the layers brain, skull
and scalp, with radii 8.0 cm, 8.6 cm and 9.2 cm respectively (Brody et al., 1973;
Homma et al., 1995). It is centralised in a cubic box of 20 cm × 20 cm × 20
cm and is surrounded by air. A TMS circular coil, consisting of just one turn,
with an inner radius of 2.0 cm and outer radius of 2.5 cm is positioned 1.8 cm
above the head model. The current through the coil is a sine wave with am-
plitude 7.66 kA and working frequency 3.6 kHz, which fits within the typical
ranges of Table 1.1. A list of the assigned dielectric property values, according
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to the 4-Cole-Cole model (2.31) and equation (2.29) for the applied frequency,
is provided in Table 3.1. The inner layer brain is considered as grey matter.

Table 3.1: The relative permittivity (relative to the permittivity of vacuum ε0) and conduc-
tivity values for the stimulation frequency of 3.6 kHz.

Tissue εr [-] σ [S/m]

Air 1.0005 0.0
Skin 30373.7 0.0011
Bone 1080.3 0.0203
CSF 109.0 2.0

Grey matter 56950.1 0.1069
White matter 26487.8 0.0655

The simulations are done with a discretisation of Nx = Ny = Nz = 100 cor-
responding with a resolution of 2 mm of the spherical head model. The
PBiCGSTAB based IIM needed 8.4 Gbytes and 2.3 h for calculating the eddy
currents f1. 966 iterations were needed for reaching a normalised error less
than a tolerance EPS of 2.0%.

‖Z̃ · L − V‖
‖V‖ < EPS (3.22)

Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the induced current density distribution, obtained
with IIM, on cross sections and along three z-directed lines, respectively. In
Section 1.2.2, we showed in Fig. 1.6 that the electric field in air, induced by a
circular coil, is the strongest just below the coil and decreases with increasing
distance from the coil. A similar pattern can be observed for the induced eddy
currents. However, whereas the electric field in air drops to zero in the mid-
dle of the coil, the induced currents along that line (x=0.0 cm and y=0.0 cm)
are small, but different from zero. This is due to the tissue properties of the
head model. One can see the effect of the different conductivities on the eddy-
current amplitude within the three layers, i.e. relatively lower amplitude for
layers with lower conductivity.
Table 3.2 illustrates the convergence performance, i.e. the computing time
(time) and the number of iterations (iter) of the IIM simulations required for
reaching an error less than a desired tolerance EPS. When decreasing the toler-
ance, the accuracy of the results increases as well as the computational burden.
A compromise has to be made. We can consider the numerical results with a
normalised error, as defined in (3.22), less than a tolerance EPS of 0.1% as the
correct solution Ĵref. The average error of the eddy-current density distribution

1 2 dual core Intel Xuon of 2.0 GHz with 16 Gb RAM memory on a 64 bit platform
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the induced current density amplitude (in A/m2) obtained with
IIM in the spherical head model, on cross sections x=0.0 cm (left) and z=5.0 cm (right).
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Figure 3.7: Induced current density amplitude (in A/m2) along three z-directed lines. The
first line is located at x=0.0 cm and y=0.0 cm, the second line at x=1.0 cm and y=1.0 cm and
the third line at x=2.0 cm and y=2.0 cm. Corresponding with the last one, the interfaces of
the different layers are indicated by vertical lines.

for a specific tolerance Ĵtol can be described by:

1
3N ∑

c=x,y,z
∑
∀(i,j,k)

∣∣ Ĵref c(i, j,k)− Ĵtol c(i, j,k)
∣∣

‖ Ĵref c(i, j,k)‖
(3.23)

Fig. 3.8 shows this error together with the maximum and minimum error for
a resolution of 5 mm. A tolerance of 2.0% is a good compromise.
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Table 3.2: Convergence performance for different tolerances.

Tolerance Problem resolution
EPS 1 cm 5 mm 2 mm

iter time iter time iter time
1 · 10−1 26 0.4s 72 16.4s 380 54.0min
5 · 10−2 35 0.5s 103 23.2s 730 1.7h
2 · 10−2 977 13.5s 243 54.5s 966 2.3h
1 · 10−2 985 13.6s 1131 4.2min 2299 5.4h
5 · 10−3 1036 14.2s 2216 8.2min 25472 2d 9h
2 · 10−3 2770 38.0s 6308 23.3min 27103 2d 13h
1 · 10−3 2975 40.8s 16070 59.8min 30518 2d 21h
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Figure 3.8: The error of the simulation results for a specific tolerance Ĵtol relative to Ĵref for
a resolution of 5 mm.

3.2.3 Comparison between IM and IIM

When comparing the independent impedance method with the traditional
method, one can notice important differences. The number of equations and
the number of unknowns reduce significantly for IIM. This advantage leads to
a smaller dimension of the system matrix and consequently to a reduced mem-
ory allocation. The number of rows of both matrices Z corresponds with the
number of defined loops and decreases from 3NxNyNz for IM to 2NxNyNz −
NxNy−NxNz−NyNz + 1 independent loops for IIM. The number of columns
of the matricesZ corresponds with the number of branch currents that have to
be found and decreases from 3NxNyNz to 3NxNyNz − NxNy − NxNz − NyNz
due to the boundary conditions (3.19, 3.20, 3.21).
However, with increasing problem scale the obtained loops will contain more
branches, resulting in an increasing number of non-zero values for each equa-
tion in matrices Z and T and consequently more memory storage. Fig. 3.9
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illustrates the two opposite effects on the total number of non-zero elements
in the matrices as a function of the problem scale. For small 3D circuits the
effect of the reduced number of equations dominates.

y = 1.522x4.0392

y = 0.7586x5.5102

y = 39x3

1E+0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4
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1E+6
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1E+8

1E+9

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42

Number of 

non-zero elements

Dimension of the problem Nx = Ny = Nz

impedance matrix

coefficient matrix

traditional IM

Figure 3.9: Number of non-zero elements in the stored matrices, namely the impedance
matrix Z , the coefficient matrix Z̃ and the matrix Z in traditional IM, for different problem
scales. Equations of the form y = axb are fitted to the data.

Take for example a 10×10×10 discretised model. The original coefficient ma-
trix Z̃ , used in IM, is a 3000×3000 sparse matrix, containing 37668 non-zero
elements. To solve the same system of equations in IIM, we use a 1701×2700
sparse matrix Z , containing 16902 non-zero elements. Besides the fact that
the memory occupation for this problem scale is significantly reduced, the
new impedance matrix becomes well-conditioned. This means that the linear
equation solution will be more accurate and less sensitive to errors in the data.
Fig. 3.9 also shows the benefit of storing the impedance matrix Z instead of
the coefficient matrix Z̃ , as explained in Section 3.2.
Conventionally, the traditional impedance method relies on the successive
over-relaxation (SOR) algorithm for solving the linear system of equations
(3.13) Z̃ · L = V . SOR is a variant of the Gauss-Seidel method. An overcorrec-
tion to the value of Ln

(g,1), on the g-th row and at the n-th stage of Gauss-Seidel
iteration, is made, anticipating future corrections and consequently resulting
in faster convergence. When solving the system, each solution element can be
written as (Liu et al., 2003):

Ln
(g,1) = L

n−1
(g,1) + κ

(
LGS
(g,1) −L

n−1
(g,1)

)
(3.24)
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with κ the over-relaxation parameter. The method is convergent only for 0 <
κ < 2. LGS

(g,1) is the Gauss-Seidel iterate:

LGS
(g,1) = V(g,1) −

g−1

∑
h=1
Z̃(g,h) · Ln

(h,1) −
3N

∑
h=g+1

Z̃(g,h) · Ln−1
(h,1) (3.25)

However, when using the traditional method the equation system can be-
come significantly ill-conditioned, as in (Wang et al., 2008). This results in
long convergence time and even in some situations where the solution will
not converge at all. This is the main reason why we have introduced the in-
dependent impedance method. IIM eliminates the dependent components by
the use of graphs. We have determined a well-chosen spanning tree and con-
firmed the independence of the obtained loops using IIM. This independence
improves the condition of the coefficient matrix Z̃ and the convergence rate
of the method. The linear system of equations can easily be solved now.
Table 3.3 illustrates the performance results for IM and IIM applied to the sim-
ulation of TMS in the implemented spherical head model. According to the
computing time (time) and the number of iterations (iter) required for reach-
ing an error less than a tolerance of 10%, IIM solved with the PBiCGSTAB
algorithm clearly outperforms the SOR-based solutions of IM. However, the
memory consumption (mem) was higher than for the conventional method, as
explained before in this Section, see Fig. 3.9. Compared to the traditional IM,
the proposed IIM achieves superior time efficiency and is therefore a useful
tool for accurate, fast and numerical converging TMS simulations.

Table 3.3: Comparison of the performance results for IM and IIM.

Iterative Problem resolution
method 1 cm 5 mm

iter time mem iter time mem
IM SOR 65 15.1min 22Mb 178 10.3h 179Mb
IIM SOR 27 9.0min 21Mb 93 2.8h 258Mb

IIM PBiCGSTAB 26 0.4s 21Mb 72 16.4s 258Mb

3.2.4 Validation of IIM

We validate the IIM method by comparing the obtained eddy-current simula-
tions on the spherical model with the analytical solutions. The mathematical
method for computing the current densities induced by a current flow in a
coil, is based on (Eaton, 1992) and extended for computations inside the three-
layered spherical head model due to the coil centralised in x=0.0 cm, y=0.0
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cm and z=11.0 cm. Fig. 3.10 shows the analytical results for the same two-
dimensional (2D) cross sections of the head model as in Fig. 3.6. Both results
correspond well with each other qualitatively as well as quantitatively, as can
be seen from the difference plots.

Δ Δ

Figure 3.10: (Above) Analytical solution of the induced current density distribution on
cross sections x=0.0 cm (left) and z=5.0 cm (right). (Below) Difference between the IIM and
mathematical results.

We also performed similar simulations with COMSOL Multi-physics r
(COMSOL Inc., Los Angeles, California USA), a commercial FEM software
package, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The comparison between IIM and FEM is diffi-
cult to make and therefore we only want to validate the presented IIM rather
than to show the superiority of one method compared to another.
Finally, the independent impedance method is also validated against tradi-
tional method solutions. As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, a good agreement is ob-
tained between IM and IIM, with an average difference of 6%.

3.3. Anisotropic Independent Impedance Method

Some biological tissues have anisotropic material properties. This means that
the conductivity and permittivity are not equal in every direction and that
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Figure 3.11: Finite element simulations of the induced current density distribution for the
same set-up and on the same cross sections as in Fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.12: Conventional IM calculations of the induced current density distribution for
the same set-up and on the same cross sections as in Fig. 3.10, with a resolution of 5 mm.

they can be written as position-dependent tensors. For example, the electri-
cal properties of skull and white matter are known to be anisotropic (Wolters
et al., 2006). The skull consists of a soft bone layer between two hard layers,
resulting in a higher conductivity tangentially than radially to the skull sur-
face (Rush and Driscoll, 1968). White matter consists of different nerve bun-
dles connecting grey matter and has the highest conductivity parallel to the fi-
bres and the smallest perpendicular to them due to insulating myelin sheaths
(Nicholson, 1965).
Simulation studies have shown that electromagnetic fields can be highly sen-
sitive to tissue anisotropy (Wolters et al., 2006). According to De Lucia et al.
(2007), brain anisotropy has a non-negligible effect on the spatial distribution
of the induced electric field during TMS. Consequently, it is necessary to in-
clude anisotropy in the eddy-current solver, which does not yet exist in the IM
or IIM formulations, to our knowledge.
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3.3.1 Practical implementation of anisotropic IIM

In general, the conductivity σ and the permittivity ε are tensors and, analogous
to equation (3.5), the total current density can be written as follows: Ĵtot,x

Ĵtot,y
Ĵtot,z

 =

Axx Axy Axz
Axy Ayy Ayz
Axz Ayz Azz

Êx
Êy
Êz

 . (3.26)

For simplicity of notation, matrix A is defined as Apq = σpq + jωεpq for p,q =
x,y,z and the position as well as the frequency dependence are omitted. Note
thatA is symmetric because biological tissues are reciprocal media. However,
the presented method is not restricted to such media.
In case of isotropic materials, both the conductivity and permittivity are
scalars. Consequently, the scalar impedances Zx, Zy and Zz located on the x-,
y- and z-oriented branches can directly be calculated for each voxel as in equa-
tion (3.7). Kirchhoff’s voltage law for the x-directed loop in the voxel (i,j,k) in
the traditional impedance method is written down in equation (3.8), but re-
peated here for clarity reasons:

V̂x(i, j,k) = Zy(i, j,k) · Îy(i, j,k)

+ Zz(i, j + 1,k) · Îz(i, j + 1,k)

− Zy(i, j,k + 1) · Îy(i, j,k + 1)

− Zz(i, j,k) · Îz(i, j,k) (3.27)

A straightforward extension to anisotropic cases is only possible when A is
a diagonal matrix with σxy = σxz = σyz = 0 and εxy = εxz = εyz = 0. For this
specific case, the expression for the scalar impedance is still valid provided
that the electrical properties are replaced by those in the x-, y- and z-direction,
respectively, as in (Tachas et al., 2009).
In the general case of anisotropy, it is still possible to use a lumped network,
though in which each limb is characterised by three impedances instead of
one. For each voxel, these corresponding impedances can be calculated by
inverting matrix A, multiplied by the length of the edge and divided by the
cross-sectional area of the voxel in the direction perpendicular to the edge.
Based on equation (3.26) and analogous to equation (3.6), we can consider:V̂branch,x

V̂branch,y
V̂branch,z

 =

Zxx Zxy Zxz
Zxy Zyy Zyz
Zxz Zyz Zzz

 Îtot,x
Îtot,y
Îtot,z

 (3.28)

with the total eddy current of the x-directed branch Îtot,x = Ĵtot,x · (∆y∆z), the
voltage drop across the total branch impedance for this current V̂branch,x =
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Êx · ∆x and similar relations for these quantities in the y- and z-direction. Zpq
(p,q = x,y,z) can be calculated usingA−1 and the discretisations of the voxels.
To demonstrate the effect of including anisotropy on IM, Kirchhoff’s voltage
law is written out in detail for the anisotropic case in the same x-directed loop
as in equation (3.27):

V̂x(i, j,k) = [Zxy(i, j,k) · Îtot,x(i, j,k) +

Zyy(i, j,k) · Îtot,y(i, j,k) +

Zyz(i, j,k) · Îtot,z(i, j,k)]

+ [Zxz(i, j + 1,k) · Îtot,x(i, j + 1,k) +

Zyz(i, j + 1,k) · Îtot,y(i, j + 1,k) +

Zzz(i, j + 1,k) · Îtot,z(i, j + 1,k)]

− [Zxy(i, j,k + 1) · Îtot,x(i, j,k + 1) +

Zyy(i, j,k + 1) · Îtot,y(i, j,k + 1) +

Zyz(i, j,k + 1) · Îtot,z(i, j,k + 1)]

− [Zxz(i, j,k) · Îtot,x(i, j,k) +

Zyz(i, j,k) · Îtot,y(i, j,k) +

Zzz(i, j,k) · Îtot,z(i, j,k)]. (3.29)

This loop is also illustrated in Fig. 3.13. Each voxel is defined by three cell
faces and three cell edges, to which loop voltages respectively branch cur-
rents and impedances are assigned. Traditionally, Kirchhoff’s voltage law is
considered on each cell face of the voxels, by which the loop passes through
four edges. In the isotropic case, one impedance is assigned to each cell edge,
resulting in a contribution of four impedances to the loop, as in equation
(3.27). In the case of anisotropy, on the contrary, each cell edge is characterised
by three impedances of which two are meant as current-controlled voltage
sources. When the loop passes through the z-directed edge of voxel (i,j,k), the
potential difference measured over the impedance Zzz(i, j,k) through which
the current Îtot,z(i, j,k) runs as well as the current-controlled voltage sources
Zxz(i, j,k) · Îtot,x(i, j,k) and Zyz(i, j,k) · Îtot,y(i, j,k) contribute to the voltage
drop. This results in a total of twelve contributing impedances associated to
the aforementioned loop, as can be seen in equation (3.29).

Similar sets of equations are derived as equations (3.11-3.13). The difference
in the amount of contributing impedances between isotropy and anisotropy
will influence the sparsity of matrices Z , T and thus Z̃ . The extension to
anisotropic tissues for IIM is exactly the same as described above. Because
IM is suboptimal to IIM, we choose the anisotropic IIM for the applications
and the validation of the extended method.
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Figure 3.13: The contributing impedances and current-controlled voltage sources for an
x-directed loop in voxel (i,j,k) and the corresponding voltage V̂x in a) the isotropic and b)
the extended anisotropic case.

3.3.2 Simulations on an anisotropic spherical head model

We apply the anisotropic IIM for the simulation of eddy currents in two dif-
ferent five shell spherical head models due to the same circular TMS coil as in
Section 3.2.2, positioned 1.8 cm above the head models and supplied with a
sinusoidal current (7.66 kA, 3.6 kHz). Both concentric head models contain the
layers scalp, skull, grey matter, white matter and thalamus, with radii 9.2 cm,
8.6 cm, 8.0 cm, 7.0 cm and 2.0 cm respectively. In the first model, we assume
that all tissues have isotropic material properties, whereas in the second one,
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we assume anisotropic conductivity ratios for the skull (1:10 radially to tan-
gentially to the skull surface) (Rush and Driscoll, 1968) and white matter (1:9
transversally to longitudinally along the nerve fibre) (Nicholson, 1965). In this
white matter shell, the nerve bundles are assumed to start from the thalamus
and go in the radial direction to the grey matter shell. The above ratios are an
approximation of reality and are still not exactly known (Sadleir and Argibay,
2007). The isotropic tissue properties for the working frequency of 3.6 kHz are
listed in Table 3.1. Thalamus is considered to have the same properties as grey
matter. The tensors can be calculated from these isotropic values by impos-
ing the volume constraint (Wolters et al., 2006), which states that the volume
of the isotropic conducting sphere is equal to the anisotropic conducting ellip-
soid. We use again the iterative preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilised
method (Van der Vorst, 1992) for solving the linear system (3.15). The induced
eddy currents are then calculated from the known loop currents.
Although these spherical head models are a rough approximation of reality,
they are very instructive since they can be solved analytically and easily be
described in commercial FEM packages. This way, we can validate the pro-
posed approach and use it in further research on more complex head models
with realistic geometry. In reality, nerve bundles are not collinear in radial di-
rection. Their trajectory can be reconstructed by diffusion tensor imaging and
tractography, as will be explained in Section 6.3.

Fig. 3.14 compares the eddy-current distribution between the isotropic and
anisotropic head models. The anisotropic conductivities cause an increased
induction of currents in the scalp, skull, grey matter and thalamus. The max-
imum current density increases from 55.3·10−3 A/m2 to 60.8·10−3 A/m2 and
is located 3.0 cm beneath the coil, corresponding with that part of the cortex
that is the closest to the excitation coil. The difference between both simula-
tions rises to 22.4·10−3 A/m2, which is about 40% of the maximum value, and
is observed in the skull. However, for the application of TMS, especially the
neurological system located in the brain is of interest. When focussing on these
regions, the maximum current density difference becomes 10.5·10−3 A/m2,
which is about 19% of the highest intensity, and is observed in grey matter.
The inclusion of space-dependent anisotropic tissue properties seems essen-
tial. We strongly believe that the anisotropic behaviour of white matter in more
sophisticated head models will even more affect the induced current distribu-
tion and that these results will lead to important new insights in the study of
brain stimulation.

Table 3.4 summarises the performance and the required memory (mem) for
both head models. The computing time (time) and the number of iterations
(iter) of the IIM simulations required for reaching a normalised error, de-
fined in equation (3.22), less than 2% are given for different resolutions. As
illustrated in equations (3.27) and (3.29), more impedances contribute in the
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the induced current density results obtained with IIM for a
resolution of 2 mm in the isotropic head model (above), indicated with subscript iso, and
those in the anisotropic head model (middle), indicated with subscript ani, on cross sections
x=0.0 cm (left) and z=5.0 cm (right). At the bottom, the difference between both models is
represented.
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Table 3.4: Convergence performance and memory occupation.

Isotropic model Anisotropic model

iter time mem iter time mem
10 mm 736 10.1 s 21 Mb 422 8.4 s 35 Mb
5 mm 231 51.9 s 258 Mb 273 1.4 min 470 Mb
2 mm 1522 3.5 h 8.4 Gb 1334 4.4 h 16 Gb

anisotropic case, which lead to a less sparse system matrix and consequently
an increased computational burden.

Figure 3.15: Finite element solutions obtained in the anisotropic head model, for the same
set-up and on the same cross sections as in Fig. 3.14

.

We validate the numerical results of the extended anisotropic IIM by com-
paring the results with FEM solutions, obtained with the COMSOL software
package. Fig. 3.15 shows the same cross sections of the head model as in
Fig. 3.14 with the corresponding induced current density distributions. Both
anisotropic IIM and FEM results correspond well with each other qualitatively
as well as quantitatively. The FEM calculations have been implemented on a
grid with a mesh element size between 8 mm in the scalp and skull and 13
mm in the brain. This resulted in a total of 461438 mesh elements and 29.9
min simulation time. Analogously as in the isotropic case, it is not our inten-
tion to compare the different methods, but to validate the obtained the results.

3.4. Discussion and assumptions

The independent impedance method is developed and explained in this chap-
ter. It is based on the conventional impedance method (Section 3.1), but elim-
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inates the dependent loops and consequently redundant equations in the lin-
ear system using graph theory. An appropriate spanning tree, i.e. a connected
subset of the graph that contains all nodes but not any loop, is fitted to the 3D
network. For adding every edge, which is not in the tree, we obtain a loop.
All these loops form a maximal set of independent loops, for which we ex-
press Kirchhoff’s voltage law. The number of equations in IIM that have to
be solved is significantly reduced in comparison with IM, to the benefit of the
computation time. It results as well in improved conditionality of the system.
We implemented in this PhD a certain spanning tree, but the solution is inde-
pendent of the tree choice.
Notice that we neglected the contribution of the eddy currents to the magnetic
induction, as in (Nadeem et al., 2003) and (Wang et al., 2008).
The developed IIM has been tested with a standard problem being a stimu-
lated spherical head model consisting of different tissues. It is compared to
the IM solution and validated by comparison with analytical results and with
simulations on a commercial FEM software package.
Since some biological tissues have anisotropic material properties, we ex-
tended our method such that for every voxel the conductivity and permittivity
can be described by a full tensor. The anisotropic IIM is applied for the sim-
ulation of TMS on both isotropic and anisotropic spherical head models. The
results showed that anisotropy had a non-negligible effect on the induced cur-
rents, yielding maximum differences of about 40% in the skull and 19% in grey
matter. However, the impact of anisotropic tissues on TMS effects should be
investigated on more realistic head models. The extended method is validated
again by comparing the induced current distribution with FEM solutions.
The here elaborated and numerically validated electromagnetic solver is used
throughout the PhD. It features computational efficiency and flexibility in ex-
ecution for various head models encompassing different levels of fidelity.
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Remember that all models are wrong; the practical question
is how wrong do they have to be to not be useful.

George Edward Pelham Box

4
Estimating conductivity

The head tissue conductivity values are up to now not well known. They are
patient-specific and frequency-dependent. However, an accurate estimation
of these values is important for the correct calculation of the induced cur-
rents originating from TMS. These accurate conductivity values associated to
the various brain tissues need to be imported in the head model. This repre-
sents a next step towards accurate patient-specific TMS calculations. A precise
tissue conductivity quantification will not only enhance the accuracy and fi-
delity of TMS modelling, but also the precision of source localisation using
electroencephalography (EEG) (Crevecoeur et al., 2012) and the resolution of
magnetoencephalography (MEG) for mapping brain activity. The localisation
of neural sources starting from EEG data can contain errors of 3 up to 5 cm be-
cause of the uncertainty on conductivity values (Gaignaire et al., 2010), which
is not acceptable.
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a standard method for measuring
the electrical conductivity (Cheney et al., 1999). After injecting currents into
the patient using electrodes, the conductivity values are inferred from voltage
measurements on the skin. EIT exhibits however a limited spatial resolution,
since the surface measurements are less sensitive to conductivity changes in
inner regions of the patient (Seagar et al., 1987). Recently, several hybrid to-
mography techniques have been developed, which are based on electric and
magnetic fields (Gençer et al., 1994; Zlochiver et al., 2003), MR signals (Seo
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and Woo, 2011) or acoustic modalities (Gebauer and Scherzer, 2008; Zhang
and Wang, 2004). The frequency dependence is typically neglected since most
devices operate at a fixed frequency. Moreover, when currents are injected
through surface electrodes, problems such as the appearance of higher cur-
rent densities near these conductors and susceptibility artefacts occur (Özpar-
lak and Ïder, 2005).
In the induced current magnetic resonance electrical impedance tomography
(ICMREIT) external coils induce currents inside the patient (Özparlak and
Ïder, 2005). These currents create a secondary magnetic flux density in the
brain, which is measured by the MR scanner and used to reconstruct the con-
ductivity values. In some cases the reconstruction is done based on the mea-
surement of the induced eddy-current distribution (Liu et al., 2009).
We propose in this chapter a novel ICMREIT-based technique for the non-
invasive conductivity estimation in the low frequency domain. This new
method, called induced current MR phase imaging EIT, makes use of the
present gradient coils of the MR scanner to induce the eddy currents. The
resulting secondary magnetic flux density causes variations of the phase im-
age. The difference between two phase images obtained by gradient echo se-
quences with and without switching an eddy-current induction gradient is
measured by the MR scanner and contains the information necessary to re-
construct the internal conductivity distribution. This necessitates solving an
inverse problem, which consists of a large number of unknowns. Therefore,
we use a segmented geometry, reducing the number of conductivity profiles
that needs to be quantified from the number of voxels to the number of tis-
sues. The independent impedance method (IIM), discussed in the previous
Section 3.2, is applied for the eddy-current calculations and the parametrised
frequency-dependent 4-Cole-Cole model, introduced in Section 2.2.1, is used
as material model. First, we aim at recovering the required 4-Cole-Cole pa-
rameters for the tissues. Second, we modify the technique with multi gradient
echo sequences by which only one parameter per tissue needs to be estimated,
but with conservation of the frequency dependence of the conductivity values.
Computer simulations are performed on spherical head models to evaluate
the feasibility of the proposed conductivity estimation technique.
Results from this chapter have been presented at the International Conference
of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC) in 2010 in
Argentina (De Geeter et al., 2010), the International Magnetics Conference (IN-
TERMAG) in 2012 in Vancouver, the Workshop on Optimization and Inverse
Problems in Electromagnetism (OIPE) in 2012 in Belgium and published in
(De Geeter et al., 2013b).
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4.1. Basic principles MR scanner

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can produce high quality images of the
inside of the human body by measuring the spatial distribution of nuclear
spins in the body, usually those of protons. Human tissues consist typically of
60% to 80% water and each water molecule contains two hydrogen protons.
When a hydrogen proton is placed in a homogeneous strong main magnetic
DC field (BDC), its magnetic dipole moment will precess around this field.
Due to interactions with the surroundings, the magnetic dipole moment will
rapidly (typically in 0.1 to 3 s) align with the main magnetic field. This process
is called spin-lattice or T1 relaxation. When a radio-frequency (RF) pulse (BRF)
is sent at a specific frequency, called the Larmor frequency, the nucleus will be
excited and the magnetic dipole moment is brought out of its equilibrium.
It will precess around the main magnetic field and this precession results in
an electromagnetic wave that is measured by the MR scanner and leads to
a magnitude image and a phase image (Bernstein et al., 2004; Haacke et al.,
1999). The Larmor frequency is given by

fL =
γg

2π
B (4.1)

with B the magnetic field strength at the nucleus and γg the gyromagnetic
ratio, equal to 26.75 · 107 rad/sT for hydrogen protons.

The emitted MR signal decays with a time constant T2∗, attributed to the pres-
ence of local magnetic field inhomogeneities. Since this wave itself carries no
spatial information, gradient coils are provided. During the sequence of ex-
citation and signal reception 3 different magnetic field gradients in the x-, y-
and z-direction are applied to encode the MR signal spatially, more specific
Gx for frequency encoding, Gy for phase encoding and Gz for slice selection
to connect the MR signal with its corresponding coordinates (x, y, z) (Bern-
stein et al., 2004). When the z-gradient is applied in combination with an RF
excitation pulse, only one slice of magnetic dipole moments will be excited in
the scanned subject. For example, consider a BDC of 1.0 T and a gradient Gz
of 0.01 T/m. The magnetic field strength for the slice at z = 0 cm is then 1.0 T
and will be excited by a RF pulse at a Larmor frequency of 42.6 MHz. For the
slice at z = 50 cm, however, the field is 1.005 T and utilisation of a RF pulse at
42.8 MHz, will selectively excite only the spins from this slice. Thus with the
magnetic field strength being a function of z-location, the Larmor frequency
also becomes a function of this location. When the y-gradient is applied after
RF excitation but before signal reception, the magnetic dipole moments will
precess at a different Larmor frequency depending on their position along the
y-axis during the time this gradient is on. This leads to different phases in the
y-direction after a phase encoding gradient is applied. When the x-gradient is
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applied during signal acquisition, the magnetic dipole moments will precess
at different Larmor frequencies depending on their x-position in the gradient.
In this way, signals are obtained from a particular slice with phase encoded
rows and frequency encoded columns. The recorded signals are digitised and
stored in a matrix, the so-called k-space. After several spatially encoded MR
signals are recorded, fast Fourier transform is applied on the k-space to recon-
struct the MR image. The field-of-view (FOV) is the size of the total image. The
image data is described by complex numbers and can be reconstructed as real
and imaginary or as magnitude and phase images, see Fig. 4.1, depending on
the clinical utility.

Real Imaginary

Magnitude Phase

Figure 4.1: Real (Re), imaginary (Im), magnitude and phase images of the same MR signal.
The magnitude and phase images can be calculated as

√
Re2 + Im2 and arctan(Im/Re),

respectively.

The decay of the MR signal can be recovered by applying a second RF pulse,
more specifically a 180 ◦ refocusing pulse at TE/2 after the first RF pulse. After
another TE/2, an echo signal is observed, hence the name echo time TE. The
intensity of this echo signal decays with the time constant T2, typically 50 to
150 ms. Relaxation times T1, T2, and T2∗ are important tissue characteristics
for imaging (Bernstein et al., 2004; Haacke et al., 1999). The sequence of an
excitation RF pulse and a 180 ◦ refocussing pulse is called the spin-echo se-
quence. When the 180 ◦ RF pulse is replaced by rapidly reversing a magnetic
gradient, it is called the field-echo or gradient-echo sequence. The gradient-
echo sequence, illustrated in Fig. 4.2, is applied in this chapter to estimate the
tissue conductivity values as further explained in Section 4.2.
The time between two successive excitation RF pulses is the repetition time
TR, typically more than 1 s. In actual clinical settings, fast or turbo sequences
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are performed to shorten the imaging time (TR = 10 to 100 ms) by using multi-
ple reversal pulses or gradients. In this way, the decaying signal is continually
refocussed such that multiple echo signals can be recorded from each excita-
tion pulse. The turbo field-echo sequence is applied in this PhD to acquire the
T1-weighted images.
Similar in concept to turbo spin-echo, is the echo planar imaging sequence.
Rapid gradient reversal pulses of the readout gradient are utilised, resulting
in multiple echo signals and reduction of fast dephasing or signal loss. The
echo train technique can be pushed to the limit to fill the entire k-space with
a single RF excitation pulse (TR is thus infinite). This so-called single-shot se-
quence requires the successive application of as many 180 ◦ pulses as there are
k-space lines to fill. The single-shot spin-echo echo planar imaging sequence
is applied in this PhD to acquire the DTI data sets. It is a very fast and ef-
ficient acquisition method, but has limited spatial resolution. The applied b-
value identifies the measurement’s sensitivity to diffusion and determines the
strength and duration of the diffusion gradients. A b-value of zero delivers a
T2-weighted EPI image for anatomical reference. The greater the b-value, the
stronger the diffusion weighting, but the lower the signal quality.

4.2. Induced current MR phase imaging EIT

The measurements that are used for the conductivity estimation can be per-
formed on a state-of-the-art MR scanner. The patient undergoes two times an
MRI scan with gradient echo (GE) sequencing, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Recent
studies (Seo and Woo, 2011; Van de Moortele et al., 2005) have shown the sig-
nificant potential of phase images that hold information on the conductivity
values of biological tissues. The GE sequence is executed twice and the dif-
ference of both phase images is recorded (De Deene et al., 2000). For the first
image, only the essential components of a standard GE sequence are applied:
the main uniform DC field (BDC), 3 gradient fields for spatial localisation (Bx
+ By + Bz = Gxx + Gyy + Gzz) and the RF field for excitation (BRF). Moreover,
the source current density in the excitation coil leads to a primary magnetic
field (Bp).
For the second image, we switch an additional eddy-current induction (ECI)
gradient (BECI) before the RF pulse. This gradient is switched on and off by the
z-directed gradient coil, but all imaging directions and combinations of these
are possible. It induces eddy currents into the patient, which, in turn, cause a
secondary magnetic field (Bs) through Biot-Savart’s law.

B̂s(r,ω) =
µ0

4π

∫∫∫
volume

Ĵeddy(r’,ω)× (r− r’)

‖r− r’‖3 dv’ (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Pulse sequence diagrams illustrate in time the different steps that the sequence
comprises. (Left) A standard GE sequence is applied a first time, with the 90◦ RF pulse for
excitation, 3 trapezoidal field gradients for frequency encoding and readout (Gx), phase
encoding (Gy) and slice selection (Gz) and the echo resulting in the phase image φ1. The
hatched lines of Gy indicate that this amplitude is varied incrementally each time the se-
quence is executed. (Right) The same GE sequence is applied a second time, but with an
additional z-directed ECI gradient for inducing extra eddy currents, resulting in the ad-
justed phase image φ2.

where r = (x,y,z) and r’ = (x′,y′,z′) refer to field and source points respec-
tively. The induced eddy currents Jeddy in (4.2) are calculated using the IIM of
Section 3.2 and depend on the distribution of the conductivity in the patient.
This way the secondary magnetic field contains the information necessary to
reconstruct this conductivity distribution.

The phase obtained with a GE sequence can be calculated as the gyromagnetic
ratio of hydrogen γg times the integration over the total magnetic field from
time zero to the echo time TE being the time between the 90◦ RF pulse and
(the centre of) the echo when the MR signal is measured. The phase difference
∆φ = φ2 − φ1 is defined as a point-wise subtraction of the phase image with
and without ECI gradient. It is only related to the induced secondary field
Bs, because the other fields are cancelled out (Bernstein et al., 2004) and the
images are acquired after the switching of the ECI gradient and therefore, BECI
itself is not measured by the MR scanner:

∆φ(r) =
∫ TE

0
γgBs(r, t) · dt, (4.3)

with Bs(r, t) being the secondary field in the time domain computed from pha-
sor B̂s(r,ω) (4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Decomposition of the trapezoidal ECI gradient with A = 0.02 T/m, τ = 0.1 ms
and T = 20 ms into the first 1, 5 and 20 odd Fourier harmonics.

Note that we combine an integration over time of Bs with the calculation of
this field in the frequency domain with the time-varying magnetic field BECI
and the frequency-dependent material properties as input. This necessitates
Fourier and inverse Fourier transformations. The ECI gradient is a trapezoidal
function and can be decomposed into Fourier harmonics:

K

∑
k=1

4A
ωkτπ(2k− 1)

sin (ωkτ)sin (ωkt) (4.4)

with

ωk =
2π(2k− 1)

T
(4.5)

and A being the amplitude, T the period and τ the rise and fall time. Notice
that only odd harmonics exist. The total number of odd harmonics K is opti-
mally equal to ∞. The 3 curves in Fig. 4.3 show the first term, the first 5 terms
and the first 20 terms in the Fourier expansion. As more terms are added, the
superposition of sine waves better matches the trapezoidal curve, so that the
accuracy of the results increases, but so will the computational burden. The
first 10 odd harmonics (k = 1,2,...,10 corresponding with the 1st, 3th, ..., 19th
harmonics) provide a reasonable approximation and will be applied in this
work, unless otherwise specified. Since the period of the ECI gradient is typ-
ically between 0.1 and 100 ms, this reduces the frequency range of interest to
101-104 Hz. For each of these 10 odd harmonics and consequently for each of
the corresponding angular frequencies ωk, calculated with equation (4.5), the
induced currents and secondary magnetic field are computed in the frequency
domain. Subsequently, the secondary magnetic field as function of time can be
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calculated:

Bs(r, t) ≈ 2
1

2π

K

∑
k=1

Re
(

B̂s(r,ωk)ejωkt
)

(4.6)

Notice that it is multiplied with a factor 2, because the negative frequency
spectrum is equal to the positive one.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the proposed technique. In this numerical study, an artificial phase
difference distribution is generated for a given applied ECI gradient on a segmented geom-
etry with known material properties, and acts as ’measurement’.

The flowchart of the proposed method, the induced current MR phase imag-
ing EIT, consisting of a measurement and a simulation part, is illustrated in
Fig. 4.4. For a given applied ECI gradient on a segmented geometry with
known material properties, an artificial phase difference distribution is gener-
ated which acts as ’measurement’ in the numerical experiments. The inverse
problem is then solved using an iterative optimisation algorithm where the
difference between the ’measured’ and simulated phase differences is min-
imised. We can numerically validate the proposed methodology by compar-
ing the known conductivity values with the recovered ones.

4.2.1 Single GE sequence

First we perform a preliminary study on coarse spherical head models, in
which the number of tissues are gradually increased. The 4-Cole-Cole material
model (Cole and Cole, 1941; Gabriel et al., 1996c) describes the dielectric spec-
trum of biological tissues in terms of multiple dispersion regions, as explained
in Section 2.2.1. With the parameters listed in Table 2.1, the conductivity values
were obtained from equations (2.29) and (2.31) and plotted in Fig. 2.2. Since
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the ECI gradient mainly consists of low frequencies, the frequency range of
interest is reduced, corresponding with the α relaxation (n = 4) of this model.
Moreover, the value of ε∞ is fixed at 2.5 or 4 for low and high water-content tis-
sues, respectively (Gabriel et al., 1996c). This results in four parameters (4ε4,
τ4, α4 and σi) that need to be estimated per tissue.
We group these material parameters in the vector p, characterised as
[4ε4,τ4,α4,σi] for each tissue. The cost function is defined as:

K(p) = ∑
x,y,z
‖∆ϕ(x,y,z)− ∆φ(x,y,z,p)‖ (4.7)

with ‖ · ‖ the L2-norm that measures the distance between the measured
∆ϕ(x,y,z) and simulated ∆φ(x,y,z,p) phase differences for every voxel. A
summation is made over all the voxels. The 4-Cole-Cole parameters are re-
constructed by minimising this cost function:

p̃ = argmin
p∈P

K(p). (4.8)

P is the feasible domain of the material parameters in the frequency range of
interest to limit the search space: 0 < 4ε4 < 5 · 107ε0, 10−3 < τ4 < 16 · 10−3,
0 < α4 < 0.2, 10−4 < σi < 0.7. For minimising the cost function, state-of-the-art
iterative algorithms can be used, such as the non-gradient based Nelder-Mead
simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965).
The simulations are performed on spherical head models with a coarse dis-
cretisation of 1 cm, as in (Özparlak and Ïder, 2005). An ECI gradient is applied
with an amplitude A of 0.02 T/m, a rising time τ of 0.1 ms and a period T of 20
ms. 10 harmonics are considered for the Fourier transformation of the trape-
zoidal ECI gradient field. The echo time TE is 60 ms. These simulations are
numerically validated in the following way. For the given ECI gradient and
known material parameters p̌, an artificial phase difference distribution ∆φ

can be generated. The defined low-parametric inverse problem is then solved
towards the optimal reconstructed parameters p̃, as in equation (4.8). The dif-
ference between ‖p̌− p̃‖ expresses the accuracy of the methodology. The cal-
culation time of one forward model evaluation is approximately 30 secondsf2.
In this way, efficiency is obtained and solving the inverse problem, where this
forward model is iteratively evaluated, becomes computationally feasible in
time in comparison to traditional ICMREIT (Özparlak and Ïder, 2005).
In a first stage, we model the sphere as brain with p̌ = [4.5 · 107ε0,5.30 ·
10−3,0,0.02] which correspond with the 4-Cole-Cole parameters for grey mat-
ter given in Table 2.1 (Gabriel et al., 1996c). Fig. 4.5 shows the evolution of the
parameters p for which the phase difference is iteratively evaluated, and the

2 2 dual core intel Xuon of 2.0 GHz with 8 Gb RAM memory on a 64 bit platform
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corresponding cost function. Convergence is obtained after approximately 50
evaluations in the forward solver, resulting in a total computational time of
1500 s or 25 min. Both the estimated and the actual 4-Cole-Cole conductivity
profiles in the frequency domain are depicted in Fig. 4.6 and correspond well
with each other. The estimated low frequency limit σ̃i = 2.06 · 10−2 approxi-
mates well the actual value σ̌i = 0.02.

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the parameter values and cost function for the tissue grey matter.
Notice that each parameter is divided by a certain factor, such that it has a value between
0.1 and 10. This facilitates the search process of the iterative algorithm.

Figure 4.6: Estimated (est) conductivity profile of grey matter in comparison with the α
relaxation of the 4-Cole-Cole model (4CC). The lower and upper bounds are indicated with
marks.
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In a second stage, we use a spherical model containing the layers brain and
scalp, with p̌=[4.5 · 107ε0,5.30 · 10−2,0,0.02, 3.0 · 104ε0,1.59 · 10−3,0.2,0.0004]
for the tissues grey matter and skin according to the 4-Cole-Cole model
(Gabriel et al., 1996c), see Table 2.1. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the estimated conduc-
tivity profiles corresponding with a total cost K of 2.96 · 10−5. However, these
results are obtained with start values close to the actual values. Indeed, the
cost function contains multiple local minima. This necessitates the use of a
multi-start minimisation algorithm. This has the disadvantage that conduc-
tivity estimation becomes computationally slow, which can be partly resolved
through the use of a parallel computing environment.

Figure 4.7: Estimated (est) conductivity profile of the tissues grey matter and skin in com-
parison with the α relaxation of the 4-Cole-Cole model (4CC). The lower and upper bounds
are indicated with marks.

These preliminary simulations show that it is possible to estimate the conduc-
tivity values in the given frequency range in a feasible computational time.
However, for an increasing number of tissues (> 2) the method is not con-
verging well to the correct solution due to multiple local minima in the cost
function. Therefore, we modify the technique with multi gradient echo se-
quences.

4.2.2 Multi GE sequences

Multiple gradient echo sequences are switched with distinct periods of the
applied trapezoidal ECI gradient, as explained in Fig. 4.8. For each pulse se-
quence we fit a constant to the conductivities, so that a single parameter needs
to be estimated per tissue. A large period means simulations in the low fre-
quency domain, while small periods provide information about higher fre-
quency domains. In this way, the frequency dependence of the electrical prop-
erties is maintained and a final curve can be constructed.
We carry out two GE sequences in total, by which the ECI gradient has an am-
plitude A of 0.02 T/m, a rising time τ of 0.1 ms and a period T that is changed
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Figure 4.8: Principle of the multi GE sequences to reconstruct the frequency-dependent
conductivities by estimating a single parameter per tissue for each trapezoidal ECI gradi-
ent.

from 20 ms to 2 ms. These periods correspond with the frequency ranges [50-
950] Hz and [500-9500] Hz respectively, since the first 10 odd harmonics are
used. The echo time is set to 60 ms, short enough since the eddy-current effect
is averaged over this time interval, see equation (4.3). The proposed method
is performed on a spherical head model segmented into the tissues skin, bone,
grey matter and white matter. Initially, their conductivities are set to fixed val-
ues in the forward solver, grouped in vector p. They are listed in Table 4.1 for
the 2 mentioned frequency ranges and were chosen based on the 4-Cole-Cole
model, which is plotted in Fig. 2.2.

Table 4.1: Fixed conductivity σ and permittivity ε values of the relevant tissues.

Tissue Skin Bone Grey White

[50-950] Hz
σ [S/m] 0.00055 0.02 0.095 0.06
ε [F/m] 3.8 · 104ε0 4.5 · 103ε0 8.4 · 105ε0 5.0 · 105ε0

[500-9500] Hz
σ [S/m] 0.001 0.02 0.11 0.065
ε [F/m] 3.1 · 104ε0 2.0 · 103ε0 1.0 · 105ε0 0.55 · 105ε0

The gradient based non-linear least squares method (Bates and Watts, 1988)
is used to iteratively minimise the cost function, which is defined as the L2-
normalised difference between the ’measured’ and simulated phase differ-
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ence, divided by the L2-norm of the ’measured’ phase difference.

Kn(p) = ∑
x,y,z

‖∆ϕ(x,y,z)− ∆φ(x,y,z,p)‖
‖∆ϕ(x,y,z)‖ . (4.9)

Notice that this is the same cost function as in equation (4.7), but normalised
so that it has a value between 0 and 1.
In the inverse solver, the conductivities of the four human head tissues are set
as the input parameters, listed in vector p = [σskin, σbone, σgrey, σwhite], having
each a starting value of 0.1 S/m. A lower and upper bound on these variables
are defined, so that the solution remains in the range [0.0003 - 3.0] S/m. These
bounds are chosen in such a way that the conductivities of the used tissues can
have realistic values over the frequency range of interest and that the search
space is not restricted too much. The minimum change in the variables for the
finite-difference gradients is set to 0.01 S/m. The permittivity values of all tis-
sues are fixed at 1.0 · 105ε0.
For the first pulse sequence with an ECI gradient period T of 20 ms, the termi-
nation tolerance of 1.0 · 10−7 is obtained after 46 iterations by which the cost
(4.9) decreased with 99.5%, as plotted in Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.10 shows the conver-
gence of the input parameters towards their recovered values, which are listed
in Table 4.2 on line a) for the frequency range [50-950] Hz.
Similarly, for the second pulse sequence with an ECI gradient period T of 2
ms, four estimated conductivity values are obtained and can be found at line
a) in Table 4.2 for the range [500-9500] Hz.

Figure 4.9: Evolution of the cost function for an ECI gradient with a period of 20 ms.

The reconstructed conductivity profiles are represented in Fig. 4.11 and agree
well with the conductivity profiles of the 4-Cole-Cole model. This can also be
observed when comparing Table 4.1 with line a) in Table 4.2. The reconstructed
values for skin, bone, grey and white matter deviate [44%, −1.2%, 0.062%,
0.0017%] and [0.40%, 0.22%, 0.074%, −0.56%] respectively from the 4-Cole-
Cole values.
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Figure 4.10: Conductivity parameters for an ECI gradient with a period of 20 ms are
converging to their recovered values. The minimum change in the variables for the finite-
difference gradients is set to 0.01 S/m, leading to sudden changes in the course of the curve.

Table 4.2: Reconstructed conductivity values σ, when the conductivities in the forward
solver a) are set to fixed values (discussed here in Section 4.2.2) and b) are computed with
the 4-Cole-Cole model (discussed in Section 4.2.4).

Tissue Skin Bone Grey White

[50-950] Hz
a) σ [S/m] 0.000310 0.020243 0.094941 0.059999
b) σ [S/m] 0.000479 0.020213 0.095395 0.061166

[500-9500] Hz
a) σ [S/m] 0.000996 0.019956 0.109919 0.065364
b) σ [S/m] 0.002113 0.016495 0.096448 0.060703

4.2.3 Influence of number of harmonics

Since the trapezoidal ECI gradient is approximated by a finite superposition
of sine waves, see equation (4.4), we find it important to investigate the sensi-
tivity of the conductivity estimation towards the number of harmonics. There-
fore, the first 20 odd harmonics are employed in the forward solver to accu-
rately calculate the ’measured’ phase difference. The inverse problem is subse-
quently solved for the first 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 or 20 odd harmonics, as illustrated
in the flowchart of Fig. 4.12. We assume here that no noise in present in the
measurements (see further in Section 4.2.5). An ECI gradient with a period T
of 20 ms is switched for these simulations. The higher the number of harmon-
ics, the better the real applied trapezoidal ECI gradient is simulated, as can be
seen in Fig. 4.3, and thus the more accurate the results will be.
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Figure 4.11: Reconstructed (est) profiles using constant material properties in the forward
solver in comparison with the 4-Cole-Cole model (4CC).

Inverse solver

15 or 20 odd
harmonics

1, 3, 5, 7,
10,

first
Forward solver

first 20 odd
harmonics

‘measured’ phase

difference ��
known constant

conductivity values
estimated constant
conductivity values

Figure 4.12: Flowcharts used to investigate the influence of the number of harmonics.

The logarithmic graph in Fig. 4.13 illustrates how the errors between the es-
timated and desired conductivity values decrease with increasing number of
harmonics. When only the fundamental frequency of 50 Hz is considered, the
resulting conductivities [0.59, 2.99, 3.00, 3.00] S/m are a wrong reconstruction.
In general, the values are overestimated, but it is remarkable how, for each
simulation, the more conductive tissues are properly related to the less con-
ductive tissues. For an increasing number of harmonics, the resulting conduc-
tivity values decrease and improve till the best estimate of [0.000661, 0.019801,
0.095109, 0.060031] S/m is obtained for the first 20 odd harmonics.

4.2.4 Influence of material model

The electrical human head properties are frequency-dependent and the for-
ward model needs to approximate the reality as close as possible. Therefore,
we will include here in the 4-Cole-Cole model all parameters of Table 2.1 in the
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Figure 4.13: Convergence of the estimated conductivity values towards the desired val-
ues with increasing number of odd harmonics. The conductivity values are plotted on a
logarithmic scale.

forward solver instead of the desired constant values of Table 4.1, as schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 4.14. In this way we study the influence of the material
model.
Line b) of Table 4.2 lists the recovered values for the lower ([50-950] Hz) and
higher ([500-9500] Hz) frequency domains. These values deviate [13%,−1.1%,
−0.42%, −1.9%] and [−111%, 17%, 12%, 6.6%] respectively from the 4-Cole-
Cole values. Whereas the first indicates an accurate conductivity estimation
and the second is in itself also acceptable, the relation between both frequency
domains is inadequate, as can be seen in Fig. 4.15. This is due to the fact that
the input parameters are variable curves and the estimated output parameters
are limited to constant values.

Inverse solver

first 10 odd
harmonics

Forward solver

first 10 odd
harmonics

‘measured’ phase

difference ��
known 4 Cole-Cole
conductivity values

estimated constant
conductivity values

Figure 4.14: Flowchart used to investigate the influence of the material model.
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Figure 4.15: Reconstructed (est) conductivity profile using the 4-Cole-Cole material model
in the forward solver in comparison with the 4-Cole-Cole model (4CC).

4.2.5 Influence of noise

The presence of noise in the signals of MRI is a key issue. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is equal to the ratio of the average intensity of the signal to that of
the noise, and is often used as a criteria for the image quality. Therefore, we
evaluate the impact of SNR on the accuracy of the reconstructed parameters.
The noise in MRI can be classified into three types; repetitive structured noise,
non-repetitive structured noise and statistical noise (De Deene et al., 1998). Ex-
amples of repetitive structured noise are chemical shift artefacts, Gibbs ring-
ing artefacts and field inhomogeneity artefacts. Motion artefacts are the main
cause of non-repetitive structured noise (De Deene et al., 1998). Since we per-
form a point-wise subtraction of the phase images with and without ECI gra-
dient, the repetitive noise is cancelled out. Moreover, different compensation
methods for structured noise in general have been developed. The intrinsic
part of statistical noise is called thermal noise and originates from the Brow-
nian motion of electrons in both the subject and the scanner. This motion is
random and therefore, thermal noise is characterised by a Gaussian ampli-
tude distribution. Because it is very difficult to reduce statistical noise, we
will numerically investigate the performance of the proposed technique in the
presence of Gaussian noise.

We added subsequently 10%, 20%, 40% and 60% Gaussian noise to the phase
difference for an ECI gradient with a period T of 20 ms. This ’measured’ phase
difference corresponds with a SNR of 10.05, 5.10, 2.70 and 1.95 respectively.
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The noise n in every measuring point i = 1, ..., I (here, I=24000) is defined as:

ni = N

√
∑I

i=1 s2
i

I
· rand(0,1) (4.10)

with N the percentage of noise, s the signal without noise, i.e. the phase differ-
ence, and rand(0,1) a normally distributed random number with mean zero
and standard deviation one. The corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is calcu-
lated as the ratio of the summed squared magnitude of the signal with noise
sn to that of the noise n, and thus:

SNR =

√√√√∑I
i=1 sn2

i

∑I
i=1 n2

i

. (4.11)

For each noise level, we obtained 100 artificial phase differences and estimated
the conductivity values. The mean and standard deviation of these conductiv-
ity values are plotted as error bars in Fig. 4.16. The standard deviations in-
crease to [1.8, 2.6, 1.4, 0.9] ·10−3 S/m for 60% Gaussian noise and their mean
values differ up to [211%, −7.3%, 0.26%, 0.37%] from the 4-Cole-Cole values,
listed in Table 4.1, respectively for the tissues skin, bone, grey and white mat-
ter. The discrepancy is largest in terms of percentage for skin due to its low
conductivity value.

Figure 4.16: Error bars of the estimated conductivity values, calculated from artificial phase
differences with added Gaussian noise. The mean values and standard deviations are plot-
ted using markers and the solutions without noise are represented as solid lines.
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4.3. Discussion, assumptions and future work

A novel version of the ICMREIT technique using phase images and multi-
ple gradients is proposed for conductivity reconstruction of the human head
in the low frequency domain. Numerical simulations have been performed
on spherical head models, in which the number of tissues are gradually in-
creased. We succeed in reconstructing the conductivity profiles of the tissues
grey matter, skin, bone and white matter, confirming the potential and fea-
sibility of the technique. Notice that we estimated the absolute conductivity
values. For anisotropic tissues the conductivity tensors can be computed from
these obtained isotropic values in combination with eigenvectors of the diffu-
sion tensors, as will be explained in Section 5.1.1.
It seems that, in contrast to the conventional EIT method, the quality of esti-
mation does not depend on the position of the tissue in the head. However, it
does depend on the frequency, since the real part of the relative permittivity
value is kept fixed at 1.0 and for lower (< 10 Hz) or higher (> 104 Hz) frequen-
cies the actual value according to the 4-Cole-Cole model differs more for some
tissues. We would like to emphasise that all performed simulations were able
to make a correct distinction between the four tissues, i.e. the order of con-
ductivity was maintained. Less conductive tissues were indeed reconstructed
with lower conductivity values than the higher conductive tissues.

Two GE sequences are executed to demonstrate the principle, but for further
research more sequences with different ECI gradient parameters are recom-
mended to improve the frequency dependence of the conductivity profiles.
Additional simulations on head models with realistic geometry and more
tissues (e.g. CSF) are necessary. We predict that the inclusion of this high-
conductive fluid will have a significant effect, since it also has a great influ-
ence on the EEG source localisation (Wolters, 2003). An error analysis should
be done in case of incorrect segmentation of the head models. Additionally,
the presented method should be tested on other conductivity models than the
4-Cole-Cole model.
Notice that the eddy-current effect is averaged over a certain time interval af-
ter the gradient switching, as can be seen in equation (4.3). To overcome this,
the echo time is kept limited. Moreover, increasing the echo time in a GE se-
quence would lead to an exponential decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio.
The influence of the number of harmonics associated to the gradient and the
material model is investigated. The latter underlines the need of experimental
validation with measured MRI data, since the applied artificial phase differ-
ence is only an approximation of a real measurement. For example, a saline
phantom with known conductivity values, determined by the salt concentra-
tion, would complete the proof of concept.
We evaluated the performance of the proposed technique in the presence of
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Gaussian noise. Our results show that the numerically estimated values are
robust to noise present in the phase difference signal. However, the feasibility
and efficacy of the presented method will also depend on errors in acquisition
such as phase wrapping errors and motion artefacts.
Overall, the induced current MR phase imaging EIT with multi GE se-
quences is promising. It can be used for increasing the accuracy of the com-
puted macroscopic eddy-current distributions in TMS by importing recov-
ered frequency-dependent conductivity values in the head models. Further
research on the validity of the method in case of real clinical measurements is
mandatory, taking into account practical constraints.



In science the credit goes to the man who convinces the
world, not to the man to whom the idea first occurs.

Sir Francis Darwin

5
Macroscopic electric field distribution

Despite 30 years of research and the widespread use of TMS, most details
of the underlying mechanisms remain unclear (Hoogendam et al., 2010; Sack
and Linden, 2003). To gain a better understanding of the response to TMS, it
is useful to model the electromagnetic effects of an excitation pulse on the hu-
man head through the use of accurate computer simulations. We detail in this
chapter the macroscopic induced electric field distribution in the brain when
TMS is applied.
Up to now, head models with simplified geometries such as half-planes or
spherical shells (Davey et al., 2003; Deng et al., 2013; Miranda et al., 2003;
Ravazzani et al., 1996) and realistic head models with isotropic material prop-
erties (Nadeem et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 2006) were used. Although spher-
ical head models are instructive, they are a rough approximation of reality
and the incorporation of realistic anatomical details is necessary. Moreover,
as mentioned in Section 3.3 biological tissues, such as white matter (Wolters
et al., 2006), have directionally dependent characteristics. Including these fea-
tures is important, since De Lucia et al. (2007); Janssen et al. (2013) and Mi-
randa et al. (2007, 2003) showed that even small geometrical alterations in the
cortex as well as anisotropy and tissue heterogeneity can significantly alter
the field distribution. However, the aforementioned anisotropic conductiv-
ity ratios, see Section 3.3.2, are an approximation of reality and are still not
exactly known (Sadleir and Argibay, 2007). Therefore, more complex head
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models are applied in the rest of this PhD with realistic geometry based on
structural MRI and realistic anisotropic material parameters identified using
DTI (Basser et al., 1994a,b; Tournier et al., 2011). DTI exploits the directional-
dependent diffusion of water molecules in the brain, with the principal diffu-
sion direction corresponding to the predominant orientation of fibre bundles
(Jones and Leemans, 2011). This way, the measured diffusion tensors can be
converted to conductivity and permittivity tensors. Combining T1-weighted
with diffusion-weighted MRI of the same subject, leads to a detailed and pre-
cise head model reconstruction of reality.
Many articles (De Lucia et al., 2007; Haueisen et al., 1995; Salinas et al., 2009)
use constant conductivity values for the scalp, skull, CSF, grey and white mat-
ter, that are compiled from the literature (Foster and Schwan, 1989; Geddes
and Baker, 1967), though the electrical properties of biological tissues vary
naturally with frequency. As before, we will obtain these values from the 4-
Cole-Cole model (2.31) (Cole and Cole, 1941; Gabriel et al., 1996c). Also the
displacement currents, due to non-zero permittivity values as can be seen
from equation (2.9), are not neglected in this work. Calculations in isotropic
head models (Wagner et al., 2004) have shown that it is necessary to take these
currents into account for tissue permittivity values of the order 107 times the
permittivity in vacuum.
In this chapter, TMS simulation are performed on patient-specific head mod-
els using the anisotropic independent impedance method. We compare the
induced currents and electric fields in isotropic and DTI-based anisotropic
head models, with or without neglecting the displacement currents for two
different excitation waveforms, namely a sinusoidal and a damped sinusoidal
current. A transient solution can be generated by successively plotting the fre-
quency spectrum of the waveform, selecting a finite number of frequencies
using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule (Press et al., 2007), calculating the
induced currents for each frequency with the corresponding dispersive tissue
properties and finally superposing the sinusoidal solutions. This approach is,
to our knowledge, new for the simulation of TMS.
Results from this chapter have been published in (De Geeter et al., 2012).

5.1. Practical implementation

The time-varying magnetic field causes induced current densities Ĵtot in the
human head through Faraday’s induction mechanism, which are calculated
using the anisotropic IIM, explained in Chapter 3. This method assigns mate-
rial properties, represented as impedances, to each limb of the voxels (Nadeem
et al., 2003; Orcutt and Gandhi, 1988), which leads to a 3D lumped network
of impedances. The magnetic induction, due to the excitation current in the
coil, is calculated using Biot-Savart’s law, resulting in voltage sources in the
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IIM. Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, a linear system of current equations can
be written for each loop in this network. Based on graph theory, we fitted an
appropriate spanning tree, i.e. a connected subset of the graph that contains all
nodes but not any loop, to the 3D network. By adding a limb, which is not in
the tree, a loop is obtained. All these loops form a maximal set of independent
loops, leading to a set of independent equations for the unknown eddy cur-
rents (Section 3.2). By using IIM instead of the conventional IM the condition-
ality is improved leading to an acceleration of the numerical convergence. No-
tice that we neglected the contribution of the magnetic induction originating
from the induced eddy currents, since the order of magnitude of the induced
currents density (10−2-102 A/m2) is much smaller than the excitation current
density through the coil (108-109 A/m2), as in (Nadeem et al., 2003; Wang
et al., 2008). IIM was then formulated towards space-dependent anisotropic
material properties (Section 3.3), which led to a more complex lumped net-
work in which each limb is characterised by one impedance and two extra
current controlled voltage sources.
When the total induced current densities Ĵtot are obtained, the total induced
electric fields Êtot can be calculated:Êtot,x

Êtot,y
Êtot,z

 =

σxx + jωεxx σxy + jωεxy σxz + jωεxz
σxy + jωεxy σyy + jωεyy σyz + jωεyz
σxz + jωεxz σyz + jωεyz σzz + jωεzz

−1 Ĵtot,x
Ĵtot,y
Ĵtot,z

 . (5.1)

We emphasise that there is a difference between the induced electric field Ê,
used in the previous chapters 2-3 as the electric field induced in air, and the
newly defined term Êtot, which represents the total induced electric field in the
material, namely biological tissue, below the coil. This difference is demon-
strated on a simple TMS example at the end of this chapter in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.2, the influence of changes in the modelled head is analysed. To
compare the obtained results, the correlation coefficient between two sets of n
data points, pn and qn, can be calculated as

cc = ∑n(pn − p̄)(qn − q̄)√
∑n(pn − p̄)2 ·∑n(qn − q̄)2

(5.2)

with p̄ and q̄ the respective means. The more this coefficient approaches one,
the more the resulting distributions of both head models match.

5.1.1 Tissue anisotropy based on DTI

The anisotropic material properties are derived from DTI data. DTI describes
diffusive transport of water within tissues by an effective diffusion tensor D.
Since the transport of water molecules in diffusion and ions in conductivity
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are mainly constrained by the same extracellular space, this tensor can char-
acterise the anisotropy of the brain structure (Basser et al., 1994b). By construc-
tion, D is symmetric and positive definite. Therefore, it can be represented by
an ellipsoid and can be written as follows:

D =

Dxx Dxy Dxz
Dxy Dyy Dyz
Dxz Dyz Dzz

 = V ·

D1 0 0
0 D2 0
0 0 D3

 · V−1 (5.3)

where V is the orthogonal rotation matrix whose columns are the unit length
eigenvectors Vi of the measured diffusion tensor and Di the associated eigen-
values, with i = 1,2,3. The Jacobi method is applied in this PhD for the calcu-
lation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, since the diffusion tensors are real
symmetric matrices (Press et al., 2007).

The conductivity tensor Σ is also symmetric and positive definite. Its eigen-
values are calculated by obeying the volume constraint (Wolters, 2003). If we
denote the eigenvalues of Σ as σi and the isotropic conductivity value, ob-
tained with the 4-Cole-Cole model (Cole and Cole, 1941; Gabriel et al., 1996c),
as σiso, we can write

4
3

π(σiso)
3 =

4
3

π(σ1σ2σ3). (5.4)

These eigenvalues are also related to those of the diffusion tensor through a
constant ratio (Tuch et al., 2001).

D1

σ1
=

D2

σ2
=

D3

σ3
(5.5)

Because the diffusion and conductivity tensors also share the same eigenvec-
tors Vi (Tuch et al., 2001), Σ can be computed as follows:

Σ =

σxx σxy σxz
σxy σyy σyz
σxz σyz σzz

 = V ·

σ1 0 0
0 σ2 0
0 0 σ3

 · V−1. (5.6)

Similar calculations can be carried out for constructing the permittivity tensor.

The fractional anisotropy (FA) (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) is a value between
zero and one that describes the degree of tissue anisotropy, with zero indicat-
ing a completely isotropic tissue

FA =

√
3
2

∑3
i=1(Di − D̄)2

∑3
i=1 D2

i
(5.7)

with D̄ the mean diffusivity equal to D1+D2+D3
3 .
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5.1.2 Damped sinusoidal excitation

Initially, we supply to the TMS coil a sinusoidal current

Isin(t) = Ac sin(ωct). (5.8)

However, as explained in Section 1.2.2, the biphasic pulse that is produced by
most commercially available TMS stimulators (such as Magstim Rapid2) can
be treated as a damped sinusoidal current, see equations (1.3-1.4) which are
repeated here.

Idsin(t) = Ac e−αctsin(ωct) (5.9)

with

Ac =
VDC

ωcL
, αc =

R
2L

, ωc =

√
1

LC
− α2

c . (5.10)

R, C and L are the total values of respectively the resistance, capacitance and
inductance in the circuit and VDC the initial voltage. The parameter ranges of
typical TMS equipment are listed in Table 1.1.

Since the numerical method is formulated in the frequency domain, the
Fourier transform of the applied currents is employed. The Fourier transform
of the sine function (5.8) is a positive and negative complex delta function
of amplitude Acπ at respectively the appropriate negative angular frequency
−ωc and the positive angular frequency ωc, whereas the Fourier transform of
the damped sinusoidal function (5.9), with αc > 0 and t > 0, is

Idsin(ω) =
Acωc

−ω2 + 2jαcω + ω2
c + α2

c
. (5.11)

To transform the resulting induced currents, indicated as G(ω), to its time
domain representation g(t), the inverse Fourier transform is applied:

g(t) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
G(ω)ejωt · dω. (5.12)

The sinusoidal excitation current corresponds with a single frequency,
whereas the damped sinusoidal current has a continuous spectrum. Because
it is impossible to compute the simulations for each frequency, we make use
of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule (Press et al., 2007)

∫ b

a
h(x) · dx ≈ b− a

2

N

∑
n=1

wn h
(

b− a
2

xn +
b + a

2

)
. (5.13)

This quadrature rule seeks to obtain the best numerical estimate of an integral
by picking optimal points xn and weights wn, tabulated in (Stroud and Secrest,
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1966). Equation (5.12) can then be written as follows:

g(t) ≈ 1
2π

b− a
2

N

∑
n=1

wn G
(

b− a
2

ωn +
b + a

2

)
ej( b−a

2 ωn+
b+a

2 )t. (5.14)

5.2. Simulations on a realistic head model

The geometry of the head model is constructed from structural MRI. A T1-
weighted image was acquired from a healthy 25-year-old female volunteer on
a 3 Tesla MR scanner (Philips Achieva 3.0T) at the University Medical Cen-
ter Utrecht, the Netherlands, with a turbo field-echo sequence. The subject
gave informed consent to participate in this study under a protocol approved
by the University Medical Center Utrecht ethics board. The voxelsize equals
0.9×0.9×0.9 mm3 and the field-of-view (AP, RL, IS) is 230×183×140 mm3,
which results in a 256×204×156 matrix. The ratio between the repetition time
TR, which is the time between 2 excitation pulses, and the echo time TE, which
is the time between the 90◦ RF pulse and the MR signal sampling, TR/TE was
25 ms/4.5 ms. The flip angle was 30◦ and acquisition time 3.5 min. The seg-
mentation into scalp, skull and the cerebral tissues CSF, grey and white matter
is done using SPM8 (Friston et al., 2007). This yields an image of 84×106×83
cubic elements of resolution 2.0×2.0×2.0 mm3.
In addition to the T1-weighted image, a DTI data set was acquired of the same
subject, using an eight-channel head coil and a single-shot spin-echo echo pla-
nar imaging (EPI) sequence with the following parameters (Jones and Lee-
mans, 2011): 60 diffusion-weighted images (b = 1200 s/mm2) with the gradi-
ent directions uniformly distributed over the half sphere (Jones et al., 1999); 1
non-diffusion-weighted (b = 0 s/mm2) image (6 excitations); 70 contiguous
slices (no gap), slice thickness = 2 mm; acquisition matrix of 112×112, re-
constructed to 128×128 matrix size with a field-of-view of 224×224 mm2 (ac-
quired voxelsize = 2.0×2.0×2.0 mm3, reconstructed voxelsize = 1.75×1.75×2
mm3); TR/TE = 10265 ms/107 ms; and acquisition time = 21.6 min.
Data preprocessing, such as diffusion tensor estimation, correction of subject
motion and eddy-current induced geometric distortions, and co-registration
of the DTI and T1 data to a common reference space were performed as de-
scribed previously (Leemans and Jones, 2009; Vos et al., 2011). The used head
model is visualised from different perspectives in Fig. 5.1.
The stimulation coil used for this Section is a single air-core coil with an inner
and outer radius of respectively 3.0 cm and 3.5 cm that is positioned in the
axial plane, symmetric to and 1.7 cm above the head models. An excitation
current with parameter values VDC = 1.4 kV, R = 50 mΩ, C = 100 µF and L =
10 µH is applied, as in (Wassermann et al., 2008), resulting in an amplitude Ac
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Figure 5.1: (Above) Coronal and (below) axial views of the (a) T1-weighted image; (b) seg-
mentation into scalp (blue), skull (turquoise blue), CSF (orange), grey matter (yellow) and
white matter (dark red) and surrounded by air (dark blue); (c) DTI colour map, indicating
the dominant direction of the diffusion tensor: red (right-left), green (posterior-anterior)
and blue (inferior-superior); (d) fusion of the DTI colour map with the structural MRI.
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Figure 5.2: Sinusoidal and damped sinusoidal TMS excitation currents.

of 4.441 kA and a working frequency ωc = 2π fc with fc = 5.017 kHz, as shown
in Fig. 5.2. In this way, the calculations are in line with common stimulators.
We take a = ωc/2, b = 3ωc/2 and N = 30 in equation (5.14) to obtain an ac-
ceptable approximation of the simulated damped sinusoidal current with the
continuous function of (5.9) in an acceptable computational time. The linear
system of equations is solved using the iterative preconditioned biconjugate
gradient stabilised method (Press et al., 2007; Van der Vorst, 1992).
We will now investigate the influence of tissue anisotropy, displacement cur-
rents and the frequency dependence of the tissue parameters on the calculated
induced currents and electric fields. The aim is to provide insights on the im-
pact of possible assumptions and to provide an as realistic as possible TMS
model. Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 (Section 5.2.3) discuss the results in the fre-
quency domain (time domain).
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5.2.1 Influence of tissue anisotropy

We compare the calculated currents and fields in the isotropic head model
where the material properties are obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model with
those in the DTI head model where the cerebral tissues CSF, grey and white
matter are anisotropic. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show the same 2D cross sections as
in Fig. 5.1 with the induced current density distributions and the difference
between both models, respectively the induced electric field distributions.
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Figure 5.3: Induced current density amplitude [A/m2] in the (a) isotropic and (b) DTI head
model on a natural logarithmic scale. (c) Difference between the induced current densities
in the two models in terms of percentage (DTI minus isotropic, divided by DTI). The colour
limits are set to specified minimum and maximum values for clarity reasons.
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We can observe from Fig. 5.3 that for some voxels higher current densities
are obtained in the isotropic model, with a maximum of 202.64 A/m2, and for
other voxels in the DTI model, with a maximum of 199.12 A/m2. Both maxima
are located at the same position, 5.1 cm beneath the centre of the coil and coin-
ciding with CSF. In general as well, the main current densities are induced in
this fluid, with a mean value of 12.5 A/m2, due to its high conductivity value.
The outer tissues scalp and skull, on the other hand, produce the lowest in-
duced current densities, with mean values less than 0.5 A/m2. The difference
between both simulations rises to 63.72 A/m2, which is about 92% of the value
in the DTI model and 32% of the maximum value, and is observed in CSF, 12.3
cm beneath the coil and 8.4 cm from the maximum induced current density.
Table 5.1 lists the mean values, standard deviations, maxima of the induced
currents in both head models, the correlation coefficient, see equation (5.2),
between those induced currents and the mean fractional anisotropy (FA), see
equation (5.7), in the DTI model for the five tissues. No big differences are
observed related to the mean values and standard deviations between both
models. As might be expected from the settings, the cerebral tissues, which are
assumed anisotropic in the DTI model and have FA values different from zero,
cause the lowest cc and consequently the highest differences. This effect is
most profoundly visible in white matter, which is composed of nerve bundles
surrounded by insulating myelin sheaths, resulting in a high FA of 0.7192. It
is the myelin that enables neurons to quickly conduct impulses between the
brain and different parts of the body.

Table 5.1: Statistic data: mean value (mean) [A/m2], standard deviation (std) [A/m2],
maximum (max) [A/m2] and correlation coefficient (cc) [-] of the induced current densities
in the isotropic (iso) and DTI head models and the mean fractional anisotropy (FA) [-].

Tissue Skin Bone CSF Grey White

mean iso 0.0499 0.3174 12.5197 1.2812 0.9178
mean DTI 0.0499 0.3176 12.3888 1.2927 0.9499

std iso 0.0740 0.3213 15.4088 1.2748 0.7826
std DTI 0.0740 0.3217 15.4635 1.2498 0.7858
max iso 0.56 4.89 202.64 28.43 17.03
max DTI 0.56 4.64 199.12 27.39 16.60

cc 0.9998 0.9992 0.9939 0.9920 0.9639
FA 0 0 0.1759 0.2805 0.7192

The electric field in the isotropic head model versus that in the DTI head
model, calculated from the corresponding eddy currents, is plotted point
by point in Fig. 5.4. Points situated on the yellow line display no dif-
ference between both models, whereas those above/below display an in-
creased/decreased induction in the DTI model. When inspecting these elec-
tric fields, the maximum values are located in grey matter, 4.6 cm beneath the
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centre of the coil, and equal 129.70 V/m and 128.29 V/m in the isotropic and
DTI model respectively. The distribution of the electric field in the isotropic
model is similar to that in the DTI model and is therefore not plotted. The
voxels showing the highest differences up to 23.94 V/m, which is 19% of the
maximum value, are situated in white matter, 5.9 cm beneath the coil and 3.9
cm from the maximum electric field. These findings are in agreement with
(De Lucia et al., 2007), which reported that anisotropy has effect on the distri-
bution of the induced electric field, yielding differences of the order of 10% of
the maximum field, located in white matter.
In this Section, we emphasise the patient-specific character of the calculations
due to a precise geometry and an accurate anisotropy distribution based on
T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MRI of the corresponding patient. Only
the isotropic electrical properties are no personal values. They are obtained
from the 4-Cole-Cole model, of which the parameters are determined to cor-
respond to a close fit between the model and the most comprehensive human
and ovine data set available for the particular tissue (Gabriel et al., 1996a,b,c).
A possible technique to non-invasively assess these conductivity and permit-
tivity values within the patient is the induced current MR phase imaging EIT
that we presented in Chapter 4.
Because the electrical properties are not exactly known for a specific patient
(Sadleir and Argibay, 2007), it is important to study how sensitive the calcu-
lated stimulation effects are to changes in the conductivity. Simulations were
performed a second time, with the cerebral tissues conducting a factor 1.2 bet-
ter, and the differentiation of the normalised electric field with respect to the
normalised conductivity in terms of percentage was investigated

SAσ = 100
(Eσ2 − Eσ1)/Eσ1

(σ2 − σ1)/σ1
(5.15)

with σ2 = 1.2σ1. This sensitivity is presented in the histogram of Fig. 5.5. The
main part of the cerebral voxels shows a limited sensitivity, with a slightly
positive mean value of 0.48%. This signifies that a change in conductivity of x
leads to a change in the electric field of roughly 0.5% of x. In this specific case,
Eσ2 is on average equal to 1.001Eσ1 . The standard deviation is 11.51% and the
5th and 95th percentiles, describing the low and high ends of the distribution,
are respectively -6.84% and 8.04%. This result agrees with Thielscher et al.
(2011) who demonstrated that the increased field strengths caused by tissue
boundaries is robust to changes in conductivity values.

5.2.2 Influence of displacement currents

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate the effect of neglecting the displacement currents in
the same 2D cross sections as in Fig. 5.1 by taking the permittivity zero. The
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity analysis when changing the conductivity.

model with ε obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model is denoted as DTI, and
the model with ε = 0 as DTI0. Both positive and negative differences are ob-
served between the induced current densities in both models. This can also
be seen from the mean values, standard deviations and maxima, tabulated in
table 5.2. On average the induced currents decreased in skin, whereas they in-
creased in the other tissues. The greatest current changes are decreases up to
143.39 A/m2, which is about 72% of the value in the DTI model and 72% of the
maximum value, and is situated in CSF, 10.4 cm beneath the coil. Moreover,
all voxels with a difference (decrease or increase) higher than 10.00 A/m2 cor-
respond with this highly conductive fluid, whereas its permittivity value is
1.09 · 102 times the permittivity in vacuum ε0, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2 for
the angular frequency ωc equal to 37.83 · 103 rad/s. When studying the same
differences in terms of percentage of the induced current densities in the DTI
model, as presented in Fig. 5.6b, the major changes (>20%) are observed in
CSF and skin. The simulations with neglected displacement currents resulted
in on average 70% lower currents induced in skin, which has a permittivity
value of (2.98 · 104)ε0. These results are contrary to the statement of Wagner
et al. (2004) that it is only necessary to take the displacement currents into ac-
count for tissue permittivity values of the order 107ε0 for a source frequency
of 5 kHz or more (here, f =5.017 kHz).
The distribution of the electric field induced in the DTI0 head model is visu-
alised in Fig. 5.7a and the amplitudes in both the DTI and DTI0 models are
plotted point by point in Fig. 5.7b. The highest induction in the DTI0 model is
observed in the same grey and white matter voxels as in the DTI model and
amounts about 135 V/m up to a maximum of 180.08 V/m. The difference be-
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J, norm [A/m²] ΔJ [%]

Figure 5.6: (a) Induced current density amplitude [A/m2] in the DTI head model with ne-
glected displacement currents (DTI0) on a natural logarithmic scale. (b) Difference between
the induced current densities in the two models in terms of percentage (DTI minus DTI0,
divided by DTI). The colour limits are set to specified minimum and maximum values for
clarity reasons. Coronal and axial views respectively.
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logarithmic scale. (b) Induced electric fields of all voxels in the DTI head models with ε
obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model (x-axis) and ε = 0 (y-axis).

tween both rises to 56.28 V/m, which is 44% of the maximum value, and is
situated in grey matter, 6.4 cm beneath the coil and coinciding with the maxi-
mum field. Notice that the points are spread further away from the yellow line
in comparison with Fig. 5.4b, displaying higher differences of the DTI0 model
than the isotropic one towards the DTI model. However, last decennia much
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Table 5.2: Statistic data: mean value (mean) [A/m2], standard deviation (std) [A/m2],
maximum (max) [A/m2] and correlation coefficient (cc) [-] of the induced current densities
in the DTI0 head model.

Tissue Skin Bone CSF GM WM

mean DTI0 0.0155 0.3178 13.3523 1.3431 0.9749
std DTI0 0.0229 0.3269 16.8883 1.3638 0.8406

max DTI0 0.18 6.50 288.78 30.03 24.23
cc 0.9980 0.9911 0.9209 0.9657 0.9236

research has been dedicated to evaluate the relevance of tissue anisotropy on
TMS, whereas, based on our simulations, the influence of neglecting the dis-
placement currents seems more pronounced.
A sensitivity analysis when changing the permittivity was performed since
these values are not well known, as discussed in the previous Section 5.2.1.
Fig. 5.8 shows the histogram of the normalised changes in terms of percentage
between the original electric field and those obtained with the permittivity
values of the cerebral tissues multiplied with a factor 1.2, so to inspect the
sensitivity.

SAε = 100
(Eε2 − Eε1)/Eε1

(ε2 − ε1)/ε1
(5.16)

with ε2 = 1.2ε1. Again a moderate sensitivity is observed, with a mean value of
1.65%. This means that an increased permittivity of 20% leads to an increased
electric field of 0.33%, namely Eε2 equals on average 0.9967Eε1 . The standard
deviation amounts 20.60% and the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution
are -17.72% and 22.65%, respectively.

5.2.3 Influence of frequency-dependent tissue properties

Up to now in the models, we stimulated the head with a sinusoidal excitation
current (5.8). To study the influence of the frequency dependence of the tissue
parameters on the calculated induced currents, we simulate the anisotropic
DTI head model with permittivity values calculated using the 4-Cole-Cole
model for an exponential decaying sinusoidal excitation (5.9), once with con-
stant material parameters (calculated for ω = ωc) (denoted as DTIc) and once
with frequency-dependent permittivity and conductivity values (DTIv). The
resulting eddy-current densities and the difference between both models can
be viewed in Fig. 5.9 for the same coronal section as in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.10 shows
the evolution of the induced eddy-current densities in time together with the
applied excitation current. The waveform of the induced current densities
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Figure 5.8: Sensitivity analysis introducing a perturbation on the permittivity.

varies as the first derivative of the decaying sine wave, as in (Wassermann
et al., 2008).
The maximum induced current densities in this coronal section are 30.11
A/m2 and 30.40 A/m2 and are situated in CSF at time 0.096 ms for the DTIv
and DTIc head models respectively. This voxel showed a higher density of
39.13 A/m2 for the sinusoidal excitation with the same amplitude of 4.441 kA,
due to the fact that the simulated damped sinusoidal excitation signal is an
approximation of the function (5.9), by using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature
rule, and consequently has a lower rate of change. The difference between the
DTIv and DTIc models rises to 1.72 A/m2 in the same voxel of CSF at time
0.236 ms, which is about 36% of the value in the DTIv model and 6% of the
maximum value, given that the current density amounts 4.79 A/m2 in the
DTI model with variable material parameters and 3.07 A/m2 in the model
with constant parameters.
Finally, we perform a sensitivity analysis to determine how sensitive the so-
lution is to changes in the frequency. We stimulate the brain again with a si-
nusoidal excitation current, of which the frequency is multiplied with a factor
1.2, resulting in ω = 37.83 · 103 rad/s. Fig. 5.11 illustrates the differentiation of
the normalised electric field with respect to the normalised frequency in terms
of percentage

SAω = 100
(Eω2 − Eω1)/Eω1

(ω2 −ω1)/ω1
(5.17)

with ω2 = 1.2ω1. A high sensitivity is observed with a mean value of 100.18%
and a standard deviation of 26.10%. This signifies that the electric field in-
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Figure 5.9: (Above) Coronal views of the resulting eddy-current density amplitudes
[A/m2] for the DTIv model at two different instants on a natural logarithmic scale. (Middle)
These values on the marked white line, at z-voxel 70, as a function of time, also on a natural
logarithmic scale. (Below) The difference between both models (DTIv - DTIc) [A/m2]. The
single coil is still positioned in the axial plane, symmetric to and 1.7 cm above the head.

duced in the tissues varies approximately linear with frequency and in this
case, Eω2 equalises on average 1.2Eω2 . This can be explained from the fact that
the analysis starts from equation (3.1), where the magnetic flux density does
not depend on the frequency. The 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution
are 84.21% and 115.33%.
The simulations can be improved by extending the interval [a,b] and by in-
creasing the number of frequencies N, used in the Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture rule (5.13), so that the simulated excitation signal approximates better the
function of (5.9). Nevertheless, this will also increase the computational time.
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity analysis when changing the frequency.

5.3. Discussion and assumptions

By applying the anisotropic IIM on head models with realistic geometry
and realistic dispersive anisotropic tissue properties that are based on T1-
and diffusion-weighted MRI, we were able to perform accurate and patient-
specific simulations. The induction of the electric currents and electric fields in
the isotropic head model for a sinusoidal excitation has been compared with
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that in the DTI model where the cerebral tissues are taken anisotropic. Maxi-
mum induced currents of about 64 A/m2 are observed in the highly conduc-
tive CSF for both models together with differences up to 32% of the maximum
current. Differences up to 19% of the maximum induced field strength, on the
other hand, are situated in white matter, corresponding with a high FA due
to the insulating myelin. Neglecting the displacement currents, by taking the
permittivity values not into account, is frequently done in the simulation of
TMS. However, this assumption corresponds with a decrease of about 72%
and 44% of the maximum induced current and field respectively which, to
our opinion, cannot be disregarded. By stimulating the DTI head model with
a damped sinusoidal current, we could study the influence of the frequency
dependence of the tissues, leading to a difference of 6% of the maximum in-
duced current densities. The induced electric field shows limited sensitivity
to changes in conductivity and permittivity values, whereas it varies approx-
imately linear with frequency. Model refinements and coupling to the neu-
rophysiology will help to increase the knowledge and understanding of the
electromagnetic response to TMS.
The head model constructed in this Section does not incorporate the skull
anisotropy. In a first attempt to overcome this, one can assume an anisotropy
ratio of 1:10 radially to tangentially to the skull surface (Rush and Driscoll,
1968; Wolters et al., 2006). Our model’s level of detail can be further refined by
taking more tissues and their specific electrical properties into account, as in
(Nadeem et al., 2003). Moreover, as described before, these properties can be
rendered patient-specific by using ICMREIT.
The induced electric field is assumed to be zero before and after the stimula-
tion pulse. In reality, the switch in the stimulator circuit, see Section 1.2.1, en-
ables the capacitor to discharge the high excitation current (2-10 kA) through
the TMS coil in a short period of time (60-1000 µs). This very fast switching ap-
proves our approach, but including the transient effects in the future research
would be interesting.
We would like to stress that the above described method for calculating the
electric fields induced by TMS decouples a coupled equation. First, the mag-
netic flux density B̂(r) is computed due to the excitation current density Ĵcoil
through the coil, according to Biot-Savart’s law (2.32), and leads to the electro-
motive force V̂TMS. With Faraday’s and Ampère’s law (3.1-3.4) this results in
the total induced currents Îtot. And based on this current, or current density
Ĵtot, the total induced electric field Êtot is calculated (5.1). Whereas, to be com-
pletely correct, the total magnetic field should be calculated due to both the
excitation Ĵcoil and the induced current densities Ĵtot. Moreover, as mentioned
before, the electric fields induced in the biological tissue Êtot are different from
Ê. We have checked this on a simple TMS example and compared the electric
field induced in tissue to those induced in air, see Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.
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Figure 5.12: Tissue below the coil changes the induced electric field distribution. Similar
coils are applied as in Fig. 1.6. The circular coil has a radius of 5 cm and 9 turns and the
figure-of-8 coil consists of two such circular coils. A biphasic pulse of 640 A per loop with
a pulse length of 230 µs is applied. The strength of the total electric field Etot induced in a
plane 3 cm below the coil is plotted (in V/m). (Above) There is only air below the coil and
consequently Etot equals E. (Below) A spherical head model, consisting of the tissues brain,
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planes intersecting this head model.
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Figure 5.13: Similar to Fig. 1.7, (left) the maximum induced electric fields and (right) the
average value over the 20×20 cm2 area of both the circular and figure-of-8 coil are plotted
as a function of the distance below the coil. This time, a distinction is made between the
fields induced in air and those induced in the spherical head model.

The dielectric properties of biological tissue indeed deform the electric field
distribution, not only in the voxels being tissue but also in the surrounding air
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voxels. This effect is more pronounced for the figure-of-eight coil, due to the
symmetry of the circular coil towards the spherical head model, and will be
even higher for head models with realistic geometry.
The applied methodology, where DTI-based anisotropy, permittivity and the
frequencies of the excitation are combined on a head model with an MRI-
based geometry, can be used as the software in computer-assisted TMS. The
advantage of such coupling of simulation software with coil hardware is
that the brain stimulation can be planned, performed and monitored in a
computer-controlled way. The information from the brain imaging techniques
enables patient-specific simulations, in which the effects of gender, age, neu-
rological condition, etc., are incorporated. Moreover, the location of the coil
with the resulting electromagnetic effects can be displayed on the computer
screen together with the anatomical MRI, providing a tool for online stimulus
targeting. This will lead to a more optimal use of TMS in clinical practice.
Nevertheless, with these plans for the future in mind, we feel compelled to
mention that recent papers (Forster et al., 2011; Picht et al., 2011) have com-
pared peritumoural mapping of the motor cortex using presurgical navigated
TMS, functional MRI (fMRI) and the gold standard of intraoperative direct
cortical stimulation (DCS). They have reported a good match, even though
these TMS studies were performed using spherical head models. For these
cases, i.e. in the superficial cortex, it appeared that detailed complex models
do not have a profound effect on the location of the maximum electric field in
the superficial cortex.
The variability of the TMS effects, reported in many clinical and psychological
studies (Casarotto et al., 2010; Hernandez-Pavon et al., 2014; Lioumis et al.,
2009; Loo and Mitchell, 2005; Maeda et al., 2000), can however not be ex-
plained using such simplified models. Therefore, we believe electromagnetic
modelling should be performed on realistic and personalised volume conduc-
tion head models. Moreover, they should be extended with a neurophysiolog-
ical basis, which brings us to the next part of this PhD.
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PART II

Modelling the TMS

neurophysiology





You may call any brain scientist, with the simple question,
”How does it work?” None of them will be able to explain
completely. We already have a few insights, but no global
theory. Everything you could proclaim broadly is doomed to
be too simple.

Rik Achten, in Modern Minds

6
Introduction to neurophysiology and

tractography

While applying transcranial magnetic stimulation, a change in brain activity
is not only observed in cerebral areas nearby the TMS coil, but also in distant
regions. Moreover, TMS can cause responses lasting longer than the duration
of the stimulation itself. This indicates that we need to account for spatial and
temporal effects of TMS on the brain. The brain consists of neurons. When ap-
plying an electric field on these neurons, the voltage across their plasma mem-
brane, called membrane potential, is altered. If this change is high enough
such that the potential exceeds its threshold, the neurons will communicate
through the conduction of neural signals, called action potentials.
In this introducing chapter, we elaborate on these neurons (Brodal, 2004; Kan-
del et al., 2000) and how their response to TMS can be modelled, so to com-
pute the spatio-temporal behaviour of the membrane potentials. Fibre trac-
tography, which is applied to reconstruct the realistic 3D neural trajectories,
is explained as well. This way, we will be able to compute the possible gen-
eration and propagation of action potentials along the targeted neural fibres
due to TMS. Both the neurophysiological basics and tractography, introduced
here, will be integrated in our TMS modelling studies of subsequent chapters.
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6.1. Neuron structure and function

Pseudo-
unipolar

Multipolar Bipolar Pyramidal

Figure 6.1: Basic neuron types, classified by the number of extensions from the cell body.

While there exist as many as 10 000 specific types of neurons in the human
brain, one can generally differentiate some basic kinds, see Fig. 6.1. The motor
neurons are multipolar and send signals to parts of the body, e.g. the muscles,
for direct movement. The sensory neurons are pseudounipolar and transmit
signals, e.g. touch and pain, from receptors of the body to the brain. Interneu-
rons are multi- or bipolar and convey information between different types of
neurons within the same region of the brain or spinal cord. They run for ex-
ample through the cortical surface without crossing the grey matter - white
matter (GM-WM) interface. The pyramidal neurons are multipolar and are in-
volved in many areas of neuroplasticity and cognition.
Although there are different neuron types, they all contain the same struc-
tures, namely multiple dendrites, a cell body, an axon and axon terminals.
These structures are illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The cell body or soma contains the
nucleus and allows for synthesis of proteins and membranes to maintain the
cell and keep the neuron functional. Most neurons have a single axon, whose
morphology is highly variable (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009). Some axons ex-
tend locally (<1 mm long for some interneurons), whereas others may be as
long as 1 m and more. The longest axons in the human body run from the
spinal cord to the big toes. The axon diameter varies from less than a µm for
the zebra fish, to several µm in certain nerves of the human brain, up to 1
mm in the giant fibre of the squid. Axons are specialised for the conduction
of neural signals, called action potentials. They normally originate at the axon
hillock, the junction of the cell body and axon, and are actively conducted
down the axon into the axon terminals. These small branches of the axon form
the synapses with other cells, which are the connections through which infor-
mation flows from one neuron to another. When action potentials arrive at
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a synapse, they cause a release of neurotransmitters that bind to receptors
in the post-synaptic cell, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. More specifically, the short
and highly branched dendrites receive the chemical signals, convert them into
electric impulses and transmit them to the cell body. Electric disturbances gen-
erated in the dendrites or cell body spread to the axon hillock. If the electric
disturbance is large enough and exceeds the threshold, an action potential will
again originate and be actively conducted down the axon to proceed the com-
munication process.

Apical dendrites

Soma

Axon hillock

Node of Ranvier

Myelinated 
internode

Axon terminals

Nucleus

Initial segment

Figure 6.2: Compartmental model of the myelinated neuron, containing the apical den-
drites, soma or cell body, axon hillock, initial segment and alternating myelinated intern-
odes and nodes of Ranvier.

6.1.1 Myelinated neuron

Larger diameter axons tend to be myelinated. Since myelin has a high electri-
cal resistance, it acts as an insulator and allows the axons to conduct action
potentials with greater efficiency and velocity. Myelin sheaths are formed by
oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system and consist of series of uni-
formly spaced segments, each extending about 1 mm along the outer surface
of the axon. They are separated by small gaps, about 1.5 µm long, called nodes
of Ranvier, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Since these nodes are not covered with a
myelin sheath, they are directly exposed to the extracellular fluid, which con-
tains ions necessary to regenerate an action potential. The layer of insulation
created by the myelin coat inhibits current loss from the axon by blocking the
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Synapse

Post-synaptic dendrite

Pre-synaptic
axon terminal

Neurotransmitter

Receptor

Axon potential

Ion channel

Ion

Figure 6.3: Mechanism of synapse. When an action potential reaches the axon terminals
of pre-synaptic neuron, it triggers the release of neurotransmitters into the synapse. These
neurotransmitters activate receptors on the dendrites of the post-synaptic neuron and open
the ion channels, such that the ions can enter and trigger the propagation of the electric
impulse.

movement of ions through the axon membrane. Therefore, ion channels in
myelinated neurons are mostly concentrated in the nodes of Ranvier, which
causes the electric impulses appear to travel from node to node, called salta-
tory conduction, with velocities up to 120 m/s (Kandel et al., 2000). In com-
parison, ion channels in unmyelinated neurons occur along the entire length
of the axon, with impulse leakage through the membrane causing its spread
to decay rapidly to an average speed of about 2 m/s.

6.1.2 Action potential

Most neurons communicate with each other by firing electric action poten-
tials. An action potential is a series of sudden changes in the voltage across
the plasma membrane. When axons are not conducting, they are said to be
at rest. In this resting state, sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) ions are mainly
concentrated in the extracellular fluid, and potassium (K+) ions and nega-
tively charged proteins in the intracellular fluid, separated by the membrane,
see Fig. 6.4. Slow pumps maintain this non-equilibrium state of ion concen-
trations, resulting in a membrane’s resting potential of approximately -70 mV,
meaning that the inside is negatively charged relative to the outside. When an
impulse is sent, sodium channels open, Na+ ions diffuse into the axon and the
membrane depolarises rapidly. Once it reaches a certain threshold, an action
potential will fire. At its peak, the membrane potential can be as much as +50
mV. This depolarisation of the membrane is followed by a rapid repolarisa-
tion and hyperpolarisation. Sodium channels become inactivated, potassium
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channels open and K+ ions exit the axon, gradually returning the membrane
potential to its resting value.
If the initial depolarisation is not large enough, no action potential will be cre-
ated. However, if depolarisation reaches the threshold voltage, a complete ac-
tion potential occurs with the typical waveform as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. More-
over, if the threshold is surpassed, an additional increase in stimulus strength
does not lead to higher voltages. This is referred to as the all-or-nothing law.
When the Na+ channels are inactivated, they cannot be immediately opened
again. Recovery from inactivation is a time- and voltage-dependent process.
During the absolute refractory period, about 1 to 2 ms after the initiation of the
first action potential, the initiation of another action potential is not possible,
no matter how strong the stimulus is. However, a full recovery of the sodium
channels usually takes about 4 to 5 ms until the membrane is completely repo-
larised. During this relative refractory period a stronger than normal stimulus
is needed in order to elicit an action potential. It is followed by a brief hyper-
excitability period of reduced threshold. After approximately 18 ms all influ-
ences of previous action potentials have faded out. Moreover, since the Na+

channels are temporarily refractive, the electric impulse can only be transmit-
ted to the next adjacent axon segment and not return to previous segments.

Extracellular

Intracellular

Extracellular +Na

+K

-Cl

+Na

-Cl

+ + + + + + +

+ + + + + + +
-  -  -  -  -  -  -

-  -  -  -  -  -  -

+K

+K

-Cl +Na

-70 mV

-
proteins

Figure 6.4: Under resting conditions, the membrane potential V, defined as the voltage
across the cell membrane (inside versus outside) is approximately -70 mV. The size of the
symbols reflects the proportion of the corresponding ion concentration.

6.2. Neuron response to stimulation

To model the excitability of neurons and the possible generation and propa-
gation of action potentials, we consider the transmembrane potential, since it
characterises the electrical state of a neuron. This electric state is an expression
of the ion balance in the neuron. In the following, we present a passive and
active model to predict the transmembrane potential responses to stimulation.
This potential is calculated as a function of space and time. In the passive case,
only subthreshold effects are described and, consequently, no action poten-
tials will be generated. Since myelinated neurons contain dendrites, a soma,
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V (mV)

Time (ms)

Vr

Vthreshold

VK

VNa

1 2 3 40

Figure 6.5: Typical waveform of an action potential. The membrane potential V starts at
its resting value Vr. Once it exceeds a threshold, it depolarises towards the sodium Nernst
potential VNa, repolarises and hyperpolarises towards the potassium Nernst potential VK
and finally returns to its resting potential.

an axon hillock, an initial segment and alternating myelinated internodes and
nodes of Ranvier, as shown in Fig. 6.2, we will simulate their response using a
compartmental model where passive and active segments are combined. The
dendrites, soma and myelinated internodes behave passively, while the axon
hillock, initial segment and nodes of Ranvier behave actively.

6.2.1 Passive response

When a neuron is depolarised below its threshold for activation, the neuron
returns to its resting state rather than to trigger. The subthreshold effect of
stimulation by electromagnetic induction on the transmembrane potential V
relative to its resting value was first described by Roth and Basser (1990). They
employed the cable equation to model the passive properties of an infinitely
long neural fibre.

λ2 ∂2V
∂l2 − (V −Vr) = τ

∂V
∂t

+ λ2 ∂El
∂l

. (6.1)

λ is the space constant of the neural membrane, τ the time constant and l = ‖l‖
the local space parameter along the neural fibre. The last term is the activation
function for stimulation (Rattay, 1986). In electromagnetic stimulation, such
as TMS, an additional source of electric field is generated. The component of
this induced electric field E tangent to the neural trajectory l = l1l effectively
contributes to neuronal stimulation and is therefore called the effective electric
field El = E · 1l , see Fig. 6.6. Initially, the directional derivative of this effective
electric field along the neural fibre ∂El/∂l was assumed to describe the effect
of stimulation by electromagnetic induction on the transmembrane potential.
Silva et al. (2008) later introduced two additional stimulation mechanisms, as
will be explained in more detail in Section 7.1.
λ quantifies the length that a potential travels through the neuron, before it is
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reduced to 37%, or 1/e, of its initial magnitude. It is defined as

λ =

√
rm

ra
(6.2)

where rm is the membrane’s resistance times unit length and ra the axial resis-
tance per unit length at the intracellular space. The largest values of λ, some
millimetres, are found in wide-diameter myelinated axons with a large rm and
small ra. The smallest λ values, a fraction of a millimetre, occur in the thinnest
unmyelinated axons.
The time constant τ is the time that it takes a potential to rise to 63%, or 1-(1/e),
of its final steady-state magnitude. It is defined as

τ = rmcm (6.3)

with cm the membrane’s capacitance per unit length.

E

El

l

Figure 6.6: Axis l is defined along the neural trajectory and the effective electric field El is
the component of the induced electric field E tangent to this axis.
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Figure 6.7: Electrical network representation of the passive neural fibre.

The equivalent network model of the passive neural fibre is shown in Fig.
6.7. In this model, the following assumptions are made. Neural segments are
assumed to be cylindrical. The intracellular space is solely conductive and
homogeneous and can thus be specified by a resistance ra. The intracellular
potential is only a function of l, the distance along the fibre. The extracellular
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space is assumed to have zero resistivity and the extracellular potential pro-
duced by the fibre’s own activity is thus negligible. This assumption is valid,
because the extracellular potential produced by an action potential propagat-
ing along a single axon lying in a large extracellular volume conductor is less
than 1 mV.
The axial current Ia at the intracellular space is given by Ohm’s law, taking the
component of the induced effective electric field into consideration:

Ia = −
1
ra

∂V
∂l

+
1
ra

El . (6.4)

The difference between the axial current that goes in and out a segment must
be equal to the current going through the membrane, which is the sum of a
capacitive and resistive component. The membrane’s current per unit length
im can thus be expressed by:

im = −∂Ia

∂l
(6.5)

= cm
∂V
∂t

+
V −Vr

rm
(6.6)

with Vr the resting membrane potential. Combining equations (6.4-6.6) and
introducing the space and time constants results in the passive cable equation
(6.1).
We would like to emphasise that in order to attain stimulation, the rate of
change of the electric field along the neuron’s direction ∂El/∂l is of greater
importance than the amplitude El . This can be deduced from equations (6.4)
and (6.5), where the membrane’s current is expressed. A positive current is
outward the cell, see Fig. 6.7, and therefore making the voltage inside more
negative; it hyperpolarises the cell. For depolarisation, a large negative mem-
brane’s current is required, corresponding with a large positive directional
derivative of the axial current and thus of the effective electric field, see equa-
tion (6.4).

6.2.2 Active response

In order to study the activation and propagation of action potentials, we must
consider the active properties of the neural fibre. In this PhD, an active model
based on the Hodgkin-Huxley model is implemented.
First, the phenomenological model developed by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952)
is discussed. Their empirical work of voltage-clamp experiments on the squid
giant axon demonstrated how the macroscopic ionic current could be under-
stood in terms of conductance changes in the membrane. This model has laid
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the foundation to the mathematical description of the biophysical properties
of neurons and their action potentials.

GgNa

Dd

Extracellular
Intracellular

Neural fibre

cm

VNa

V(l+Dl)raV(l)ra

l

i (lm )

I (la ) I (la +Dl)

GgKGgLGgNa
cm

VNa

GgKGgL

VKVLVKVL

Figure 6.8: Electrical network representation of the active neural fibre.

As explained above, some membrane segments are active and contain selec-
tively permeable ion channels which open and close depending on the voltage
across the membrane. Particularly relevant are channels for sodium Na+ and
potassium K+ ions and leakage L channels. The total current per unit length
across the capacitive membrane consists of various ionic currents, see also the
active network model of Fig. 6.8.

im = cm
∂V
∂t

+ iNa + iK + iL. (6.7)

The sodium current per unit length is controlled by two types of fictional
gates; one for activation m and one for inactivation h.

iNa = gNam3h(V −VNa) (6.8)

with VNa the sodium Nernst potential. The activation gate m contribute to the
fast opening of the sodium channel with increasing voltage, whereas h con-
tribute to the relatively slow closing. The factor m3h represents the probability
that the sodium channel is open with a conductance per unit length gNa. The
temporal changes of these gates are described by

dm
dt

= αm(1−m)− βmm (6.9)

dh
dt

= αh(1− h)− βhh (6.10)
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with the voltage-dependent transition rates αm, βm, αh and βh obtained by
fitting to measurements:

αm = 100
103V + 40

1− e−(103V+40)/10
(6.11)

βm = 4 · 103e−(103V+65)/18 (6.12)

αh = 70e−(103V+65)/20 (6.13)

βh =
103

1 + e−(103V+35)/10
. (6.14)

Because of the inactivation variable h the sodium current is transient. The
channel opens (m → 1) when the membrane depolarises, but closes after a
while due to inactivation (h→ 0).
The potassium current per unit length is controlled by a single type of fictional
gates; one for activation n. The gate has to be in an open configuration to allow
an outward current of potassium ions.

iK = gKn4(V −VK) (6.15)

with VK the potassium Nernst potential, gK the maximal conductance per unit
length of the channel and

dn
dt

= αn(1− n)− βnn (6.16)

with

αn = 10
103V + 55

1− e−(103V+55)/10
(6.17)

βn = 125e−(103V+65)/80. (6.18)

This potassium current is persistent and the channel remains open (n ≈ 1) as
long as the cell is depolarised.
If the membrane potential has a fixed value, the gates will reach steady-state
values equal to αi(V)/(αi(V) + βi(V)). The time courses for approaching
these equilibrium values are described by simple exponentials with time con-
stants 1/(αi(V) + βi(V)). Both parameters are depicted in Fig. 6.9 as a func-
tion of the transmembrane potential. Assuming that the resting potential is -65
mV, the initial values of the dimensionless gating variables are:

m0 = 0.0529 (6.19)

h0 = 0.5961 (6.20)

n0 = 0.3177. (6.21)
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Figure 6.9: Voltage dependence of the gates. The steady-state sodium inactivation variable
h decreases, while the sodium and potassium activation variables m and n increase with
the transmembrane potential.

Finally, there is also a leakage current per unit length iL. The active neural
membrane contains a leak conductance gL, which is voltage and time inde-
pendent.

iL = gL(V −VL) (6.22)

VL is the leakage Nernst potential.

Equation (6.6) of the passive model has thus been replaced by the active and
more complex expression (6.7) or, after substitution of the ionic currents, by

im = cm
∂V
∂t

+ gNam3h(V −VNa) + gKn4(V −VK) + gL(V −VL), (6.23)

while equations (6.4) and (6.5) remain valid. Analogous to the passive cable
equation (6.1), the following is derived to model the active response:

1
ra

∂2V
∂l2 − gNam3h(V −VNa)− gKn4(V −VK)− gL(V −VL) = cm

∂V
∂t

+
1
ra

∂El
∂l

.

(6.24)
As illustrated in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, the neural fibre is divided into several cylin-
drical compartments or segments with diameter d and length ∆l. The capaci-
tance per unit area Cm, the resistivity of the axoplasm Ra and the conductances
per unit area Gi (i =Na,K,L) are

Cm =
cm

πd
(6.25)

Ra =
πd2ra

4
(6.26)

Gi =
gi
πd

. (6.27)
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The membrane’s capacitance C∗m and axial conductance G∗a become:

C∗m = πd∆lCm = ∆lcm (6.28)

G∗a =
πd2

4∆lRa
=

1
∆lra

. (6.29)

The superscript ∗ refers to the fact that the values are not per unit area. Com-
bining equations (6.4-6.6) and (6.23) together with the newly introduced pa-
rameters, brings us to the compartmental cable equation. The axial current Ia
between point l and l + ∆l is

Ia(l + ∆l) = G∗a (V(l)−V(l + ∆l)) + G∗a ∆lEl(l). (6.30)

and the current that goes through the membrane at point l is

Im(l) = Ia(l)− Ia(l + ∆l) (6.31)

= C∗m
∂V(l)

∂t
+ πd∆l

(
GNam3h(V(l)−VNa)

+GKn4(V(l)−VK) + GL(V(l)−VL)
)

. (6.32)

6.2.3 Compartmental neurons

Since in reality the myelinated neural fibres contain passive dendrites, a pas-
sive soma, an active axon hillock, an active initial segment and alternating
passive myelinated internodes and active Ranvier nodes, we will model them
as compartmental neurons with passive and active membrane properties, as
schematically represented in Fig. 6.10. Their behaviour can be computed with
the following final compartmental cable equation:

C∗m
∂V(l)

∂t
+ Iion(l) = G∗a (V(l − ∆l)− 2V(l) + V(l + ∆l))

+G∗a ∆lEl(l − ∆l)− G∗a ∆lEl(l) (6.33)

For the active components, the ionic current equals

Iion(l) = πd∆l
(

GNam3h(V(l)−VNa) + GKn4(V(l)−VK) + GL(V(l)−VL)
)

,
(6.34)

whereas it describes a more simple behaviour for the passive components

Iion(l) = πd∆lGm(V(l)−Vr) (6.35)

with Gm the conductance per unit area related to the membrane resistance rm,
namely 1/(πdrm).
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Figure 6.10: Schematic representation of the modelled myelinated neuron with the differ-
ent compartments as in Fig. 6.2.

6.2.4 Practical implementation

In this work, we apply the Crank-Nicolson method to discretise the cable
equation (6.33) in space and time with the grid steps ∆l and ∆t, respectively.

C∗m
∆t (V(l, t + ∆t)−V(l, t)) +

Iion(l, t) + Iion(l, t + ∆t)
2

= G∗a
V(l − ∆l, t) + V(l − ∆l, t + ∆t)

2
− 2G∗a

V(l, t) + V(l, t + ∆t)
2

+G∗a
V(l + ∆l, t) + V(l + ∆l, t + ∆t)

2
+ G∗a ∆l

El(l − ∆l, t) + El(l − ∆l, t + ∆t)
2

−G∗a ∆l
El(l, t) + El(l, t + ∆t)

2
(6.36)

Let us now include a staggered time grid.

f (l, t +
∆t
2
) =

f (l, t) + f (l, t + ∆t)
2

(6.37)

This brings equation (6.36) to the following expression:

2 C∗m
∆t (V(l, t +

∆t
2
)−V(l, t)) + Iion(l, t +

∆t
2
)

= G∗a V(l − ∆l, t +
∆t
2
)− 2G∗a V(l, t +

∆t
2
)

+G∗a V(l + ∆l, t +
∆t
2
) + G∗a ∆lEl(l − ∆l, t +

∆t
2
)

−G∗a ∆lEl(l, t +
∆t
2
) (6.38)

In matrix notation, we thus have:
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2(G∗a + C∗m

∆t ) + G∗m −2G∗a 0 0 ... 0
−G∗a 2(G∗a + C∗m

∆t ) + G∗m −G∗a 0 ... 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
0 ... 0 −G∗a 2(G∗a + C∗m

∆t ) + G∗m −G∗a
0 ... 0 0 −2G∗a 2(G∗a + C∗m

∆t ) + G∗m




...

V(l − ∆l, t + ∆t
2 )

V(l, t + ∆t
2 )

V(l + ∆l, t + ∆t
2 )

...



=


2 C∗m

∆t 0 0 ...
0 2 C∗m

∆t 0 ...
0 0 2 C∗m

∆t ...
... ... ... ...




...
V(l − ∆l, t)

V(l, t)
V(l + ∆l, t)

...

+


G∗a ∆l −G∗a ∆l 0 ...
G∗a ∆l −G∗a ∆l 0 ...

0 G∗a ∆l −G∗a ∆l ...
... ... ... ...




...
El(l − ∆l, t + ∆t

2 )

El(l, t + ∆t
2 )

El(l + ∆l, t + ∆t
2 )

...

+


...

V∗(l − ∆l, t + ∆t
2 )

V∗(l, t + ∆t
2 )

V∗(l + ∆l, t + ∆t
2 )

...

 (6.39)

Depending on the segment at location l, whether it is assigned to the dendrites, soma, axon hillock, initial segment, Ranvier
nodes or myelinated internodes, and thus whether it has active or passive properties, the parameters values vary as follows:

G∗m =

{
πd∆lGm passive

πd∆l(GNam3h + GKn4 + GL) active
(6.40)

V∗ =

{
πd∆lGmVr passive

πd∆l
(
GNam3hVNa + GKn4VK + GLVL

)
active

(6.41)
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The passive and active membrane properties of the different segments, used
in this work and similar to (Salvador, 2009), are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Geometrical and electrical parameter values of the different neural segments,
based on human sensory fibre data (Salvador, 2009; Wesselink et al., 1999).

Segment Property Value

General Membrane’s resting potential Vr -84·10−3 V
Sodium Nernst potential VNa 43.7·10−3 V

Potassium Nernst potential VK -84·10−3 V
Leakage Nernst potential VL -84.14·10−3 V

Sodium conductance per unit area GNa 30000 S/m2

Potassium conductance per unit area GK 300 S/m2

Leakage conductance per unit area GL 600 S/m2

Resistivity of axoplasm Ra 0.33 Ωm

Dendrite Length L 1000 µm
(Passive) Diameter d 8 µm

Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.028 F/m2

Conductance per unit area Gm 2.73 S/m2

Soma Length L 80 µm
(Passive) Initial diameter d 8 µm

Final diameter d 60 µm
Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.028 F/m2

Conductance per unit area Gm 2.73 S/m2

Axon Length L 10 µm
hillock Initial diameter d 12 µm
(Active) Final diameter d 6 µm

Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.028 F/m2

Initial Length L 20 µm
segment Diameter d 6 µm
(Active) Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.028 F/m2

Myelinated Length L ± 1000 µm f3

internode Diameter d 10 µm
(Passive) Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.00005 F/m2

Conductance per unit area Gm 0.1 S/m2

Ranvier Length L 1.5 µm
node Diameter d 6 µm

(Active) Capacitance per unit area Cm 0.028 F/m2

3 depending on the length of the neural tract
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Different neuron types have slightly different parameter values. This applies
for the expressions of αi and βi as well, see equations (6.11-6.14) and (6.17-
6.18), which were obtained by fitting to experiments of Hodgkin and Huxley
(1952) on the squid giant axon. The used parameters are associated with the
experimentally determined characteristics of human sensory fibres (Wesselink
et al., 1999). They were adjusted from the original 20 ◦C to a body temperature
of 37 ◦C. The corresponding voltage-dependent transition rates are

αm = 4.6 · 106 18.4 · 10−3 + V
1− e(−18.4·10−3−V)/10.3·10−3 (6.42)

βm = 0.33 · 106 −22.7 · 10−3 −V
1− e(22.7·10−3+V)/9.16·10−3 (6.43)

αh = 0.21 · 106 −111 · 10−3 −V
1− e(111·10−3+V)/11·10−3 (6.44)

βh = 14.1 · 103 1
1 + e(−28.8·10−3−V)/13.4·10−3 (6.45)

αn = 51.7 · 103 93.2 · 10−3 + V
1− e(−93.2·10−3−V)/1.1·10−3 (6.46)

βn = 92 · 103 −76 · 10−3 −V
1− e(76·10−3+V)/10.5·10−3 (6.47)

and consequently, assuming the membrane is initially in rest with potential
Vr, the initial gating variables have the following values:

m0 = 0.02494 (6.48)

h0 = 0.7026 (6.49)

n0 = 0.2563. (6.50)

With these values, m, h and n at the staggered grid can be calculated using the
discretised equations (6.9,6.10,6.16). For example, for the activation gate m:

m(l, t +
∆t
2
) =

αm(l, t) +
(

1
∆t −

αm(l,t)+βm(l,t)
2

)
m(l, t− ∆t

2 )

1
∆t +

αm(l,t)+βm(l,t)
2

(6.51)

Subsequently, the parameters G∗m and V∗ can be computed and the compart-
mental cable matrix equation (6.39) solved for the membrane potentials V at
time point t + ∆t

2 . Finally, these values can be converted back from the stag-
gered to the normal grid t + ∆t using equation (6.37). This way of working
produces a solution with an error of O(∆t2) while avoiding iteration of the
equations (Salvador, 2009).
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We stress that the parameters listed in Table 6.1 and the pre-factors of equa-
tions (6.42-6.47) are not the only possible values, but rather averaged values
over different neuron types that approximate reality as close as possible. The
internodal distances of a neural fibre is approximately 100 times larger than
its diameter. Thus, the threshold for activation of large fibres are lower than
for small fibres since the potential differences between nodes located far apart
is generally larger than for nodes located closely together.
Moreover, a distinction can be made between fast and persistent sodium, and
fast and slow potassium (McIntyre et al., 2002). Even more complex, morpho-
logically realistic models with biophysical details exist such as the Purkinje
cell (Jaeger et al., 1997) and the CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons (London and
Husser, 2005; Traub et al., 1991) including the voltage-gated sodium, potas-
sium and calcium channels and a large family of related ion channels.

As can be seen from the matrix notation (6.39), the first and last equations
satisfy the Von Neumann boundary conditions. They specify the first spatial
derivative of the solution at the first and last points of the discretised neu-
ron. These conditions occur naturally in neuronal modelling, since ∂V/∂l is
proportional to the axial current through the neuron. Often it is a good ap-
proximation to assume that no current is leaking out of the endpoints, thus
stating Nagarajan et al. (1993).

∂V
∂l
|l=0 =

∂V
∂l
|l=Ltot = 0; for all t. (6.52)

Ltot is the total length of the neural fibre and so it determines the last point.
They are often called sealed-end boundary conditions and guarantee that
charge can accumulate at each end. These boundary conditions are imple-
mented by setting

V|l=−1 = V|l=1 and V|l=Ltot+1 = V|l=Ltot−1; for all t, (6.53)

as can be seen in the first and last equation of (6.39) (Niebur and Niebur, 1991).
The validity can be proven by expanding V(l, t) in a Taylor series around the
endpoints. For example, at l = Ltot,

V|l=Ltot+1 = V|l=Ltot + ∆l
∂V
∂l
|l=Ltot +

∆l2

2
∂2V
∂l2 |l=Ltot + O(∆l3). (6.54)

Replacing ∂2V/∂l2|l=Ltot by (V|l=Ltot+1 − 2V|l=Ltot + V|l=Ltot−1)/∆l2 and us-
ing equation (6.52), gives V|l=Ltot+1 = V|l=Ltot−1 + O(∆l3). Therefore, the ap-
plied implementation (6.53) is correct to the second order in ∆l.
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6.3. Fibre tractography

For the proper modelling of the behaviour of the transmembrane potential
along a neural fibre, information on the shape and direction of this fibre, i.e.
the l-axis introduced in previous section, needs to be integrated. In this PhD,
tractography is employed to reconstruct realistic 3D fibres in the white matter
of the brain. This relatively new method is based on diffusion tensor imaging
and produces anatomically plausible and reproducible reconstructions of neu-
ral fibres in the human brain in vivo as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. First, whole brain
tractography is performed, using a deterministic streamline approach, to trace
all neural fibre trajectories (Basser et al., 2000; Leemans et al., 2009). Close to
the brain region that is targeted with the TMS coil, bundles of grouped neural
fibres, called tracts, are selected, see also Fig. 1.16. Along each tract, the effec-
tive electric field El and its corresponding activation function for stimulation
(Rattay, 1986) can then be computed, and with this input the spatio-temporal
change of the transmembrane potential V follows from (6.39).
The graphical toolbox called ExploreDTI, developed by Leemans et al. (2009),
written in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and
shown in Fig. 6.12, is applied for the 3D reconstruction of the white matter
fibres. It constructs a continuous and smooth diffusion tensor field from the
discrete and noisy measured DTI data in order to ensure the reliability and ro-
bustness of the tractography. B-spline functions are fitted to the experimental
data and interpolated (Basser et al., 2000). From the resulting diffusion tensors,
individual fibre tracts are followed.
Suppose a fibre trajectory can be represented as a parametrised 3D space curve
r(l) and Vmax is the normalised eigenvector associated with the greatest eigen-
value Dmax of the diffusion tensor D at position r(l), see also (5.3). It is gener-
ally assumed (Basser et al., 2000) that this eigenvector lies parallel to the local
fibre tract direction in coherently organised white matter:

dr(l)
dl

= Vmax(r(l)). (6.55)

This Frenet equation, describing the evolution of a single fibre tract and il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.13, is solved in ExploreDTI using Euler’s method or the
adaptive 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. The algorithm stops tracing the fi-
bre when the tract reaches the boundaries of the image volume or a region
with too low diffusion anisotropy or when the tract curvature becomes to high
(Basser et al., 2000).
First, tracking is performed from all voxels inside the brain model, called
whole brain tractography. Then, depending on the TMS case, specific regions
of interest (ROIs) are defined. By using AND, OR/SEED and NOT operations,
only those fibre tracts that do or do not penetrate these ROIs are selected.
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D V2 2 D V1 1

D V3 3

D V1 1

D V3 3

D V2 2

Isotropic diffusion : D ≈ D ≈ D1 2 3

Anisotropic diffusion : D > D , D1 2 3

Figure 6.11: (Left) The diffusion in a single voxel can be represented by a sphere when wa-
ter molecules are transported isotropically, or by an ellipsoid when transported anisotropi-
cally. (Middle) In myelinated white matter fibres the greatest diffusion is generally assumed
to be parallel to the local direction of white matter, due to the myelin sheath surrounding
the axons, resulting in ellipsoids of which the largest semi-axes are in the direction of the
eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues. (Right) Based on this diffusion data,
the pathways of the myelinated white matter fibres can be reconstructed, a method called
tractography. The last two images are originally from the ExploreDTI website.

Figure 6.12: Screen shot of the graphical toolbox ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009).

Since the diffusion tensor in a certain voxel used to compute the tract direction
is averaged over that voxel, there are some limitations for non-uniform dis-
tribution of fibre directions within tractography. If the voxel contains highly
curved fibres, reducing the voxelsize is advised. But for crossing, kissing,
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Figure 6.13: Representation of a fibre pathway as a space curve r(l). At position r(l1),
Vmax(r(l1)) is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. The Frenet equation
(6.55) is valid, when ∆l = l2 − l1 becomes small enough.

branching or merging fibres the method might fail to reconstruct the correct
trajectories (Tournier et al., 2011). In these complex fibre configurations, the
uncertainty of the dominant diffusion orientation is large, which makes it
difficult to reliably reconstruct white matter fibre pathways (Jeurissen et al.,
2013). Future research that can integrate such dispersion of pathway propa-
gation during tractography is needed to tackle these limitations, for instance
by resorting to probabilistic approaches (Behrens et al., 2007; Jeurissen et al.,
2011).
Moreover, the tracts reconstructed with DTI-based tractography only repre-
sent anatomical or structural connectivity, and no functional nor effective con-
nectivity is included. Functional connectivity may be estimated by measuring
the correlation or covariance between brain areas using fMRI. The effective
connectivity describes networks of causal effects of one neural element over
another and thus the information flow. For further information, see the review
of Friston (2011).

6.4. Conclusion

We introduced in this chapter the basic principles of neurophysiology and
more specifically transmembrane and action potentials. The neuron response
to stimulation is explained in Section 6.2. A passive and an active model
are presented, together with a combined approach for compartmental neu-
rons with both passive and active components. The spatio-temporal change
of transmembrane potentials due to TMS can be calculated using a numeri-
cal time-stepping scheme. Section 6.3 explained fibre tractography extracted
from DTI. In future chapters the transmembrane potentials are mapped on re-
alistic head models with reconstructed neural fibre tracts and coupled to our
developed electromagnetic solver from Part I.



You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only
connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust that
the dots will somehow connect in your future. You have to
trust in something - your gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever.
This approach has never let me down, and it has made all
the difference in my life.

Steve Jobs, in his famous Stanford speech

7
Effective electric field and stimulation

mechanisms

Research in the field of TMS modelling has been conducted in various con-
structive phases. The magnetic field produced by the stimulation coil and the
induced electric field were first calculated (Cohen et al., 1990; Salinas et al.,
2007; Thielscher and Kammer, 2004). The induced eddy currents were further
considered by Sekino and Ueno (2004); Wagner et al. (2004) to quantify the
impact of TMS. Finally, the stimulation parameters which are related to the
electric field along neural fibres were preliminary studied by Lu et al. (2008);
Pashut et al. (2011); Salvador et al. (2011) and Opitz et al. (2011) among others.
We believe that these latter electromagnetic computations need to be scruti-
nised and more accurately explored to fully understand and optimise the use
of TMS.

An important issue in the application and research field of TMS is the variabil-
ity of clinical results and psychological test outcomes towards the parameters
in the TMS procedure such as the applied excitation current and the location
and orientation of the coil. Efforts are dedicated in this PhD to open perspec-
tives in understanding the effects of TMS and indicating the reasons for the
widely observed variability of TMS.
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To decrease the discrepancy between modelling and reality, we aim at a flexi-
ble and personalised TMS modelling method. First, the induced electric field
distribution in the whole brain is calculated using the anisotropic IIM, as ex-
plained in Chapters 3 and 5. Realistic head models are used. They include
patient-specific geometry and frequency-dependent anisotropic tissue prop-
erties, based on T1- and diffusion-weighted MRI. Secondly, this macroscopic
electric field is mapped along the trajectories of the neural fibre tracts and
serves as the input for the stimulation mechanisms. The coil configuration
can be chosen freely in our computations and is specified by the coil shape,
stimulation pulse and position relative to the head and the region of interest.
In contrast to (Pashut et al., 2011), the trajectories of the investigated neural
fibres are not limited to lie in a plane parallel to that of the coil. Another re-
striction in previously performed studies, is that a simplified geometry of the
neural trajectories is considered and the respective electric field component
along these bundles. In (Lu et al., 2008), the x-, y- and z-components of the
electric field are computed and investigated for a non realistic straight test
line within the brain. An artificial fibre mimicking a 2D axon reconstruction
of the primary motor cortex based on macaque monkey data is considered in
(Opitz et al., 2011). Salvador et al. (2011), on the other hand, modelled several
types of neurons within a human folded cortical sheet to study the activation
mechanisms with a 2D geometry of the trajectories. In contrast, we employ
DTI-based tractography based on the diffusion tensor framework of the pa-
tient, to generate realistic 3D reconstructions of the neural fibres, as explained
in Section 6.3. This approach clearly differs from previous studies.
Integrating DTI information in TMS is a relatively new concept. The diffusion
tensor has mainly been used to derive realistic fibre anisotropy (De Lucia et al.,
2007). In two recent studies of Opitz et al. (2011) and Nummenmaa et al. (2014)
DTI-based tractography is applied to model the geometry of neural bundles.
Opitz considered a small number (tens) of similarly oriented tracts close to
each other, while Nummenmaa included about 750 detailed tracts. Both stud-
ies focussed on short (several mm) neural tracts localised near a single gyrus,
whereas we study a substantially larger region of interest (several cm3). Fur-
thermore, the electric field distributions inside the skull are computed, using a
simplified single-compartment boundary element model without incorporat-
ing anisotropic conductivities. Moreover, they investigated the absolute value
of the induced electric field gradient, i.e. the derivative of the electric field
component parallel to the tract. This term is only one of the three stimulation
mechanisms as described in (Silva et al., 2008); and by neglecting the sign,
distinction between depolarisation and hyperpolarisation cannot be made. In
(Shahid et al., 2014), both tissue anisotropy and fibre tract information were
subtracted from DTI to model the effects of transcranial direct current stimu-
lation (tDCS).
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The case study of this chapter focuses on the stimulation of the hand area of
the left primary motor cortex (M1). We study the importance of implementing
realistic 3D neural trajectories and the effect of small changes in orientation of
the considered neural tracts on the stimulation mechanisms. We quantitatively
investigate the impact of the poorly-known values of the tissue conductivities
and neglecting their anisotropic properties. Moreover, the sensitivity of stim-
ulation towards small adaptations in the coil configuration is examined.
Results from this chapter have been presented at the International Conference
on Biomagnetism (BIOMAG) in 2014 in Halifax and published in (De Geeter
et al., 2014).

7.1. Practical implementation

The first stimulation mechanism is defined as the directional derivative of the
effective electric field along the neural fibre and equals

− λ2 ∂El
∂l

. (7.1)

This term was initially assumed to describe the effect of stimulation by elec-
tromagnetic induction on the membrane potential according to the classic ca-
ble theory (6.1) (Roth and Basser, 1990). This model was derived for long,
straight and uniform fibres. However, neural fibres may be short, follow a
curved path, terminate, branch or change in diameter. In vitro experiments re-
vealed that excitation can take place even in the absence of effective electric
field gradients. Maccabee et al. (1993) discovered that the threshold for activa-
tion is markedly reduced when the neural fibre is bent or when it is stimulated
at its cut end. This is in agreement with simulation studies suggesting that ex-
citation of short axons happens at terminations rather than at the directional
derivative sites (Nagarajan et al., 1993). Therefore, a second mechanism is in-
troduced, mainly occurring at terminations and sharp bends of the fibre (Roth,
1994)

− λEl . (7.2)

Low-threshold excitation may also arise at inhomogeneities, leading to a third
jump mechanism at the GM-WM interface due to the changing conductivity
values (Miranda et al., 2007)

− λ
∆E
2

. (7.3)

Fig. 7.1 schematically illustrates the three different stimulation mechanisms
and the sites where they occur in the neural fibre bundle. These three mech-
anisms (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) have been computed in a cortical sulcus by Silva
et al. (2008) and were later tested on synthetic neural fibres by Salvador et al.
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(2011). We will simulate them on realistic human fibre tracts. In order to incor-
porate all three mechanisms into the neurophysiological calculations, the two
additional terms (7.2) and (7.3) are added as sources to the cable equations
(6.1) and (6.24) for the passive and active response, respectively.

GM WM
-λ ΔE/2

-λ² ∂E/ ll ∂

-λ El

-λ El

sharp bend

termination

E

El

l

Figure 7.1: Neural fibre bundle along the l-axis and corresponding stimulation mecha-
nisms. A first mechanism occurs when the effective electric field El changes its amplitude.
A second mechanism occurs at terminations and sharp bends of the neuron where the ef-
fective electric field changes its direction. A third mechanism occurs when the neural fibre
crosses a grey matter-white matter interface.

7.2. Simulations on a realistic head model and neural trajectories

An accurate personalised head model is created from structural and diffusion-
weighted MRI. It includes realistic geometry, frequency-dependent electri-
cal properties, i.e. conductivity and permittivity, tissue anisotropy and traced
neural fibre bundles connected with the targeted region.

Figure 7.2: Segmentation based on T1-weighted MRI. Axial (left), coronal (middle) and
sagittal (right) view of the constructed head model containing the tissues scalp (blue), skull
(turquoise blue), cerebrospinal fluid (yellow), grey matter (green) and white matter (red)
and surrounded by air (black). The original T1-weighted image is visualised on the back-
ground.
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A T1-weighted image was acquired from a healthy 25-year-old female vol-
unteer on a 3 Tesla MR scanner (Philips Achieva 3.0T) using a turbo field-
echo sequence (TR/TE = 25 ms/4.5 ms, flip angle = 30◦, field of view (FOV)
160×240×240 mm3 and matrix size 160×256×256). The subject gave informed
consent to participate in this study under a protocol approved by the Uni-
versity Medical Center Utrecht ethics board. SPM8 (Friston et al., 2007) was
used to segment this image into tissue probability maps. Based on these
maps, a head model is constructed (FOV 192×236×206 mm3 and matrix size
96×126×110), surrounded with air and segmented into scalp, skull and the
cerebral tissues cerebrospinal fluid, grey and white matter as visualised in Fig.
7.2. The electrical properties of these tissues vary naturally with frequency and
their isotropic values are obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model (Cole and Cole,
1941; Gabriel et al., 1996c).
In addition to the T1-weighted image, a DTI data set of the same subject was
acquired using a single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence (FOV 224×224 mm2 and
matrix size 128×128, 60 diffusion-weighted images (b = 1200 s/mm2) and
1 non-diffusion-weighted image (6 excitations)) (Jones and Leemans, 2011).
The diffusion-weighted MRI data were corrected for (i) subject motion and
eddy-current induced geometric distortions (Leemans and Jones, 2009) and
(ii) EPI based deformations due to magnetic field inhomogeneities by non-
rigidly warping the diffusion data to the T1-weighted image (Irfanoglu et al.,
2012). The diffusion tensor was estimated using a robust outlier detection
procedure (REKINDLE) with the iteratively reweighted linear least squares
approach (Tax et al., 2015; Veraart et al., 2013). Anisotropic conductivity and
permittivity tensors were computed from this diffusion tensor as explained
in Section 5.1.1. It is important to incorporate these anatomical details, tissue
heterogeneity and anisotropy, since they can significantly alter the induced
electric field distribution (De Lucia et al., 2007; Miranda et al., 2007).

To reconstruct the fibre trajectories in the subject’s brain, we use the graphi-
cal toolbox ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009). First, whole brain tractography
(Basser et al., 2000) is performed, in which a deterministic tracking algorithm
estimates the principal diffusion orientation at each voxel, functioning as seed
points, and propagates along this direction in steps of 1 mm. The seed frac-
tional anisotropy measures the degree of preference for a single diffusion di-
rection and its threshold is set to 0.2. The bending angle threshold is set to 30
degrees. Neural pathways between 5 and 25 cm are thus traced starting from
each voxel until FA becomes smaller than 0.2 or the fibre direction changes
more than 30 degrees.
Subsequently the region of interest method is applied to extract the relevant
neural fibres. Since TMS targets in this study the left M1 hand area, this de-
termines the central seed ROI, depicted as the blue dot in Fig. 7.3. Within its
15-mm range, a box is created. 12797 tracts that traverse this box are identified
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from the whole-brain tractogram. Only those tracts whose first and last points
are located more than 10 mm from another are kept, leading to 285 tracts. The
subsequent selection criteria are that both end points should be connected
to a GM-WM interface within their 5×5×5-voxel environment (2 voxels ex-
tra in each direction), and that no other tissue than white matter should be
present along the tract between those two interfaces. This resulted in a total
of 54 tracts, of which 5 have more than 50 representations. We will focus our
study on these five most common and representative tracts. Another two are
selected with trajectories similarly oriented to those of tract 1 and 2. All con-
sidered neural fibre tracts are represented as 3D space curves, i.e. x-, y- and
z-coordinates, shown in Fig. 7.3 together with their position relative to the
seed ROI.
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Figure 7.3: Selection of the five main neural fibre tracts from the group of 54 tracts near the
left M1 hand area. Two extra fibres with similar oriented trajectories are selected, marked
with an asterisk and indicated with dotted lines. The blue dot is the seed ROI centre.

Figure 7.4: Fibre tracts connecting one GM-WM interface with another. (Left) Tract 1 and
(right) tract 4 with the surrounding 5×5×5 voxels near their first and last points. The
colours represent the corresponding tissue labels, analogously as in Fig. 7.2.
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Since all tracts are considered as myelinated fibre bundles connecting one GM-
WM interface with another, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4 for tract 1 and 4, these bun-
dles mainly contain pyramidal neurons. Tract 1, 2, (1* and 2*) are pyramidal
tract neurons (PTNs) whereas tract 3, 4 and 5 are association fibres. For more
details on these different neuron types, we refer to Section 1.3.3. We make this
distinction to investigate if we can draw similar conclusions as Salvador et al.
(2011) concerning the activation mechanisms.
The TMS configuration can be characterised by the following parameters: the
coil position, orientation and its design, the pulse waveform, duration and fre-
quency and the stimulus amplitude. The presented method is developed in a
flexible way so that all these parameters can be varied freely. The simulations
are not restricted to coils placed parallel to the plane of the neural fibre bun-
dle, as was the case in (Pashut et al., 2011). Remark that the considered neural
bundles, depicted in Fig. 7.3-7.4, are three dimensional and thus not situated
in a plane.
We modelled the response of a single biphasic pulse with a sinusoidal wave-
form (5.8) and a pulse width of 230 µs (ωc=4.348 kHz), delivered to the hand
area of the left primary motor cortex. The 70mm figure-of-eight Nexstim coil
(Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) is applied, with a mean winding diameter
of 50 mm, and modelled as an air-core coil. During stimulation, it is placed
tangentially to the scalp surface and the maximal induced current is directed
anteriorly, as shown in Fig. 7.5. The stimulator output (peak excitation cur-
rent time derivative) is set to 21.87 A/µs. The coil can be rotated and tilted to
study the sensitivity of the stimulation mechanisms with respect to the coil’s
orientation.
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Figure 7.5: Coil location and orientation for TMS of the left M1 hand area. (Left) The coil
position with respect to the head model. Both the inner and outer windings of the 70mm
figure-of-eight biphasic Nexstim coil are visualised. The vectors illustrate the coil normal
and the induced current direction. (Right) The coil position with respect to the selected
neural fibre tracts and the seed ROI centre, respectively represented by lines and a dot.
Only the outer windings of the coil are plotted.
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A realistic personalised head model is thus reconstructed based on the pa-
tient’s MRI. The DTI data set was co-registered to the T1-weighted data, lead-
ing to 160×256×256 voxel matrices with voxelsize (1, 0.9375, 0.9375) mm3. The
coordinate system (x, y, z) is defined according to the neurological convention.
The x-axis is oriented from left (L) to right (R), the y-axis from posterior (P) to
anterior (A) and the z-axis from inferior (I) to superior (S), as can be seen in
Fig. 7.5.
Since the coil is positioned above the left M1 hand area, we extended the ma-
trices by adding 32 voxels air to the left of the head (neg x) and 20 voxels air
superiorly (pos z), in order to reduce simulation inaccuracies. On the other
hand, we cut off 4 voxels air anteriorly (pos y) and 56 voxels tissue below the
nose (neg z), so to prevent unnecessary calculations in less interesting regions.
This resulted in 192×252×220 matrices, or FOV of 192×236.25×206.25 mm3,
with the origin of the coordinate system (0, 0, 0) in the middle, or more specif-
ically at the lower left hand rear corner of voxel (96, 126, 110). To reduce the
computation time and memory of the electromagnetic solver, the voxelsize of
the head model was doubled for the simulations, leading to induced electric
field distributions with matrix size 96×126×110.
Tractography is performed based on the 1-mm DTI. The ROI is defined as a
31×31×31-voxel box (15 voxels extra in each direction) around the left M1
hand area, with coordinates (-0.0210, -0.0216, 0.0234) in m. The selected neu-
ral tracts are co-registered with the previously described reference space, as
ExploreDTI applies the radiological (AP, RL, IS) coordinate system. Data from
ExploreDTI was exported and post-processed in Matlab (R2013a, The Math-
works Inc. Natick, Massachusetts, USA).

7.2.1 Effective electric field

In summary, we model and simulate the effect of single pulse stimulation de-
livered to the left M1 hand area, with the coil positioned according to Fig. 7.5,
using patient-specific MR data (Figs. 7.2-7.3). For this case study, the induced
electric field is computed in the whole brain and the effective electric field
is studied along the DTI-based realistic neural fibre trajectories, since this is
the source term of the cable equation and the three stimulation mechanisms
(7.1)-(7.3). All results are plotted at the time instant that the stimulation pulse
begins, corresponding with maximum induced electric fields, see Fig. 1.8.
The anisotropic independent impedance method is used for performing the
electromagnetic simulations. Since we are mainly interested in the induced
electric field distribution within the cerebral tissues, only those voxels are im-
aged in Fig. 7.6.
The component of this electric field tangent to the trajectory l of each selected
neural tract is then computed and depicted in Fig. 7.7. This term is called the
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Figure 7.6: Induced electric field amplitude distribution (in V/m) due to TMS of the left
M1 hand area. Only the values in the cerebral tissues are visualised for clarity reasons. Note
that the views are different from those in Fig. 7.2.

effective electric field El , since it effectively contributes to neuronal stimu-
lation, expressed in the three different stimulation mechanisms (Silva et al.,
2008). Since only large tracts longer than 5 cm are considered here, the length
constant λ is set to 2 mm (Silva et al., 2008), see also (6.2).

|E| (V/m)

Figure 7.7: Induced effective electric field amplitude (in V/m) along all 54 neural fibre
bundles due to TMS of the left M1 hand area, at the start of the stimulation pulse. The
colour limit is set to 20 V/m for clarity reasons.

While the electric field in Fig. 7.6 remains mainly concentrated in the vicinity
of the coil, its component parallel to the neuron’s local orientation exhibits a
larger and more irregular spatial spread, as can be seen from the 40×20×100
mm3 box in Fig. 7.7. This clarifies our decision to consider a substantially
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larger area of interest than previous studies, namely all tracts traversing the
15-mm range around the left M1 hand hotspot. Not in all tract points near
the coil, and thus near the M1 ROI, a large effective electric field is induced,
and at the same time it is not limited to those points. This is illustrated more
quantitatively in Fig. 7.8, in which the effective electric field of each point in
the 54 neural tracts is plotted as a function of the distance between this point
and the seed ROI centre. A strong and localised variation of the field can be
observed. This is caused by the interplay of different factors such as the tract’s
position and orientation in relation to the TMS coil, the neural trajectory and
its course along the white and grey matter interface. At a distance of 20 mm,
the effective electric field can be near to zero or 25 V/m, illustrating the depen-
dence on the above mentioned various factors. The same can be observed at
40 mm. Moreover, the average effective field is not continuously descending
for increased distance: 14 mm away from the M1 hotspot, the field amounts
on average 9.6 V/m, while at a double distance it is 12.9 V/m. At single tract
points, this effect is even more pronounced, with effective field values up to
31.8 V/m at 27-mm distance and 17.1 V/m at 49 mm. The occurrence of the
effective field amplitude at certain distance gives a trend of its spatial extent.
The order of electric field magnitude decreased from 100 V/m (Fig. 7.6) to tens
of V/m for its effective component (Figs. 7.7-7.8), which is consistent to liter-
ature for the applied stimulator output of 21.87 A/µs (Miranda et al., 2007;
Salvador et al., 2011).
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Figure 7.8: Strong and localised variation of the effective electric field. For each tract point,
the effective field amplitude (in V/m) is plotted as a function of its distance from the M1
ROI centre (in m). The colours indicate the number of tract points out of in total 41664 points
with those parameters. The averaged effective field over 1-mm intervals is represented by
the red line.
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Figure 7.9: Modelling the impact of left M1 hand area TMS on the five considered neural
fibre bundles. (Upper left) Induced effective electric field amplitude (in V/m). The colour
limit is set to 20 V/m, similar as in Fig. 7.7. (Upper right) Directional derivative of the effec-
tive electric field along the neural fibres (in mV). (Lower left) Effective electric field term (in
mV) which mainly reaches higher values at terminations and sharp bends. (Lower right)
Electric field jump mechanism at the GM-WM interface (in mV). The colour range of the
first two stimulation mechanisms is set to [-52, 52] mV, equally to the stimulation threshold
proposed by Silva et al. (2008), the third one to [-3, 3] mV for clarity reasons. The length
constant λ is equal to 2 mm. All plots are at the time instant when stimulation begins, corre-
sponding with maximal induced electric field values as explained in Fig. 1.9. Consequently,
the stimulation mechanisms are sinusoidal waves in phase. Large positive values cause de-
polarisation at this time moment, while large negative values cause hyperpolarisation now
and depolarisation half a pulse width later.

In Fig. 7.9 we focus on the effective electric field amplitude along the five con-
sidered neural tracts and the corresponding 3 stimulation mechanisms. These
mechanisms interact with the voltage-gated ion channels at the plasma mem-
brane of the neurons, in accordance with the Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics (6.33)
and alter the membrane potentials (Roth and Basser, 1990). Once they exceed
a threshold, depolarisation occurs and an action potential is initiated resulting
in an excited or inhibited neuron. Similar as in (Silva et al., 2008), we assume
here stimulation will be achieved when one of the mechanisms reaches an
magnitude higher than 52 mV. Remark no mechanism for the five selected
tracts exceeds 52 mV and consequently no action potential will take place.
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Nevertheless, these figures show relative results with respect to the stimula-
tor output of this case study. When increasing the intensity of the stimulator,
and thus the excitation current amplitude, the induced electric field increases
proportionally such that the stimulation mechanisms exceed the stimulation
threshold. We discuss this further in Section 8.3. The effective electric field
term −λEl is the most dominant mechanism. It reaches maximal values of
44.31 mV for tract 1, 34.43 mV for tract 2 and 41.89 mV for tract 5, all within
the first 2.5 mm, and 33.04 and 33.10 mV for tract 3 and 4 at the place where
they bend sharply. So this mechanism would exceed the 52 mV threshold in
tract 1 for a peak excitation current time derivative higher than 25.67 A/µs.
Remark, this output is a bit lower than the lowest stimulation thresholds for a
biphasic pulse tabulated by Salvador et al. (2011). In Section 8.3 we will show a
higher output is indeed needed to retrieve an action potential. The directional
derivative term −λ2 ∂El

∂l operates primarily in tract 1 and 4, with voltages up
to 29.91 and 26.06 mV, due to the fast changing field at those points. The jump
term −λ ∆E

2 remains small (< 3 mV) for all tracts in this case study. In gen-
eral, we can state that the stimulation mechanisms are the highest at neural
terminations and bends; and that therefore activation mainly occurs at those
sites.
These findings of strong variation and the preferred stimulations sites are con-
sistent with those of Salvador et al. (2011). However, we find it hard to deter-
mine which mechanism dominates for which type of tract (PTNs 1, 1*, 2, 2*;
association fibres 3, 4, 5) and even to dissociate these different types. This can
be explained by the fact that in contrast to including predefined and simplified
neural pathways, we received realistic, but irregular geometrical information
from the DTI-based tractography.

7.2.2 Influence of neural tract orientation

In this subsection we assess the effect of differently oriented neural tracts on
the effective electric field. As previously mentioned, alternative but closely lo-
cated tracts were selected for tract 1 and 2 and marked with an asterisk (1*
and 2*). Their effective electric fields are plotted in Fig. 7.10 as function of the
distance along the neural pathway.
The distance l along neural tract 1 is measured from coordinate (-6.25, -24.52,
41.80) in mm towards (-1.00, -6.69, -34.50). The difference in effective electric
field ∆El between this tract and its alternative has a mean of 0.52 V/m and
reaches its maximum of 15.92 V/m for l equal to 4.4 mm. The point-wise dif-
ference ∆l between the coordinates of both amounts to a minimum of 0.9 mm,
a maximum of 3.7 mm and is on average 2.2 mm. The largest ∆El occur mainly
in the first 5 mm of the tract, whereas ∆l in this interval is limited to 2 mm and
the angle between both tract orientations varies between 0.8 and 4 degrees.
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This difference in effective field even causes the dominant stimulation mech-
anism to change from −λEl for tract 1 to −λ2 ∂El

∂l for tract 1*, both taking place
at their beginning points. So a slightly different tract can give rise to the oc-
currence of distinct stimulation mechanisms.
For tract 2, the distance l is measured from coordinate (-6.11, -10.55, 19.57)
towards (-13.00, 4.31, -29.50). A mean ∆El of 0.70 V/m is observed and a max-
imum of 2.70 V/m for l equal to 23.9 mm. ∆l varies from 1.0 to 5.9 mm and
is on average 2.8 mm. For both tracts, −λEl is the dominant mechanism and
activation will take place at the beginning of the neural fibres.
These results demonstrate the strong variability of the effective electric field
among the tracts and confirm the need to model TMS effects for each case and
each patient individually.
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Figure 7.10: Effect of considering a slightly different oriented tract on the spatial variation
of the effective electric field (in V/m). (Left) Tract 1 and (right) 2 with their corresponding
similar tracts. ∆l is the distance (in mm) between both neural tracts. The distance is mea-
sured starting from the point closest to the M1 ROI. The presented effective electric fields
are at the moment that the stimulation pulse starts.

7.2.3 Influence of tissue anisotropy

When comparing the electric field of all cerebral tissues between the isotropic
and DTI-based anisotropic head model, differences up to 38.89 V/m are ob-
served. Fig. 7.11 depicts the effective electric field along the five selected tracts.
At some tract points the field decreases with maximum 6.44 V/m and at oth-
ers it increases with maximum 9.33 V/m, while the spatial field variation re-
mains globally the same. To draw general conclusions, we computed the ef-
fective fields along all 54 tracts, resulting in a total of 41664 data points, and
generated box plots for both the anisotropic and isotropic case and the differ-
ence between both (∆El,iso = El,iso − El), see Fig. 7.11. On each box, the cen-
tral red mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th (Q1) and 75th
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Figure 7.11: Effect of neglecting tissue anisotropy on the spatial variation of the effective
electric field (in V/m). (Upper left) The anisotropic and isotropic results are indicated with
solid and dotted lines, respectively. (Upper right) The difference between both. The distance
is measured starting from the point closest to the M1 ROI. (Lower left) Box plots of the
effective electric field for both cases (in V/m) for all 54 tracts. (Lower right) Box plot of the
error ∆El,iso (in V/m) for all 54 tracts. All results are at the time that the stimulation pulse
begins.

percentiles (Q3), the whiskers extend to extreme data points not considered
outliers. Points are defined as outliers if they are smaller than Q1 - 1.5(Q3 -
Q1) or larger than Q3 + 1.5(Q3 - Q1), and they are plotted individually.
Neglecting tissue anisotropy causes a moderated median increase of 0.29
V/m. 25% of all considered points show a decrease of more than 0.73 V/m
and another 25% an increase of more than 1.87 V/m. More than 90% of the
data points have a ∆El,iso between -4.64 and 5.78 V/m. The most extreme
changes are -10.89 and 10.67 V/m. In general, a localised effective electric
field increase is observed due to isotropic tissues. A correlation coefficient,
see equation (5.2), of 0.9473 between both cases is obtained.
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7.2.4 Influence of not well-known conductivity values

At low frequencies, where the conductivity values in literature are scarce
and have larger than average uncertainties, the 4-Cole-Cole model should be
used with caution in the knowledge that it provides a best estimate based on
present data. For the applied fundamental frequency of 4.348 kHz, the con-
ductivity values according to this model are 0.066 and 0.108 S/m for white
and grey matter, respectively, see Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 7.12: Effect of not well-known conductivity values on the effective electric field
(in V/m). (Upper) Box plots of all 54 tracts of the difference ∆El,σ equal to El,σ − El due
to varying σ. They are arranged with an increasing WM/GM ratio and are labelled with
the factors both conductivities σWM/σGM are multiplied with. (Lower) For each case, the
corresponding conductivity values (in S/m) of white and grey matter are indicated with
red and blue bars, respectively.

To investigate the effect of these not well-known values, white matter conduc-
tivity was multiplied by 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 and the same variation was applied
for grey matter. For each combination, a box plot was generated of ∆El,σ, de-
fined as the effective electric field of the adapted minus standard case for all 54
tracts, and all plots are shown in Fig. 7.12. They are arranged according to an
increasing WM/GM conductivity ratio from 0.41 to 0.92. At first glance, over-
all limited differences can be observed. More than 90% of the data points have
a ∆El,σ between -0.66 and 0.67 V/m and a high correlation coefficient of 0.9981
between El and El,σ is observed. The major changes take place when multi-
plying white matter conductivity by 1.2 and keeping grey matter conductivity
unaltered, with a maximum effective field increase of 6.35 V/m and decrease
of 6.57 V/m. When looking closer, it is remarkable how the median is always
slightly negative (positive) and the 75th percentile is slightly lower (higher)
than the 25th percentile in absolute value for reduced (raised) WM/GM con-
ductivity ratios with respect to the original ratio of 0.61. This means that in-
creasing the ratio resulted in an increased effective electric field and vice versa.
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However, the impact remains limited and is not proportional for the left M1
hand area stimulation case study.

7.2.5 Influence of coil orientation

In this subsection, we study the influence of changes in the coil orientation to
the effective electric field. First, the TMS coil is rotated about the normal vector
(vector n in Section 2.3.1) by an angle α between -20 to +20 degrees, in steps
of 10 degrees. Fig. 7.13 illustrates this coil rotation angle and the field changes
∆El,α it causes. For α equal to -10 degrees, a moderate median increase of 0.25
V/m is observed. 25% of all tract points show a decrease of more than 0.42
V/m and another 25% an increase of more than 0.87 V/m. The most extreme
changes are -7.78 and 11.75 V/m. Remark these values are relatively high com-
pared to the effective electric field values which are mainly between -20 and
10 V/m as shown in Fig. 7.11. For α equal to +10 degrees, a moderate median
increase of 0.12 V/m is observed. 25% of all points show a decrease of more
than 0.67 V/m and another 25% an increase of more than 0.92 V/m. The most
extreme changes are -12.12 and 6.55 V/m. When the coil is rotated by a larger
angle, the differences in effective field obviously increase, leading to larger in-
terquartile ranges and more extreme ∆El,α up to 20.61 V/m for α = −20 ◦ and
-24.08 V/m for α =+20 ◦, respectively. More than 90% of all data points have a
∆El,α between -2.63 and 3.01 V/m for rotating the coil 10 degrees and the cor-
relation coefficient amounts 0.9721. Rotating the coil 20 degrees reduces the
latter to 0.8935.

Secondly, we tilted the TMS coil about the maximal induced current direction
(vector m in Section 2.3.1) by an angle β, changing from -10 to +10 degrees, in
steps of 5 degrees. When increasing the tilt angle even more, the coil crosses
the modelled head surface, which is not relevant to simulate. The effect of this
tilt angle on the effective electric field ∆El,β, defined as El,β minus standard
El with β = 0 ◦, is presented in box plots in Fig. 7.14. A negative angle results
in a moderate median decrease of 0.39 V/m (β=-10 ◦) and 0.05 V/m (β=-5 ◦),
while a positive angle results on average in an increase of 0.29 V/m (β=+5 ◦)
and 1.00 V/m (β=+10 ◦). Again, larger interquartile ranges and lower correla-
tion coefficients (0.8956 versus 0.9795) are observed for larger tilt angles and
more extreme differences up to 14.66 V/m and -38.59 V/m. More than 90%
of the data points have a ∆El,β between -4.99 and 5.73 V/m for tilting the coil
10 degrees. Consequently, tilting causes almost twice greater changes in the
effective electric field than coil rotation for this case study.
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Figure 7.13: Effect of changing the coil rotation angle α. (Left) The red line illustrates the
coil normal vector. Rotating the coil by a positive angle α = 20 ◦ about this vector is shown
in blue and by a negative angle α = −20 ◦ in green. (Right) Box plots of all 54 tracts of the
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Figure 7.14: Effect of changing the coil tilt angle β. (Left) The red line illustrates the maxi-
mal induced current direction of the coil. Tilting the coil by a positive angle β = 10 ◦ about
this vector is shown in blue and by a negative angle β = −10 ◦ in green. (Right) Box plots
of all 54 tracts of the error El,β − El due to tilting.

7.3. Discussion and assumptions

In Part I, a flexible solver has been developed for calculating the electromag-
netic phenomena of TMS. Patient-specific results are preserved, since the head
models include realistic geometry and tissue anisotropy based on the patient’s
MRI. In this chapter, the macroscopic induced electric field distribution is
computed in the whole brain and its component parallel to the neurons’ lo-
cal orientation, the so-called effective electric field, is studied. Most models
use 2D or simplified representations of the neural fibres with assumed ge-
ometries, whereas we embedded realistic 3D neural trajectories near the tar-
geted region of interest reconstructed by DTI-based tractography. Moreover,
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we investigated the stimulation mechanisms associated to terminations, sharp
bends and GM-WM interface crossing of the fibre as well as the gradient of the
effective electric field along the neural fibre tracts.
A large and irregular spatial spread of the effective electric field is observed.
Up to 7-cm distance from the M1 ROI centre, fields of 6 V/m are induced at
some points along the tracts (Fig. 7.8). Moreover, strong and localised field
variations between the tracts themselves and along them are demonstrated.
This is caused by the interplay of factors such as the tract’s position and orien-
tation in relation to the TMS coil, the neural trajectory and its course along the
white and grey matter interface. The effective electric field term −λEl proved
to be the most dominant stimulation mechanism in the 5 main fibre bundles,
occurring at neural terminations and bends (Fig. 7.9). The directional deriva-
tive term −λ2 ∂El

∂l could compete at certain tract points, for example at the be-
ginning points of tract 1* (Fig. 7.10), whereas the jump term −λ ∆E

2 remained
small (< 3 mV) for all tracts.
However, the obtained findings should not be extrapolated without caution. It
is not the aim of this study to draw general conclusions about which tracts or
broader regions will be stimulated due to TMS and which stimulation mech-
anisms will cause the effect. All simulations of this chapter were performed
for one specific healthy volunteer (female, 25 y), using her personal T1- and
diffusion-weighted MRI, and with single pulse stimulation delivered to the
left M1 hand area as case study. Nevertheless, we can make conclusions about
the sensitivity of the model towards the investigated parameters.
Whereas it has been suggested that tissue anisotropy has only a modest effect
on TMS modelling and consequently it can be ignored without major errors
(Laakso et al., 2014; Nummenmaa et al., 2014; Opitz et al., 2011), our study
indicates that these errors have the same order of magnitude as rotating the
stimulation coil with 10 degrees, displayed in the box plots of Figs. 7.11 and
7.13-7.14 Therefore, we recommend the incorporation of realistic DTI-based
anisotropy. The impact of including not-well known conductivity values, on
the other hand, is limited, see Fig. 7.12, and hence justifies the use of the less
accurate 4-Cole-Cole model for the kHz range.
Moreover, we observed that changing these different parameters affected the
effective electric field and corresponding stimulation mechanisms in a non-
trivial way. The interplay of their effects give rise to non-linear complex out-
comes. It is therefore hard to draw general conclusions on the effects of pa-
rameters on the effective electric field. Furthermore, a strong variability can
be observed. Consequently, predictions on stimulation results are difficult to
make and case- and patient-specific simulations accommodating all parame-
ters and respective effects are essential.
This study focussed on 54 selected neural fibre tracts, derived from 3D trac-
tography reconstruction. One of the limitations is the missing interneurons,
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which are assumed to be indirectly excited by TMS (Di Lazzaro and Ziemann,
2013). The effects of incorporating shorter tracts (<5 cm), applying tractog-
raphy with lower FA threshold or higher bending angle threshold should be
analysed, together with the impact of a higher stimulator output, in order to
exceed the stimulation threshold of 52 mV (Silva et al., 2008).
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All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered;
the point is to discover them.

Galileo Galilei

8
Spatio-temporal behaviour of membrane

potentials

The effect of an applied electric field on a neuron, induced by TMS, corre-
sponds in fact to a change of its transmembrane potential. Thus the next step
in our computational model is the simulation of these transmembrane poten-
tials. This chapter, extensively applies the independent impedance method for
the electric field calculations and the cable equations, presented in Chapter 6,
for the spatio-temporal behaviour of the membrane potentials on neural path-
ways, and this on various head models. Progressive steps are taken towards
realistic and clinical relevant simulations, so to decrease the gap between mod-
elling and reality in the application of TMS.
First, a preliminary study is performed on a simple rat head model repre-
sented by enclosed ellipsoids in which the neural fibres are considered as
straight radially-oriented bundles. The passive cable equation, see Section
6.2.1, is applied to simulate the subthreshold response for different fibre ori-
entations. These calculations show the potential of the developed methods to
be applied for preclinical studies.
Furthermore, a realistic human head model with a single tract is considered.
The neural trajectory is reconstructed with DTI-based tractography, as ex-
plained in Section 6.3. This tract is located near the left dorsolateral prefrontal
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cortex, particularly targeted in the TMS treatment of medication-resistant de-
pression (Pascual-Leone et al., 1996). Since the TMS coil is commonly posi-
tioned following an inaccurate standard procedure, we investigate its effect
on the membrane potentials by looking at the number of initiated action po-
tentials, using the active cable equation of Section 6.2.2.
Finally, the calculations are refined to a realistic head model enclosing multi-
ple tracts nearby the targeted brain region of interest. This way, we demon-
strate the flexibility of the developed methods and their applicability on vari-
ous head models. The accuracy of the calculations depends on the chosen head
model. In this last Section, the research from previous Chapter 7 is continued.
The spatio-temporal variation of the membrane potentials is investigated for
the same case study as in Section 7.2. All 54 tracts are segmented in dendrites,
soma, axon hillock, initial segment and alternating Ranvier nodes and myeli-
nated internodes, such that the complete compartmental cable equation, as
explained in Section 6.2.3, can be applied. For the study in depth, we focus on
a single tract. The influence of an increasing stimulator output is investigated,
together with a sensitivity analysis of the not well-known neural parameter
values on the stimulation threshold.
Results from this chapter have been presented at the International Conference
on Biomagnetism (BIOMAG) in 2012 in France and the International IEEE
EMBS Conference on Neural Engineering (NER) in 2013 in San Diego, USA
(De Geeter et al., 2013a).

8.1. Preliminary study on a simple rat head model

As a preliminary study, we simulated the response to a 20mm figure-of-eight
TMS coil delivered with a Rapid2 stimulator (MagStim Inc., Whitland, United
Kingdom) in a simple rat brain. The rat head is modelled as 6 concentric ellip-
soids representing the tissues scalp, bone, CSF, grey matter, white matter and
thalamus. The thalamus has a radius of 2 mm, the major and the two minor
axes of the cortical layer are 28 mm and 14 mm long and the other layers are
2 mm and 1 mm thick near these major and minor axes respectively, similar
to the rat’s real dimensions (Paxinos and Watson, 2008). The neural fibres are
considered as straight radially-oriented bundles located in white matter con-
necting the thalamus with grey matter. Each bundle is defined by two angles
α and θ, as illustrated is Fig. 8.1, ranging from 0 to 180 degrees and from 0 to
360 degrees, respectively, in steps of 10 degrees.
The 20mm figure-of-eight coil is the smallest commercially available TMS coil
and is positioned centrally over the rat head in the axial plane, perpendicular
to the skull, see Fig. 8.1. It is modelled as two circular coils, located side-by-
side, with 9 turns each and consists of copper wire with a rectangular cross
section (0.80 mm× 5.50 mm). The inner and outer radii of one circular coil are
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Figure 8.1: Axial and sagittal views of the modelled figure-of-eight TMS coil with coating
and the rat head model.

4.35 mm and 13.15 mm respectively. We modelled the total excitation current
at 50% output of the MagStim Rapid2 stimulator (Whitland, United Kingdom)
as a sine with peak amplitude of 1430 A in each wing, resulting in a current of
159 A and a current density of 36 A/mm2 in each of the 9 turns. The applied
pulse width is set to 1 ms. The isotropic material properties, corresponding
to this 1 kHz frequency, are obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model (2.31), sim-
ilar to those of human tissues. The thalamus is considered to have the same
properties as grey matter.

The induced electric field distribution is calculated using the isotropic inde-
pendent impedance method, as explained in Chapters 3 and 5, for a field of
interest of 30 mm × 50 mm × 22 mm with a resolution of 0.4 mm. Fig. 8.2 vi-
sualises this field and its component parallel to the neurons’ local orientation,
the so-called effective electric field, in the white matter.

This electric field affects the membrane potential of a neural fibre as described
by the passive cable equation, see Section 6.2.1. Studies have shown that
straight fibres are primarily activated by the gradient of the effective electric
field along the neural fibres (Rattay, 1986), which is plotted in Fig. 8.3. Remark
that this term needs to be multiplied with −λ2 to obtain the first stimulation
mechanism (7.1).

We simulated the variation of the membrane potentials along the fibre bundles
due to a single biphasic TMS pulse according to the passive cable equation
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Figure 8.2: (Above) Induced electric field magnitude (in V/m) and (below) effective electric
field (in V/m) in the rat head model. Voxels that do not belong to the white matter have
been masked.
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Figure 8.3: Directional derivative of the effective electric field along the neural fibres (in
V/m2). Voxels that do not belong to the white matter have been masked.
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(6.1), which is repeated here for clarity reasons:

λ2 ∂2V
∂l2 − (V −Vr) = τ

∂V
∂t

+ λ2 ∂El
∂l

. (8.1)

This equation is discretised using the Crank-Nicolson method, with ∆t = 1 ms
and ∆l = 45 µm. The following parameter values were obtained from litera-
ture: the membrane capacitance per unit area Cm = 0.009 F/m2 (Gentet et al.,
2000), the membrane resistance Rm = 23 Ωm2 and the axial resistivity Ra =
0.354 Ωm (Rosenthal and Bezanilla, 2000). When considering fibre bundles
with a diameter d of 0.4 mm, the space and time constants become, based on
equations (6.2-6.3) and (6.25-6.27) with Rm = 1/Gm:

λ =

√
dRm

4Ra
(8.2)

τ = RmCm, (8.3)

equal to 0.0806 m and 0.207 s, respectively.
The resulting change of the membrane potential ∆V = V − Vr for the neural
fibre bundle, defined by the angles α = 40 ◦ and θ = 90 ◦, is plotted in red in
Fig. 8.4 as a function of time. We can confirm the successive depolarisation,
hyperpolarisation and once more depolarisation due to the induced (effec-
tive) electric field that is first highly positive, decreases to negative values and
then turns positive again, as in Fig. 1.9. However, these potential changes re-
main limited and last as long as the period of stimulation, namely 1 ms. This
subthreshold stimulation justifies the use of the passive cable theory, since no
action potentials are generated.
When we take a neural fibre bundle in the opposite direction, namely α = 40 ◦

and θ = 270 ◦, the membrane potential changes reversely in time, see the blue
curve in Fig. 8.4. This is due to the reversed sign of the effective electric field.
We would observe a similar effect when rotating the coil 180 degrees, i.e. from
posterior-to-anterior (PA) to anterior-to-posterior (AP), while considering the
same fibre bundle as before.
Fig. 8.5 depicts the maximal membrane potential changes ∆V for different
angle regions, which seem to be highly dependent on the fibre orientation.
The highest values occur for α = 40− 50◦ and θ = 90◦ and 270◦, whereas the
lowest values occur for α = 0− 10◦, 80− 90◦ and 170− 180◦ and θ = 0− 20◦,
160− 200◦ and 340− 360◦.
This study shows that neural fibres oriented perpendicular to the plane of the
coil (α ≈ kπ, ∀θ), i.e. parallel to vector n of Section 2.3.1, are less accessible
for stimulation. The effective electric field is limited in these fibres when com-
pared to the amplitude of the electric field. On the other hand, we observed
that for optimal stimulation the neural fibres should be oriented in the direc-
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Figure 8.4: Temporal variation of the membrane potentials relative to the resting value (in
mV) along the neural fibres, defined by the angles α = 40 ◦ and θ = 90 ◦ (in red) and 270 ◦
(in blue).
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Figure 8.5: Maximal changes of the membrane potential relative to its resting value (in mV)
for different angle ranges. The same axial and sagittal views as in Fig. 8.1 are plotted.

tion of the maximal induced currents (θ ≈ π/2 + kπ), i.e. parallel to vector m
of Section 2.3.1, and at an angle of 45 degrees relative to the normal vector n
(α ≈ π/4 + kπ/2). This is in correspondence with the fact that an externally
applied electric field preferentially stimulates neural fibres which align paral-
lel to it (Rushton, 1927).
However, this study is preliminary, since the TMS response is simulated on
a simple ellipsoidal rat head model with straight radially-oriented neural fi-
bres and isotropic tissue parameters. This simplicity leads to the loss of some
valuable features, such as realistic brain geometry, cerebral tissue heterogene-
ity and neuronal structures. They have a significant effect on the spatial dis-
tributions of the induced electric field and its gradient along the fibre tracts,
as shown in Fig. 7.8. The figure-of-eight coil was positioned centrally over
the head model, whereas in most practical clinical applications, a certain de-
gree of symmetry break is required (Roth et al., 2013). A symmetric stimula-
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tion of the cortex is usually undesired, but instead a complex distribution that
more likely reaches deeper regions. The coil position and orientation shapes
strongly the distribution of the induced electric field, certainly in head models
with realistic brain geometry and electrical properties. Only one of the three
stimulation mechanisms, see Section 7.1, was taken into account. Moreover,
the space constant λ (≈ 8cm) was taken in correspondence to the squid giant
axon (Rosenthal and Bezanilla, 2000), but should be lowered. Indeed, values
in the mm-order would be more suitable for mammals. We will include the
above-mentioned features in the following sections.

8.2. Effect of inaccurate targeting of the left DLPFC

Repetitive TMS to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is clini-
cally used for the non-invasive treatment of medication-resistant depression
(George et al., 1995; O’Reardon et al., 2007; Padberg and George, 2009; Pascual-
Leone et al., 1996). However, the pathophysiology of depression involves a
wider cortical-subcortical network. The subgenual anterior cingulate cortex
(sACC), corresponding to Brodmann area 25, shown in Fig. 1.14, and cen-
tral to this limbic network, plays a role in the experience of negative mood
states. It is successively targeted during chronic deep brain stimulation in de-
pressed patients (Mayberg et al., 2005) by which electrodes are implanted in
this region. Since TMS generates maximum electromagnetic fields in the cor-
tical surface with a limited penetration into subcortical structures, its direct
effect is restricted to more superficial targets. Therefore, the DLPFC, which
corresponds roughly to Brodmann area 9 and 46 and has interconnections to
the sACC (Carmichael and Price, 1995), was selected (George et al., 1995).
To target the left DLPFC, the TMS coil is commonly positioned following a
standard procedure (George et al., 1995; Pascual-Leone et al., 1996), illustrated
in Fig. 8.6, which is derived from the Talairach atlas (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988). First, the hand motor hotspot is identified by evoking a response of
a hand muscle, usually the abductor pollicis brevis muscle. The coil is then
moved 5 cm rostrally (i.e. towards the front) in a parasagittal plane, see Fig.
8.6. However, several studies have tested the reliability of this procedure and
showed it was not precisely targeting the desired cortical region (Ahdab et al.,
2010; Fitzgerald et al., 2009; Herwig et al., 2001; Nauczyciel et al., 2011; Pele-
man et al., 2010). Herwig et al. (2001) found that by applying this approach,
approximately two-thirds of his subjects received stimulation over the premo-
tor instead of the prefrontal cortex. The centre of the coil was thus located too
dorsally (i.e. towards the back). These findings were worsened by more recent
results (Nauczyciel et al., 2011) where the 5-cm distance was on average 17
mm too short. In contrast, another study found that the standard procedure re-
sulted in targets 15 mm more rostral than the reference DLPFC (Peleman et al.,
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2010). Nevertheless, they all demonstrate the large interindividual variability
of brain size and morphology (Bartley et al., 1997; Rajkowska and Goldman-
Rakic, 1995) and agree on the fact that the distance should be calculated or
the target should be localised on the basis of patient-specific neuroanatomical
data.

R L

hotspot

left DLPFC

5 cm

parasagittal 
plane

rostral

Figure 8.6: Standard procedure for targeting the left DLPFC. A parasagittal plane is a
sagittal plane that divides the body into unequal right and left regions, see also Fig. 1.11.

To our knowledge, up to now only clinical trials have reported the effect of the
inaccurate standard procedure, while simulations can provide added value by
predicting the sensitivity of the TMS response to coil shifts. Therefore, in this
Section we examine the electromagnetic and neurophysiologic changes due
to parasagittal displacements of the stimulation coil with respect to the refer-
ence position. First, the induced electric field distribution in a realistic patient-
specific head model is computed from which the activation function (Rattay,
1986) is calculated. Then one main neural bundle that is connected with the
targeted left DLPFC is traced using tractography (Leemans et al., 2009). Fi-
nally, the spatial distribution of the membrane potentials along this bundle
and its temporal dynamics are computed. Depending on the coil position, a
number of action potentials are initiated in the cortical tissue and propagate
along the fibre bundle towards deeper subcortical limbic regions.
We modulate the rTMS response in the prefrontal cortex of a human brain. The
used head model includes realistic geometry, since it is constructed from a T1-
weighted magnetic resonance image (MRI), and is segmented into the tissues
scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter and white matter. The frequency-
dependent anisotropic tissue properties, i.e. conductivity σ and permittivity
ε, are obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model (Gabriel et al., 1996c). Their di-
rectional dependence is computed based on diffusion-tensor MRI of the same
healthy subject. Also based on this DTI data set, the realistic oriented path-
ways of neural fibres are tracked located in the stimulated target by applying
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MR tractography. As explained before in Section 6.3, the graphical toolbox Ex-
ploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009) is used. Since the left DLPFC is targeted, this
defines the first region of interest (George et al., 1995) and the sACC, part of
the deeper limbic area, the second one ROI. The traced fibres are considered
as one myelinated neural bundle, visualised in Fig. 8.7.

Coronal plane Sagittal plane Axial plane

Dorsal

Ventral

Figure 8.7: Orientation of the considered neural fibre bundle. The DTI colours indicate
the dominant diffusion direction: red (right to left), green (posterior to anterior) and blue
(ventral to dorsal). The yellow line shows the intersection of the figure-of-eight coil with
the plane in question, and the white boxes the area which is zoomed in.

Figure 8.8: TMS to the left DLPFC. Axial, coronal and sagittal view of the T1-weighted
MRI with the induced electric field distribution (in V/m). The colour limit of the electric
field is set to the maximum value of 400 V/m. The yellow line shows the intersection of the
figure-of-eight coil with the plane in question, similar as in Fig. 8.7.

As in clinical practice, a 70mm figure-of-eight TMS coil (MagStim Inc., Whit-
land, United Kingdom) (Salinas et al., 2007) is positioned above the left
DLPFC, perpendicular to the skull, as can be seen in Fig. 8.8. For the purpose
of this study, the coil is then shifted more towards the front or more towards
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the back. To investigate the sensitivity of the results to these displacements,
we simulated the effect of small shifts, namely 2-, 4-, 8- and 16-mm distances
in both directions. We modelled the electromagnetic and neurophysiologic
response of a multiphasic pulse stimulation, with a sinusoidal waveform and
a pulse width of 250 µs, resulting in a frequency of 4.0 kHz, so as to mimic the
MagStim Rapid2 stimulator (Whitland, United Kingdom).

The induced eddy currents and electric field distributions are calculated using
the anisotropic independent impedance method, presented in Chapter 3. The
effective electric field along the neural fibres affects the membrane potentials
and can cause a generation and propagation of action potentials. To describe
this neurodynamic behaviour along the bundle we use the active Hodgkin-
Huxley based model (6.33-6.34). These equations are repeated here, but for
more details we refer to Section 6.2.2.

C∗m
∂V(l)

∂t
+ Iion(l) = G∗a (V(l − ∆l)− 2V(l) + V(l + ∆l))

+G∗a ∆lEl(l − ∆l)− G∗a ∆lEl(l) (8.4)

with the ionic current being the sum of sodium, potassium and leakage cur-
rents for the active components:

Iion(l) = πd∆l
(

GNam3h(V(l)−VNa) + GKn4(V(l)−VK) + GL(V(l)−VL)
)

.
(8.5)

This equation is discretised using the Crank-Nicolson method, with ∆t = 1 µs
and ∆l = 0.2 mm. The parameter values are obtained from the human fibre
model of Wesselink et al. (1999), listed in Table 6.1. Active responses are taken
into account by modelling the voltage-gated ion channels on the membrane at
Ranvier nodes, see also the electrical network shown in Fig. 6.8. Remark that
these nodes were the only neural segments implemented for these simulations
and therefore, the interaction between these active components and the pas-
sive myelinated internodes was neglected, as well as the dendrite, soma, axon
hillock and initial segment.

We investigate the electromagnetic and neurophysiologic differences between
TMS to the reference DLPFC (case B) on the one hand and when the coil is
shifted 8 mm more dorsally (Herwig et al., 2001; Nauczyciel et al., 2011) (case
A) or rostrally (Peleman et al., 2010) (case C) on the other hand. Fig. 8.9 illus-
trates how the effective electric field along the neural fibre bundle changes as
a function of the distance along this bundle. In all cases an action potential is
initiated. The gradient of the electric field, which defines the activation func-
tion (Rattay, 1986), is the highest at 11.8 mm, namely where the tract bends.
Neural bends are indeed crucial points for activation in accordance with lit-
erature (Maccabee et al., 1993). The amplitude of the electric field along the
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bundle is the highest in Fig. 8.9A and the smallest in Fig. 8.9C. A spike can
only be generated in case of a sufficient gradient of this electric field.
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Figure 8.9: (Left) The electric fields along the tract and corresponding membrane potentials
at the time of 1.290 ms, when the first action potential is initiated. This is thus 290 µs after
the start of the multiphasic stimulation at time 1 ms. The neural bundle is oriented from
the superficial cortex towards a more deeper subcortical region. (Right) Spatio-temporal
distributions of the membrane potentials. (A) The coil is shifted 8 mm more dorsal, (B)
reference position, (C) the coil is shifted 8 mm more rostral.

Also the simulated spatio-temporal distributions of the membrane potentials
are depicted in Fig. 8.9. Initially, the membrane is in rest at -84 mV. After 1 ms a
multiphasic pulse stimulation is applied that continues 10.45 ms. During this
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period, 7 action potentials are initiated and are propagating in both directions
of the tract, as simulated in case B. However, for a coil displacement of 8 mm
more dorsal, case A, the simulations resulted in the generation of 9 spikes. For
the 8-mm shift more rostral, Fig. 8.9C shows the generation of only one spike.
Even though the electric field was moderately changed.
To investigate whether these findings can be generalised, i.e. increased (de-
creased) generation of action potentials in case of targeting more dorsal (ros-
tral) stimulation regions, we simulated the effect of more shifts, namely 2, 4
and 16 mm in both directions. Fig. 8.10 depicts the number of generated ac-
tion potentials, decreasing indeed from 11 to zero spikes with increasing coil
displacements in the rostral direction.
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Figure 8.10: Impact of the coil displacement on the number of generated action potentials.
Positive displacements are in the rostral direction (i.e. more towards the front of the head).

Remark that the applied simulations are based on the assumption that TMS
effects originate from direct pyramidal axon stimulation. Moreover, the used
neural model is a simplification, since it does only take nodes of Ranvier into
consideration and not the heterogeneity of neural bundles, and it is limited to
one bundle in a realistic volume conductor. In addition, the effect of only the
first stimulation mechanism (7.1) is counted for. Generalisation of the obtained
results is therefore difficult.

8.3. Simulations on a realistic head model and neural trajectories

Finally, we simulate the TMS response on the left M1 hand area of the same
realistic head model as in Section 7.2. Whereas that section focused on the in-
duced effective electric field and the three different stimulation mechanisms,
we will now investigate their effects on the membrane potentials in time and
space. The previous Sections 8.1 and 8.2 only modelled the passive and active
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responses, respectively. We will now use the complete compartmental cable
equation as explained in Section 6.2.4 including dendrites, soma, axon hillock,
initial segment and alternating Ranvier nodes and myelinated internodes.
Since there is a great difference between the lengths of the various segments,
we implemented a variable space step, such that all segments are divided in
10 steps. For example, the length of one Ranvier node is approximately 1000
times smaller than that of one myelinated internode, see Table 6.1. Such a node
of Ranvier will be discretised with a very fine space step ∆l of 0.15 µm, while
myelinated internodes have a spatial grid of about 100 µm, depending on the
exact length of the neural tract. This way, memory problems are avoided. The
time step ∆t is 1 µs.

Table 8.1: Space step, space constant and time constant of the different neural segments,
based on human sensory fibre data (Salvador, 2009; Wesselink et al., 1999).

Segment ∆l λ τ

Dendrite (Passive) 100 µm 1.49 mm 10.26 ms
Soma (Passive) 10 µm [1.49 - 4.08] mm 10.26 ms

Axon hillock (Active) 1 µm [123 - 87] µm 46.54 µs
Initial segment (Active) 2 µm 87 µm 46.54 µs

Myelinated internode (Passive) ± 100 µm f4 8.70 mm 0.5 ms
Ranvier node (Active) 0.15 µm 87 µm 46.54 µs

Individual neurons, and even different patches of the membrane within a
given neuron, can have different space constants because it depends upon
the membrane resistance and the axial resistance (6.2). When the membrane
resistance is low, and thus the conductance is high, ions (that cause the poten-
tial change) can leak through the membrane via open channels, resulting in a
shorter space constant. When a neuron has a large diameter, the ions can flow
easily along the axon and the axial resistance will be low, leading to a longer
space constant. This explains the different λ values between active and pas-
sive segments and its range for those segments with variable diameter. The
applied λ and τ values are calculated using equation (8.2). The conductance
(GNam3h + GKn4 + GL) of the active components is computed based on the
initial values of the gates (6.48-6.50). As these gating variables change in time
depending on the voltage, the conductance and consequently the space con-
stant will also change. According to Rattay (1999), the compartment length
should be smaller than λ/4 to obtain an error of the order of 1% compared
to the solution of the continuous cable equation. Our values easily meet this
requirement.

4 depending on the length of the neural tract
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The same 54 neural trajectories are considered as in Fig. 7.3. Trilinear interpo-
lation is used to convert the fibre tracts from the 1-mm spatial grid to the more
fine and variable mesh. We first focus on one tract, more specifically tract 5 of
Fig. 7.3, which is an association fibre, plotted individually in Fig. 8.11 together
with its corresponding segments.
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Figure 8.11: Orientation of tract 5 with its corresponding segments. The black squares
indicate the original tract coordinates with 1-mm coarse step. Close-up from the first 65
tract points with variable fine step and their corresponding type of segment.

The membrane potential is assumed to be initially at rest, at its resting value
Vr equal to -84 mV. After 20 µs, a single biphasic pulse with a pulse width of
230 µs is applied with a 70-mm figure-of-eight Nexstim coil (Nexstim Ltd.,
Helsinki, Finland). First, the peak excitation current time derivative is set
to 21.87 A/µs, analogous to the TMS pulse simulated in Section 7.2. Back
then, we hypothesised that this stimulator output is too small to generate ac-
tion potentials. Therefore, it will be increased gradually. The resulting spatio-
temporal distributions of the membrane potential are shown in Fig. 8.12. To
facilitate the interpretation of these images, the horizontal white lines of Fig.
8.12A and B are depicted in Fig. 8.13 as a function of time and the vertical
white lines of Fig. 8.12C are plotted in Fig. 8.14 as a function of space.
Case A of Fig. 8.13 confirms that a stimulator output of 21.87 A/µs, used in
Section 7.2, is not high enough for the initiation of action potentials in the in-
vestigated tract 5. Only moderate changes of the membrane potential are ob-
served for the duration of the stimulus. Fig. 8.13A focusses on the tract point
at l=6.1 mm, indicated with a white horizontal line in Fig. 8.12A. It shows that
the induced effective electric field yields a maximum value of 14.3 V/m. First
a hyperpolarisation from -84 mV to -92.3 mV occurs, than a depolarisation to
-73.1 mV, followed by a hyperpolarisation to -87.9 mV. This sequence is the re-
sult of the alternating sign of the effective electric field and the fact that −λEl
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Figure 8.12: Variation of the membrane potential V (in mV) in time and distance along the
neural tract for increasing stimulation intensity. (A) 21.87 A/µs, (B) 74.36 A/µs, (C) 75.90
A/µs, (D) 78.74 A/µs, (E) 96.24 A/µs and (F) 131.24 A/µs. To facilitate interpretation, the
horizontal white lines of A and B are depicted in Fig. 8.13 as a function of time and the
vertical white lines of C are plotted in Fig. 8.14 as a function of space.

is the dominant stimulation mechanism, see again Section 7.2. After the TMS
pulse, at 250 µs, the membrane potential restores to its resting state.
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Figure 8.13: The effective electric fields and corresponding membrane potentials at point
l=6.1 mm of tract 5, where the highest potentials are observed. The same information as
the white horizontal lines of Fig. 8.12A and B is plotted as a function of time. These results
are in agreement with the theoretical waveforms of Fig. 1.9, since −λEl is the dominant
stimulation mechanism.
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Figure 8.14: Membrane potential variation along the neural trajectory, for 7 different time
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Figure 8.15: Variation of the dimensionless gating variables m, h and n at tract point l=6.1
mm for cases B and C of Fig. 8.12.
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When increasing the stimulator output to 74.36 A/µs (case B), a similar wave
pattern is produced, see Figs. 8.12B and 8.13B. The effective electric field rises
to 48.4 V/m, resulting in a maximal membrane potential of -44.73 mV. After
the TMS pulse, a higher and longer transient response is observed than for
case A. Still, no action potential is generated. Fig. 8.15B displays the corre-
sponding m, h and n values of the fictional gates as a function of time. The
open probability of the activation gate for the sodium channel m starts in-
creasing from 0.1 ms till 0.24 ms, whereas the sodium inactivation variable
h decreases and the potassium activation variable n increases till 0.385 ms. It
takes approximately 2.5 ms before they are all returned to their resting values.
A stimulator output of 75.90 A/µs is required so that the depolarised mem-
brane exceeds the threshold (case C). This stimulation threshold is compara-
ble with the obtained values of Salvador et al. (2011). Fig. 8.12C shows that
an action potential originates at position l=6.1 mm (at a node of Ranvier) and
time t=0.38 ms and processes along the neural fibre till it reaches the end of
the axon at l=56.1 mm and t=1.48 ms. The velocity of the signal can thus be
approximated at 45 m/s. Remark that this action potential is initiated after
the stimulation pulse, that ends at t=0.25 ms. Its progress is demonstrated in
Fig. 8.14, which presents the white vertical lines of Fig. 8.12C and thus the
membrane potential as a function of the distance along the tract, at different
time points. During the stimulus, the membrane potential varies according to
the expected pattern, i.e. mainly hyperpolarisation for negative effective elec-
tric fields and vice versa. At time 0.3 ms, this effect has faded out, except in the
vicinity of l=6.1 mm where the membrane potential remains about -45 mV, see
the green solid line. 100 µs later, this depolarisation has become even stronger,
and values up to 20 mV are achieved. Once such an action potential arises,
it is conducted unattenuated down the axon. Fig. 8.15C illustrates how open
probability of the activation gate m increases to nearly 1 (0.9993) shortly after
the stimulation pulse, opening the sodium channels such that Na+ ions flow
into the cell and raise the membrane potential further providing positive feed-
back. Then, the open probability of the inactivation gate h starts to decrease
to nearly 0 (0.0081), turning off the Na+ flow. This decreased flow is also due
to a reduced driving force (V − VNa). Finally, the open probability of the ac-
tivation gate n of the potassium channel increases slowly and K+ ions flow
out of the cell. This causes the membrane potential to return gradually to its
resting value. It takes longer than 2.5 ms for the gating variables to return to
their resting values.
When we increase the stimulator output from 75.90 A/µs to, for example,
78.74 A/µs, a similar response is observed, except that the action potential
initiation occurs slightly faster, see case D of Fig. 8.12. Once initiated, it prop-
agates at the same velocity. With further increase to 96.24 A/µs (case E), there
arises a second action potential at l=27.5 mm. This signal is conducted in both
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directions of the neural fibre and collides with the other one at l=20.5 mm.
Because action potentials are followed by a refractory period, the membrane
is extensively hyperpolarised and remains so until the ionic concentrations re-
balance. As a consequence, two propagating action potentials that collide, an-
nihilate. The main result of this increased stimulator output is faster commu-
nication. Due to the generation of multiple action potentials along the neural
fibre, the electric signal reaches faster the end of the axon, ready for synaptic
interaction with other neurons of the brain network. This is also demonstrated
by the last case F of Fig. 8.12, in which the stimulator output is set to 131.24
A/µs. The action potential reaches the end of the axon at time t=0.58 ms.

To illustrate the influence of repeating single pulses shortly (≤ 1 s) after each
other, we simulated the effect of 4 stimulation pulses delivered at 1000 Hz. Af-
ter 20 µs, the first biphasic pulse with a pulse width of 230 µs is applied over
the left M1 hand area with a 70-mm figure-of-eight Nexstim coil (Nexstim
Ltd., Helsinki, Finland), analogously as before. This biphasic pulse is repeated
at the time points 1020, 2020 and 3020 µs. We still consider tract 5. Figs. 8.16
and 8.17 depict the obtained spatio-temporal variation of the membrane po-
tential and corresponding values of the open probabilities of the activation
and inactivation gates. For case A, the stimulation intensity is 78.74 A/µs. It
has been shown in Fig. 8.12 that this intensity is sufficiently high in order to
obtain an action potential. The first stimulation pulse triggers indeed an action
potential, unlike the subsequent pulses. This is due to the recovery phenom-
ena, which can be seen in Fig. 8.17A. The sodium channels are not recovered
enough from inactivation and the membrane of tract 5 is in its refractory pe-
riod. When increasing the stimulation intensity to 87.49 A/µs, case B, the third
stimulation pulse triggers an action potential as well. Although the m, h and
n values have not yet been returned to their resting values, an increased stim-
ulus appears thus to trigger additional action potentials, indicating a relative
instead of an absolute refractory period.
However, synapse is not included in the neurophysiological model, which
makes it hard to accurately simulate the effects and certainly the long-term
effects of rTMS.

The values of several parameters are not well known or may have a large
inter- and/or intra-subject variability. In order to evaluate their influence on
the predicted stimulation threshold, we perform a sensitivity analysis. This
threshold is defined as the minimal peak excitation current time derivative
needed to initiate an action potential at tract 5. The geometrical and electrical
parameters are varied according to the values found in literature (Gentet et al.,
2000; Manola et al., 2007; McIntyre et al., 2002; Rattay, 1999; Wesselink et al.,
1999). The difference between the stimulation threshold, obtained with these
extreme values, and the original threshold of 75.90 A/µs, corresponding with
the parameter values of Table 6.1, are listed in terms of percentage in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.16: Variation of the membrane potential V (in mV) in time and distance along
the neural tract for the stimulation intensities (A) 78.74 A/µs and (B) 87.49 A/µs. A total
duration of 5 ms is investigated during which 4 stimulation pulses, with a pulse width of
230 µs, are delivered at 1000 Hz. The corresponding m, h and n values at the horizontal
white lines are depicted in Fig. 8.17 as a function of time.

For example, Gentet et al. (2000) estimated the membrane capacitance per unit
area Cm for all segments, except the myelinated internodes, of cortical pyrami-
dal neurons to be 0.009 F/m2, which decreases the stimulation threshold with
18.2% in comparison to the original used Cm of 0.028 F/m2. The results of this
Table 8.2 demonstrate that the stimulation threshold is highly sensitive to the
intracellular resistivity Ra, with changes up to 75%, whereas it is less sensitive
to changes in the lengths and diameters of the different segments. Also the
initial state of the membrane potential is crucial. Assuming a lower V0 of -120
mV, increases the threshold with 33.1% in comparison to the original -84 mV.
When assuming an initial membrane potential of 40 mV, we were not able to
generate an action potential, no matter how strong the stimulus is, due to the
refractory period. The neuron cannot be activated again for some time since
the inactivation variable h has not recovered yet. Unlike the other parameters,
one extreme value does not correspond to a decrease, and the other with an
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Figure 8.17: Variation of the dimensionless gating variables m, h and n at point l=6.1 mm
of the considered tract 5 for cases A and B of Fig. 8.16.

increase of the obtained stimulation threshold. For example, an initial mem-
brane potential of -70 mV results as well in an increase of 39.8%. The optimal
value to start with is namely the resting potential Vr, equal to -84 mV. At last
we remark the low sensitivity of the compartmental simulations to ∆t, which
can be taken up to 5 µs, instead of 1 µs. This would make the computational
time five times shorter.
Up to now, we focussed on a single tract, namely tract 5. However, a group
of 54 neural tracts near the stimulated left M1 hand area were selected in
Section 7.2. Fig. 8.18 shows the simulated spatio-temporal variation of the
membrane potentials for an applied stimulator output of 87.50 A/µs. Let
us compare these images with Fig. 7.7, where the induced effective electric
field is presented at the start of the stimulation pulse, t=20µs. Those neu-
ral fibres experiencing a large field will effectively generate more easily an
action potential and conduct it unattenuated down their axons. Once more,
these results confirm that it is not a sufficient condition for tracts to be close
to the coil to be excited. It is an interplay of various factors, such as the
position and orientation of the TMS coil, the applied excitation, the neural
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Table 8.2: Sensitivity analysis of the neural parameter values on the stimulation threshold,
defined as the minimal peak excitation current time derivative needed to initiate an action
potential at tract 5. The changes are expressed in terms of percentage compared to the orig-
inal threshold of 75.90 A/µs. The geometrical and electrical parameters were varied one at
a time.

Parameter Range Change (%)

Initial membrane potential V0 (mV)f5 -120→ 40 33.1→ /
Intracellular resistivity Ra (Ωm) 0.1→ 1 -38.6→ 75.2

Dendrite length (µm) 1000→ 2200 0→ 11.0
Dendrite diameter (µm) 2→ 32 0.1→ -1.4

Initial segment length (µm) 1.5→ 60 -0.6→ 1.4
Unmyelinated axon diameter (µm)f6 2.2→ 10.2 37.2→ -15.3

Myelinated internode capacitance (µF/m2) 20→ 50 -30.5→ 0
Capacitance of other segments (F/m2) 0.009→ 0.028 -18.2→ 0

Myelinated internode conductance (S/m2) 0.1→ 0.2 0→ -16.7

trajectory in relation to this coil and its course along the white and grey
matter interface. For the complete progress in time of the membrane poten-
tials, we refer to a movie that is uploaded on the personal UGent website
http://users.ugent.be/˜ndgeeter/research.htm.

8.4. Discussion and assumptions

Numerical modelling of TMS has shown its added value in the determination
of the effect of different stimulation parameters, such as the orientation of the
neural fibres, the position of the coil, the stimulator output and the not well-
known neural parameter values.
Neural fibres that are oriented perpendicular to the plane of the coil appear to
be less accessible for stimulation, since they experience a small effective elec-
tric field. Optimal accessibility, on the other hand, is achieved for neural fibres
that are oriented in the direction of the maximal induced currents and at an
angle of 45 degrees relative to the normal vector of the coil.
We simulated the propagation of TMS effects in depression through anatom-
ical connections to deeper limbic regions. We targeted the left DLPFC and
shifted the coil up to 16 mm both in rostral and dorsal direction. The re-

5 The initial m0, h0 and n0 change with changing V0, according to αi(V0)/(αi(V0) +
βi(V0)). They equal 7.565·10−4, 0.9954 and 8.846·10−12 for -120 mV and 0.9999, 2.471·10−6

and 0.999975 for 40 mV, respectively.
6 This range is equivalent to the combination of an initial diameter of the axon hillock

of 4.4→ 20.4 µm, a final diameter of the axon hillock of 2.2→ 10.2 µm, a diameter of the
initial segment of 2.2→ 10.2 µm, a diameter of the myelinated internodes of 5.0→ 15.0 µm
and a diameter of the nodes of Ranvier of 2.2→ 10.2 µm.

http://users.ugent.be/~ndgeeter/research.htm
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Figure 8.18: Temporal variation of the membrane potentials (in mV) in all 54 tracts as
response to a biphasic TMS pulse to the left M1 hand area. The blue dot is the seed ROI
centre.

sults indicate the high sensitivity of the neurophysiological response to TMS
coil displacements, whereas the induced electric field variation is limited for
small coil shifts. The spatial change of the electric field distribution causes the
change in temporal excitation. But no generalised conclusion on the effect can
be made, except for the fact that accurate positioning of the coil is crucial. This
confirms that a patient-specific and accurate determination of the stimulation
target in combination with a neuronavigation system is mandatory to perform
reliable TMS studies, analogously as in (Casarotto et al., 2010; Lioumis et al.,
2009).
Finally, we implemented the compartmental cable equation which combines
the passive and active dynamics of the respective passive and active compo-
nents. Close to a predefined region of interest, here the left M1 hand area, a
group of neural fibres is reconstructed using tractography. Along these bun-
dles the effective electric field and the three corresponding stimulation mech-
anisms were computed, together with the spatio-temporal variation of the
membrane potentials. We believe that this is a good attempt of simulating the
neural response to TMS in space and time as realistic as possible. Moreover,
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the sensitivity of the stimulator threshold towards the not well-known and
inter- and/or intra-subject variable neural parameters appeared to be accept-
able.
However, this model still has some important assumptions, leaving room for
improvement. All neural tracts used in the last section consist of a single api-
cal dendrite, soma, axon hillock, initial segment and a myelinated axon. These
segments are considered to be cylinders or truncated cones, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.10. However, these are simplifications and in reality neurons have mul-
tiple dendrites, which on their turn can be branching expansively, see Fig.
6.1. Some neurons have multiple axons and one axon can change its diame-
ter along its pathway. In the future, a distinction should be made between the
different types of neurons, such as the pseudounipolar sensory neurons, the
multi- or bipolar interneurons and multipolar pyramidal neurons. Salvador
et al. (2011) makes a classification into pyramidal tract neurons (PTN), cortical
interneurons, axon collaterals and association fibres and changes the morpho-
logical properties accordingly. Also the electrical properties should be adapted
to the neuron type. Tsugorka et al. (2007) showed for example how the mem-
brane potential for cortical interneurons behaves differently from PTNs.
The initial state of all neural fibres is assumed to be at rest, with a membrane
potential Vr, whereas Table 8.2 demonstrated a high sensitivity of the stimula-
tion threshold to this initial value. Moreover, no axonal terminations are im-
plemented and, even more important, no synapse for further communication
to other neurons in the connected brain network. This should be implemented
in the future, to obtain a bigger picture of the neural response to TMS.
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One never notices what has been done; one can only see what
remains to be done.

Marie Curie

9
General conclusions and perspectives

9.1. General conclusions

TMS has established itself as a promising non-invasive tool for exploring
brain functions and for treating various neurological and psychiatric disor-
ders, since it can modulate and modify the brain activity. However, there is
limited knowledge concerning its physiological effects, which often makes the
interpretation of its results ambiguous (Hoogendam et al., 2010; Sack and Lin-
den, 2003). Moreover, a high variability of the TMS effect on brain functioning
is repeatedly reported (Hernandez-Pavon et al., 2014; Lioumis et al., 2012; Loo
and Mitchell, 2005; Maeda et al., 2000). This important shortcoming restricts
the clinical use of TMS (Di Pino et al., 2014). To gain more insight, we devel-
oped a computational model for TMS that can accurately determine the im-
pact of the induced electric fields on the human brain. By mapping these elec-
tric fields along neural fibres, reconstructed through tractography, we could
acquire knowledge on the neuronal membrane potential behaviour. Moreover,
the use of neuronavigated TMS and individual MRI allows to approach each
case and each subject or patient individually. In this way, the gap between
modelling and reality was decreased, increasing the fidelity of the developed
model.
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Figure 9.1: Flowchart of the presented computational model for TMS. The response to brain stimulation is calculated in a case- and subject-specific
way from the macroscopic fields to the potentials on microscopic neuronal level.
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Fig. 9.1 schematically shows how the different components elaborated in the
PhD are linked and how they can be practically executed in an optimal TMS
set-up. Prior to the stimulation session, two individual MRIs were acquired of
the subject or patient; a T1-weighted image and a diffusion-weighted data set.
A personalised head model is then constructed with realistic geometry and
segmented into scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey and white matter by ap-
plying statistical parametric mapping (SPM8 or SPM12) (Friston et al., 2007)
on the structural T1 image. Anisotropic tissue properties, i.e. conductivity and
permittivity, are included in the head model. Since the transport of ions in
conductivity and water molecules in diffusion are mainly constrained by the
same extracellular space, a strong linear relationship exists between the eigen-
values of the conductivity and the self-diffusion tensors (Tuch et al., 2001).
Anisotropic conductivity and permittivity tensors can thus be computed from
the diffusion tensors.
When neuronavigated TMS is applied, the neuronavigation system produces
an output file with the coil specifications such as the coil type or shape, the
applied stimulation pulse and the coil position and orientation. These specifi-
cations can be co-registered to the subject’s MRI data by using the landmarks,
typically the nose and ears, denoted by the digitising pen and saved as well
in the output file.
The TMS excitation current produces a magnetic field, inducing eddy currents
and an electric field in the brain. These can be calculated using the developed
independent impedance method in case of a given isotropic or anisotropic
volume conduction model. IIM is based on the conventional IM, but elim-
inates the dependent loops and consequently redundant equations (Wang
et al., 2008) resulting in improved conditionality and speed-up of numerical
convergence. A 3D network of impedances is generated and solved to deter-
mine the induced eddy currents. The electric field distribution in the whole
brain can then be calculated.
Tractography is employed to reconstruct realistic 3D bundles of grouped neu-
ral fibres, called tracts, in the white matter of the brain. This method is applied
on the diffusion tensor data set of the subject, preserving a personalised trac-
togram. Based on the weighted maxima of the induced electric field distribu-
tion, a region of interest (a box of one or several cm3) is defined. Only those
tracts that traverse this ROI are identified from the whole-brain tractogram.
The induced electric field is mapped along the trajectories of these targeted
tracts and serves as the input for the stimulation mechanisms (Silva et al.,
2008).
Finally, the macroscopic electric fields lead to a change in the membrane po-
tentials of the neural fibres and subsequently to depolarisation of the neurons.
The distribution of the induced electric field is thus the key parameter of stim-
ulation. In order to have a realistic and feasible coupling, accuracy is required
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when solving the neurophysiological equations (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952;
Roth and Basser, 1990). The response of the stimulation mechanisms on the
membrane potentials in the tracts are computed by a compartmental cable
equation. All tracts are assumed to be myelinated neurons, containing sec-
tions representing dendrites, soma, axon hillock, initial segment and alternat-
ing Ranvier nodes and myelinated internodes, and are modelled with passive
and active membrane properties. The spatio-temporal variation of the mem-
brane potentials provides us information of when and where the stimulation
occurred.
This flexible and personalised way of TMS modelling is, to our knowledge,
innovative for the simulation of the response to TMS and represents a valu-
able step towards fully case- and patient-specific results. We investigated how
TMS parameter changes, such as the coil position and orientation, affect the
electric field distribution, stimulation mechanisms and membrane potentials.
Variability was consequently observed in our simulation results, illustrating
the need of high fidelity models for TMS.
The complete flowchart of Fig. 9.1 is followed step-by-step in Appendix B,
where the variability of TMS is illustrated in a speech mapping case study.

9.2. Perspectives

Certainly all methods and models have their assumptions and, consequently,
limitations. We enumerate all our concerns and possible extensions of the pre-
sented numerical model for future improvement.
There is limited literature on the stimulation parameters of the commercially
available TMS devices. This makes it hard to simulate and compare research
and clinical studies. For our simulations, the complete characterisation of the
coil as well as the stimulus waveform is required. This includes the coil shape,
inner and outer radii, wire dimensions, number of turns in each winding,
coating dimensions, core dimensions and material. The stimulus waveform is
characterised by the precise excitation pulse shape, amplitude, width and po-
larity, the pulse repetition frequency, duration of and interval between bursts
or trains of pulses and the total number of pulses. Also the coil position and
orientation on the scalp surface, relative to a reproducible reference frame
needs to be known. Moreover, all these parameters are recommended to be
reported for reproducing the research and clinical outcomes (Peterchev et al.,
2012).
The coil position and orientation can be recorded by a neuronavigation sys-
tem that monitors the TMS coil relative to the subject’s head during the exper-
iment. Another possible solution are moulds that fix the position of the coil in
relation to the brain (Wyckhuys et al., 2013). However, neuronavigated TMS
is preferred since it is more comfortable and it enables flexibility with respect
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to coil location changes.
In order to confirm and verify the accuracy of the other specifications released
by the manufacturers and to obtain more detailed information, we propose
two possible measurements. First, X-rays of the coil can be taken, together
with landmarks for calibrating the measurements, to model the 3D geome-
try as accurately as possible. Fig. 9.2 depicts the X-ray of the Magstim 20mm
figure-of-eight coil (Whitland, United Kingdom). This was also done for other
coil types by Salinas et al. (2007); Thielscher and Kammer (2004).

Figure 9.2: X-ray of the Magstim 20mm figure-of-eight coil. Based on this picture and the
information of the manufacturer, we modelled this coil in Section 8.1 as two circular coils
with 9 turns each, consisting of copper wire with a rectangular cross section of 0.80 mm ×
5.50 mm, and with the inner and outer radii of one circular coil being 4.35 mm and 13.15
mm, respectively.

Secondly, we measured real current flowing through a TMS coil with a current
clamp and an oscilloscope. Fig. 9.3 depicts the voltage in the Magstim 20mm
figure-of-eight coil obtained at 1% power of the Rapid2 stimulator (MagStim
Inc., Whitland, United Kingdom). This reveals that the actual current shape
differs significantly from the exponential damped sine, see equations (1.3-1.4),
that is distributed publicly. It would be interesting to perform a Fourier anal-
ysis on this signal. Through the inverse Fourier transform (5.12), general solu-
tions can be built as linear combinations of single-frequency solutions, analo-
gous to the calculations in Section 5.1.2.
A peak amplitude of about 300 A is observed at 1% power of the stimulator
device. For 50% power (P ∼ I2) the current will be

√
50 times bigger, in the

order of 2 kA. This is of the same order of magnitude as the modelled 1.43 kA
of the 20-mm figure-of-eight coil in Section 8.1. The measured signal of Fig. 9.3
has a pulse width of about 450 µs, corresponding to a frequency of 2.222 kHz.
In our simulations 1 kHz was applied.
In addition, we investigated the penetration depth δ of the current in the cop-
per coil wires.

δ =

√
2

σµ2π f
(9.1)
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Rapid² stimulator

Coil

Oscilloscope

Figure 9.3: Real current waveform measurement with a current clamp and oscilloscope
of the Magstim 20mm figure-of-eight TMS coil at 1% power of the Rapid2 stimulator. The
current clamp is positioned over one circular coil, and thus over 9 turns. The oscilloscope
has a vertical voltage scale of 20.0 mV per division, which corresponds to 100 A per division
due to the selected factor of 5 A/mV, and a horizontal time scale of 50 µs per division.

Copper has a conductivity σ of 5.96 · 107 S/m and a permeability µ of
1.256629 · 10−7 H/m. Let us consider a stimulation frequency f of 2.222 kHz,
as measured above for the 20mm figure-of-eight coil. The corresponding pene-
tration depth is 1.38 mm. This means that the electric current flows through the
entire rectangular cross section (0.80 mm × 5.50 mm, see Fig.9.2) of the wire
of this coil. In general, rectangular conductor shapes are preferred, since they
have the least skin effect and optimal surface area, in comparison to round
and foil wires.
The dielectric properties, i.e. conductivity and permittivity values, of the con-
sidered tissues are obtained from the 4-Cole-Cole model corresponding to
the applied stimulation frequency, see Section 2.2.1. However, the parameters
listed in Table 2.1 are not well known. Particularly for the low-frequency range
[Hz-kHz], which is the α dispersion, these values are more uncertain, and
therefore the 4-Cole-Cole model should be used with caution. It might be in-
teresting to consider other models or measurements for permittivity and con-
ductivity values, such as the in vivo measurements of the cortical impedance
spectrum in monkeys done by Logothetis et al. (2007).
In this PhD, the diffusion MRI analysis was based on DTI and the recon-
structed neural fibre trajectories were derived with tractography using a de-
terministic streamline approach. With the current DTI resolution (≥ 1 mm), in-
dividual axons, neurons and synapses are not resolved, but the bulk-averaged
tissue properties are taken in each voxel. During tractography, the dominant
fibre orientation within each voxel is determined and successive discrete ori-
entations provide an estimated tract reconstruction. This reconstruction is
thus subject to noise contamination, which can lead to limited precision. Fur-
thermore, DTI is not adequate to characterise complex fibre configurations,
such as crossing and kissing fibres (Tournier et al., 2011). In these regions,
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the uncertainty of the dominant diffusion orientation is large, which makes it
difficult to reliably reconstruct white matter fibre pathways (Jeurissen et al.,
2013). Future research that can integrate such dispersion of pathway propaga-
tion during tractography, for instance by resorting to probabilistic approaches
(Behrens et al., 2007; Jeurissen et al., 2011), is needed to tackle these limitations.

Ruohonen et al. (1996) proposed that the component of the induced electric
field perpendicular to the orientation of the neural fibre might be responsible
for unexpected muscle responses, observed when magnetically stimulating
peripheral nerves. This indicates there still might be other underlying TMS
mechanisms that remain to be elucidated, besides the three discussed in Sec-
tion 7.1 and implemented in this PhD.

The compartmental neuron model, explained in Section 6.2.3 for the simula-
tion of the spatio-temporal variation of the membrane potentials, has some
important assumptions as well. The neural tracts are segmented in a single
apical dendrite, soma, axon hillock, initial segment and a myelinated axon.
These segments are represented by cylinders or truncated cones, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.10. A more accurate representation of the neuronal geometry that in-
cludes multiple dendrites and the main features of the axonal embranchment,
see Fig. 6.1, is needed. Moreover, a distinction should be made between the
different neuron types, such as the sensory neurons, interneurons and pyra-
midal neurons. The electrical parameters of the neural segments, listed in Ta-
ble 6.1, are obtained for pyramidal tract neurons (PTNs) (Salvador et al., 2011;
Wesselink et al., 1999) but will differ for other neuron types, especially for cor-
tical interneurons (Tsugorka et al., 2007). Additionally, these parameter values
are not well known and vary among literature (Gentet et al., 2000; Manola
et al., 2007; McIntyre et al., 2002; Rattay, 1999; Wesselink et al., 1999). Recent
research revealed that the axon morphology is even highly dynamic and expe-
rience dependent (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009). More accurate geometrical
and morphological properties would lead to better estimates of the changes in
membrane potentials due to stimulation.
The brain state is important to simulate the stimulation effects, since the ini-
tial membrane potentials affect the stimulation threshold, see Table 8.2. Per-
haps they can be estimated with resting state fMRI. The brain activity at rest,
i.e. when the subject is not performing an explicit task, is observed through
changes in blood flow in the brain. fMRI most commonly uses the BOLD tech-
nique, which measures the blood oxygen level. Since the blood flow increases
more than the oxygen extraction, blood becomes more oxygenated, resulting
in an indirect measure of neural activity. The impact of this background activ-
ity should be investigated.
The voltage-dependent transition rates α and β for the sodium and potassium
gates m, h and n, see equations (6.11-6.14) and (6.17-6.18), were obtained by
fitting to measurements of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) on the squid giant
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axon performed at 20 ◦C. For human neural fibres at a body temperature of 37
◦C, these rates were adjusted to equations (6.42-6.47). However, the applied
neurophysiological model can be extended towards other temperatures, for
example when the subject has a fever. For a temperature Tc in degrees Celsius,
the rate factors α and β (6.42-6.47) should be multiplied with the following
factor:

Q
Tc−37

10
10 (9.2)

with Q10 equal to 1.7, 2.9 and 3.0 for the rate factors of m, h and n, respectively,
according to Wesselink et al. (1999).

The effect on synapses was not taken into account. Including this would allow
us not only to investigate the individual behaviour of neural tracts, but also to
predict the response on the whole brain network due to synaptic interactions
between neurons. At this moment, our developed model can estimate how the
brain activity, considered to be initially in the resting state, is altered due to a
TMS pulse by studying the spatio-temporal change of the membrane poten-
tials of the neural tracts of interest. This is only the very first step, which can
also be noticed from the computed time span (a few ms). Once one or more
action potentials are triggered, they may propagate along the considered neu-
ral fibre bundles. In reality, after being conducted down the axon they enter
the axon terminals, which form the synapses with other neurons, see Fig. 6.3.
When action potentials arrive at a pre-synaptic axon terminal, they cause a re-
lease of neurotransmitters into the synapse that bind to receptors in the post-
synaptic neuron. New action potentials will be initiated, leading to further
conduction of the neural signal, only if this post-synaptic neuron is excited
sufficiently. This happens when multiple pre-synaptic neurons are triggered
at the same time or when they release action potentials at a high frequency.
A possible model for the diffusion and stochastic activation of synapses is the
Monte Carlo-based method, called MCell (Stiles and Bartol, 2001).
In our model, a generated action potential is enabled to propagate in both di-
rections of fibre tracts. The plasma membrane can indeed conduct the neural
signals in both directions. However, synapse conducts the signal from the pre-
synaptic axon terminal to the post-synaptic dendrite. Therefore, only those
action potentials that are conducted down the axon into the terminal will con-
tribute to further communication. This could be implemented in the future, by
for example considering the neural tracts as diodes.
Along with synapse, the complete neural network of connections between the
targeted and other brain regions should be included. More specifically, the
targeted neural fibre bundles are connected with a network of other tracts to
which they communicate. Based on DTI, subject-specific connectivity matri-
ces can be obtained with the graphical toolbox ExploreDTI (Leemans et al.,
2009), from which network properties such as efficiency, path length and con-
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nectivity degree can be derived, as in (Caeyenberghs et al., 2013). In future
work, implementing synapses and network interactions is essential so to ob-
tain a bigger picture and better understanding of the neural response to TMS.
Moreover, it is mandatory for the correct validation of the TMS solver with ex-
perimental measurements. Due to the absence of these synapses, our findings
that are obtained for single pulse TMS should not be extrapolated to repetitive
stimulation.
That further research on TMS modelling should focus on this connected brain
network is emphasised by the theory of Fox et al. (2014): ”Even though we
are stimulating totally different sites for a given disease, we are stimulating
the same networks (see Section 1.5.1). Our brain is an interconnected grid as
complex, and often as confusing, as a map of criss-crossing streets in a large
city. Just as a car accident might contribute to a traffic jam a few blocks away,
stimulation can affect an area of the brain network that is not necessarily at
the targeted site.”

We want to stress that our findings are obtained for individual test sub-
jects and should not be extrapolated to other healthy subjects or patiënts.
The variability between brains and the anatomical structures (Bartley et al.,
1997; Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995) and the influence it has on the
induced phenomena and corresponding simulation results may not be under-
estimated.

Validation of the obtained neurophysiological computational results with ex-
periments remains difficult, since it is not evident to measure the membrane
potential variation directly in the brain. We cannot easily construct a ground
truth example resembling the complex biology of the human brain. Therefore,
we are restricted to other, mostly indirect, measurements and observations.
Clinical comparison can be executed in a first stage with animal studies. For
example, by means of micro single photon emission computed tomography
(µSPECT), changes of the cerebral blood flow can be evaluated, which re-
flect changes in the neural activity (Wyckhuys et al., 2013). In a second stage
these experiments can be translated towards human brain stimulation. The
induced brain activity can be compared with other functional neuroimaging
techniques, such as fMRI and positron emission tomography (PET). However,
despite the relatively high spatial resolution (mm) of fMRI, its temporal res-
olution is low (100 ms - s). The blood oxygen level, measured during fMRI,
remains an indirect measurement and peaks approximately 6s after neuronal
activity. PET has an even lower temporal resolution (tens of seconds to min-
utes) and requires injection of a radioactive tracer. We suggest validation is
feasible by comparing the obtained spatio-temporal variation of the mem-
brane potentials within the brain network with measured TMS-evoked EEG
responses. EEG can reveal with a high temporal resolution (ms) the spread-
ing of neuronal activity. Its spatial resolution (cm) is, however, lower than that
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of fMRI due to the volume conduction spread. Since we compute the mem-
brane potentials along mm-long tracts instead of single neurons, this might
not be a problem. Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate the activ-
ity changes in the whole brain network. We emphasise here the importance of
well prepared and precisely executed experiments. TMS-compatible EEG sys-
tems should be applied, which suppress the huge electromagnetic artefacts
in the EEG signal due to the electric field induced by the stimulus pulses (Il-
moniemi and Kičić, 2010). However, great challenges remain to avoid other
artefacts, such as those originating from electrode movement, electrode po-
larisation, eye movement, muscle contraction activated by the pulse, or brain
responses evoked by the coil click. Using high-resolution multichannel EEG
is advised so to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution. Care-
ful post-processing of the data while reducing the artefacts by filtering will
be important. For more information on how to measure TMS-evoked EEG re-
sponses, we refer to the guidelines of Ilmoniemi and Kičić (2010).
Optogenetics, a new technique in which light-sensitive proteins are used,
might also offer a solution (Knöpfel and Boyden, 2012). Specific brain cells
and circuits light up when they are active. The advantage of this promising
technique is that it can monitor with a high spatial (10 µm) and temporal res-
olution (ms) the activity of individual neurons in living tissue, even within
freely-moving animals. The major limitations are tissue absorption and tissue
scattering.
Besides these neuroimaging techniques, in-vitro measurements using direct
patch-clamp recordings are possible alternatives.
For completeness of this research we mention the existence of alternative
software packages, such as the commercial finite element-based COMSOL
Multi-physics r (COMSOL Inc., Los Angeles, California USA) for field com-
putations and NEURON http://www.neuron.yale.edu/neuron or GENESIS
http://www.genesis-sim.org/GENESIS for neural simulations. However, dur-
ing this PhD, we have chosen from the start to program own software in C++
language. This enabled us to model in complete freedom and with full flexibil-
ity the response to TMS from the macroscopic electric fields to the membrane
potentials on microscopic neuronal level. Moreover, it allowed us to progress
towards case- and patient-specific results by implementing the neuronaviga-
tion coil parameters and individual MRI, such as T1-weighted and diffusion-
weighted images.

http://www.neuron.yale.edu/neuron
http://www.genesis- sim.org/GENESIS
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A
Simple example of IM dependence and

IIM independence

Consider a 2× 2× 2 3D network as in Fig. A.1. For simplicity of comparison
between IM and IIM, we apply equations (3.19, 3.20, 3.21), resulting in the
unknown matrix of branch currents I :

I =



Îx(1,1,1)
Îy(1,1,1)
Îz(1,1,1)
Îx(1,1,2)
Îy(1,1,2)
Îx(1,2,1)
Îz(1,2,1)
Îx(1,2,2)
Îy(2,1,1)
Îz(2,1,1)
Îy(2,1,2)
Îz(2,2,1)



(A.1)
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x
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(2,2,1)

(2,2,2)

(1,2,1)(1,1,1)

(2,1,1)

(2,1,2)

(1,1,2) (1,2,2)

Figure A.1: 2× 2× 2 3D network with the corresponding branch currents.

The dependence of IM

In the traditional IM, Kirchhoff’s voltage law Z · I = V is considered on each
cell face of the voxels, see Fig. A.2a. Therefore, each loop passes though the
four impedances of the four edges of the face. The voltage matrix V and the
impedance matrix Z become:

V =



V̂x(1,1,1)
V̂y(1,1,1)
V̂z(1,1,1)
V̂z(1,1,2)
V̂y(1,2,1)
V̂x(2,1,1)


(A.2)

ZT =



0 −Zx Zx 0 0 0
Zy 0 −Zy 0 0 0
−Zz Zz 0 0 0 0

0 Zx 0 Zx 0 0
−Zy 0 0 −Zy 0 0

0 0 −Zx 0 −Zx 0
Zz 0 0 0 Zz 0
0 0 0 −Zx Zx 0
0 0 Zy 0 0 Zy
0 −Zz 0 0 0 −Zz
0 0 0 Zy 0 −Zy
0 0 0 0 −Zz Zz



(A.3)
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Figure A.2: (a) Definition of the loops for the conventional IM. (b) Definition of the loops
for IIM.

The 6 rows of the impedance matrix correspond respectively to the loops A
(L̂x(1,1,1)), B (L̂y(1,1,1)), C (L̂z(1,1,1)), D (L̂z(1,1,2)), E (L̂y(1,2,1)) and F
(L̂x(2,1,1)), as illustrated in Fig. A.2a. It is important to notice that one of these
loops can be written as a linear combination of the other loops. For instance,
one can write:

D = A + B + C− E− F (A.4)

From this simple example we can conclude that the traditional IM contains a
set of dependent equations, causing the problem to be ill-conditioned.

The independence of IIM

For the developed independent impedance method, we first have to deter-
mine a well-chosen spanning tree. In Fig. A.2b this tree is indicated by the
brown branches for a 2× 2× 2 problem. The loops are obtained by adding the
remaining branches, indicated by the dotted yellow lines. We then consider
Kirchhoff’s voltage law Z · I = V over this set of loops. The voltage matrix V ,
the impedance matrix Z and the transformation matrix T become:
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V =


−V̂z(1,1,1)

V̂y(1,1,1)− V̂x(2,1,1)
−V̂z(1,1,2)
V̂y(1,2,1)
−V̂x(2,1,1)

 (A.5)

ZT =



−Zx −Zx 0 0 0
Zy 0 0 0 0
0 Zz 0 0 0
0 Zx −Zx 0 0
0 0 Zy 0 0

Zx 0 0 −Zx 0
0 0 0 Zz 0
0 0 Zx Zx 0
−Zy −Zy 0 0 −Zy

0 0 0 0 Zz
0 Zy −Zy 0 Zy
0 −Zz 0 −Zz −Zz



(A.6)

T =



−1 −1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 −1 0 1
0 −1 0 −1 −1



(A.7)

Remark that the number of loops are decreased from 6 (IM) to 5 (IIM) and
that they are, according to the graph theory, constructed in such a way, that
they are independent. Moreover, one can verify that the voltage matrix V and
the coefficient matrix of the impedance network Z̃ = Z · T have both full
rank and that this rank equals the number of variables, namely the 5 loop
currents. Consequently, the solution of the system of linear equations Z̃ · L =
V is unique.



B
Variability of TMS in a speech mapping

case study

By studying the results of a speech mapping experiment, we aim to numer-
ically explain the observed variability of TMS responses. We have chosen to
investigate the effect of TMS on language because it is a complicated brain
function, not corresponding to a single brain region but to a more complex
neural network. We believe case- and subject- or patient-specific modelling is
generally needed to accurately capture the electromagnetic and neurophysio-
logic phenomena triggered by TMS. Certainly when the stimulation interacts
with such a complex neural network that can differ significantly from person
to person (Sporns et al., 2005), thus affecting the stimulation outcome.

Introduction to speech mapping

During resective surgery, for example when removing a tumour or an epilep-
tic zone, the patient may risk impairment of his functions (Pouratian and
Bookheimer, 2010). Therefore, awake craniotomy is commonly used in combi-
nation with intraoperative functional mapping by direct cortical stimulation
(DCS), especially when operating in the vicinity of motor or speech areas (Co-
rina et al., 2010; Ojemann et al., 1988). This mapping is highly reliable, how-
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ever, preoperative evaluation with TMS can be of great value (Krieg et al.,
2014; Lioumis et al., 2012). TMS can create a ’virtual lesion’ and temporarily
disrupt the normal behaviour of the stimulated area. It may help in objective
risk-benefit balancing of the planned surgery, and it may allow more targeted,
smaller craniotomies, and faster and safer intraoperative mapping (Picht et al.,
2013). Also for a patient that cannot undergo awake craniotomy, it may lead
to safer surgery (Picht et al., 2013). It has been shown that navigated TMS can
localise the cortical motor representations as accurately as DCS (Picht et al.,
2011) and more accurately than fMRI (Forster et al., 2011) in tumour patients.
Despite the good overall correlation between the speech-related regions iden-
tified with navigated TMS and DCS, low specificity in posterior language ar-
eas is observed (Picht et al., 2013). Where the motor skills are organised clearly
and specifically in the primary motor cortex and therefore relatively easy to
localise, see Fig. 1.15, language is derived from a complex and highly individ-
ualised network of cortical and subcortical connections (Catani et al., 2005).
Amunts et al. (1999) studied Broca’s area in ten post-mortem human brains
and revealed significant variations in size as well as in the relation of this area
to sulcal landmarks.

Figure B.1: Cortical sites that elicited TMS-induced object naming errors (above) for a
total of 8 subjects, (bottom left) for one subject and (bottom right) for another subject. No-
response errors, semantic and phonological paraphasias are indicated with dots. Original
figures from (Hernandez-Pavon et al., 2014).
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TMS has been used to affect speech performance during naming tasks. This
way, one can non-invasively map the cortical speech-related areas as a preop-
erative evaluation. In contrast to TMS over the primary motor cortex, which
is a small targeted area, speech mapping experiments reveal a large spread
of the targeted cortical sites that lead to naming errors. The speech mapping
studies of Lioumis et al. (2012) and Hernandez-Pavon et al. (2014), illustrated
in Fig. B.1, demonstrated the high variability in number, type and location of
the naming errors among their subjects.

Speech mapping case study

A speech mapping experiment was performed on a healthy, right-handed
male subject at the Helsinki University Hospital, Finland, following the ap-
proach of Lioumis et al. (2012). Remember that in about 90% of right-handed
individuals the language centres are situated in the left temporal lobe, see
Section 1.3.3. During the first session, the baseline performance was measured
of the subject who named images of simple objects as quickly and precisely
as possible under normal conditions. The images were placed in random or-
der. Those that were unfamiliar or named incorrectly were removed from the
set. During the second session, the subject named these images again, while
repetitive navigated brain stimulation was delivered to semi-random left-
hemispheric areas. The eXimia Navigated Brain Stimulation (Nexstim Ltd.,
Helsinki, Finland) was used in combination with a biphasic 70mm figure-of-
eight coil. The neuronavigation system monitored the coil position and orien-
tation relative to the subject’s head during this speech mapping experiment,
which is of great value for our simulations. Every 2500 ms an object image
was presented for 700 ms on the computer screen. During the second session,
neuronavigated TMS was applied 300 ms after the image presentation onset. 5
pulses, with a pulse width of 230 µs, were delivered at 5 Hz spread over a total
duration of 1000 ms. The performance of the subject, together with the TMS
coil and object images were video-recorded, as in (Lioumis et al., 2012), so to
analyse the results offline. The baseline responses were compared with those
during TMS. A neurophysiologist categorised the naming errors induced by
TMS by type and location. The different types are no-response error (anomic
aphasia or anomia), phonologic paraphasia, semantic paraphasia and perfor-
mance errors.
We selected four cases in which the coil was moved, rotated and tilted with
limited deviations. One might assume that almost the same stimulation is per-
formed. However, in one case, denoted as E1, a naming error (more specifi-
cally a performance error) occurred, while in the other three cases, denoted
as NE1a, NE1b and NE1c, the subject appointed the object images smoothly as
in the case without TMS. From the neuronavigation system we retrieved all
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needed coil configuration parameters of these four cases, i.e. the coordinates
of the centre of the coil O, the unit vector normal to the plane of the coil and
directed away from the subject’s head n and the unit vector in the direction
of maximal induced currents (in homogeneous material) m. They are listed in
Table B.1.

Table B.1: Coil specifications. Remark the positions are expressed according to the voxel
sequence. To calculate the coordinates in meters relative to the centre, one must subtract
(Nx/2, Ny/2, Nz/2) = (56,64,50) from it and multiply the result by the voxelsize of 2 mm.

Coil Position O Normal n Direction m

E1 (14.08,76.28,45.02) [0.972,-0.043,0.230] [0.066,0.994,-0.091]
NE1a (15.16,79.21,44.73) [0.967,0.024,0.253] [-0.016,0.999,-0.037]
NE1b (14.36,77.00,44.64) [0.975,-0.051,0.215] [0.067,0.995,-0.070]
NE1c (13.55,76.24,45.42) [0.974,-0.102,0.203] [0.115,0.992,-0.054]

T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MRI were acquired from the subject.
These data sets were post-processed using SPM12 (Friston et al., 2007) for
the construction of a realistic 2-mm resolution anisotropic head model. This
112×128×100 head model was segmented in the tissues scalp, skull, CSF, grey
and white matter, with anisotropic tissue properties, based on the 4-Cole-Cole
model (2.31). The nose, right and left ear of the subject were denoted by a
digitising pen at the beginning of the TMS experiment and their positions
were saved by the neuronavigation system. By using the coordinates of these
landmarks, the coil specifications were co-registered to the head model.
The induced electric field distributions were computed for the four cases us-
ing the anisotropic independent impedance method, see Chapters 3 and 5. The
results for cases E1 and NE1a are shown in Fig. B.2. At first sight, only minor
differences can be noticed. Therefore, the distributions for the other two cases
are not presented. Based on the electric field distribution, the centre of the
region of interest (ROI) is defined. This is sometimes done by searching the
overall maximum electric field value. Table B.2 indicates that these maxima
(pos max) are located in the same voxel for the four cases. Another possible
method is to search the first voxel in cerebral tissue which is situated in the
extension of the coil normal vector (pos normal). Since the normal vectors are
slightly different, see Table B.1, these voxels are scattered up to 5 mm (1 voxel
= 2 mm) from each other. In this study, we have chosen the ROI centre us-
ing the position of the weighted mean. Within a sphere of radius 6 cm around
the coil centre, the voxel positions are weighted by their electric field value, re-
sulting in the positions listed in the last column of Table B.2. Consequently, we
defined voxel (33,71,46) as the seed ROI centre, corresponding to coordinates
(-0.046, 0.014, -0.008) in m. Within its 5-mm range, the full ROI box is created.
Whole brain tractography is performed on the 1-mm DTI using the graphical
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toolbox ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009). The step size is set to 1 mm, the
FA threshold to 0.2 and the bending angle threshold to 30 degrees. Although
there is a user-defined influence, these main tractography parameters are in
line with the conventional settings range in current literature. Those tracts
that traverse the seed ROI box are identified. Only those tracts whose first and
last points are located more than 5 mm from another are kept, reducing the
number of tracts from 1239 to 35.

Figure B.2: (Left) Axial, (middle) coronal and (right) sagittal view of the induced electric
field amplitude distribution (in V/m) due to (above) the E1 stimulus and (below) the NE1a
stimulus. Only the values in the cerebral tissues are visualised for clarity reasons. The white
mask indicates the sphere of radius 6 cm around the coil centre. The original T1-weighted
image is visualised on the background.

Table B.2: Selection methods for the seed ROI centre. Remark the positions are expressed
according to the voxel sequence. To calculate the coordinates in meters relative to the centre,
one must subtract (Nx/2, Ny/2, Nz/2) = (56,64,50) from it and multiply the result by the
voxelsize of 2 mm.

Coil Pos max Pos normal Pos weighted

E1 (34,80,45) (30,77,42) (33,71,46)
NE1a (34,80,45) (31,79,41) (34,74,46)
NE1b (34,80,45) (31,78,42) (33,71,45)
NE1c (34,80,45) (30,78,43) (32,71,46)
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Figure B.3: (Left) The coil position with respect to the head model. The red and green lines
represent the coil normal and the induced current direction for the cases that did (E1) and
did not (NE1a, NE1b, NE1c) provoke a naming error, respectively. The outer windings of the
70mm figure-of-eight biphasic Nexstim coil are visualised for the error case. (Right) The
coil position with respect to the 35 selected neural fibre tracts, represented by red lines.

E1 NE1a

NE1b NE1c

Activated tracts:
21, 33

Activated tracts:
5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15,
21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32

Activated tracts:
5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12,
21, 25, 26, 27, 32 

Activated tracts:
21

Figure B.4: The same figure as Fig. B.3 for the cases E1, NE1a, NE1b and NE1c. The tracts
which are activated, i.e. when an action potential is conducted along them due to the stim-
ulus, are coloured blue instead of red.
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Fig. B.3 illustrates for the 4 cases how the coil is positioned and oriented rela-
tive to the head model. The two vectors n and m for the naming error case are
indicated in red and for the non-error cases in green. Also the 35 considered
tracts are visualised.
Finally, the spatio-temporal variation of the membrane potentials of all 35 neu-
ral fibre tracts are computed for the 4 cases. The compartmental cable equa-
tion, which combines passive and active neural components, is applied, as
explained in Section 6.2.3, with the parameter values of Table 6.1. The blue-
coloured tracts in Fig. B.4 show where activity is generated by the TMS pulse
and reveal a large variability. One tract, more specifically tract 21, is activated
for all coil positions. Another tract, tract 33, is only triggered for E1, the case
where a naming error is elicited. NE1a induced action potentials in a total of
13 tracts, while NE1b stimulated 11 tracts and NE1c only one.
The calculated results using our developed methods are certainly sensitive to
the coil specifications. In this way, we succeeded in numerically explaining
the obtained variability in this speech mapping study. However, we could not
justify why TMS for the case E1 did elicit a naming error and did not for the
other three cases. Even though there appeared one neural tract (tract 33) to be
triggered only for the error case, we do not want to draw conclusions from
this. Further research is needed, such as investigating the location and func-
tional meaning of this tract in terms of the speech-related network, refining
and optimising the neural model and its parameters, observing more neural
tracts and including synapses and, consequently, the complete neural network
of connections. For more details, we refer to our discussion on perspectives in
Section 9.2.
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